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Is published every Thursday Morning r.t
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
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$2.50

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oonlinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three iusertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu every part
of the State) tor $100 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

CougrcM

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

I. T. WFEB A

CO.,

Probate Business ami Collections.

Street.
Attorney at executed
Exchange and
Law, 491-2 promptness
disG^’Businese
with

He shall lay hands

Mabie Stuabt, Queen of Scotland,

Toodles,

MILES

CAJLMSK.

IJL

L E

Night,
and The Toadies !

Monday, Jan. 24th,—First appearance this Season of
MISSISADORE CAMERON.
Box office open from 9

a.

m., until 9 p.

dtf

J. H.

HOOPER,
U p H O L8TERE H
\os. 31 and 33 Free St,

se2dtf

m.

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor
Suite, Lounges, Spring
.Heds, IMattresses,
McDonongli Patent Red liOiinge*; Enameled thairs, Are.
a^*Ail kinds ol repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69T T&Stl
oxed and matted.

P.

€.

MODEL

BABCOCK.

MAKER

&

CO., No

PROCTER,

dtf

X Street.

Street,

cor.

KEITH.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

ORDER.

of the stockholders of the
be held

Exchange street,

WEDNESDAY, January 26, 1876, at 3 o’clock
P. M„ for choice of officers, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
them.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.

HOTELS.

look upon the

THE

of Brown St.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Opposite

THIRD

Annual

D.

Eiead

Exhibition

JOilS

P.

Yours

119 1-2

Exchange Street,

FUBTLAND.

Legal business

of all

tended to.

British
SAYS

sau

—

of their interesting Concerts of Music for the benefit
of the Allen Mission. Several of the pieces of music
Admission
will be sung by the sisters in costume.
25 cents; Cnildren haif price. Concert to commence
1-4
8.
at
to
jan22U2t

FBBE

BERRY,

STEPHEN

office k;

mid

J'ck

(ga/ud

M.

stages.
sep27d&wly40

FESSENDEN,

Attorney at Law,
ST4NTON BLOCK,

IN

OFFICE

No. 31 1-2

(15t

Exchange Street.
dtf

jan!8

FIRST GRAND ASSEMBLY.
HOLMES’ DANCING ACADEMY.
The first Grand Assembly of Mr. H. J. Holmes’
Dancing School, second term, will occur
MONDAY EVENING, January 34th,
AT

LANCASTER HALL.
Admittance 50 cents.
jan21d3t

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Successful

already in the hands of 30,000 learners and
players on Heed Organs, and deserves this and greater success.
Contains 176 graded lessons, including
nearly 50 agreeable Pieces, a dozen Songs, and 25
short Voluntaries. $£.50.
It is

Centennial Coll, for Old Folks Concerts,New. .40
Shining River. The next book for your SabSch’l. 35c.

To Owners
Occupants
and Lots on Cross, Danforth, Federal,
Free, Lincoln and Oxford Streets.

City Clerk’s Office, 1
)
January 4, 1876.
T\:
hereby given, that the above named
-Lv • Streets, have by order ot the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered, according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s office, and all parties inOTICE is

are

hereby

notified that the nnmbers

so

designated must be affixed to the building on said
Streets, within sixjy days from the first day of March
Per order,
next.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

jan4

FOR

An the very first instruction book, (for the first 3
months on the Piano) nothing could be better. Very
Does away,
easy pieces, nicely fingered and graded.
mostly, with the dryness and drudgery of the first
quarter. In Paper, 75c.

Gems of
A

obtained in the Uuited States,
Canada, and Europe: terms as
low as those ol any other reliable house. Correspondence invited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
of other attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are successful.
If you want a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description ol
your invention. We will
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and advice, and prosecute your case, Our fee will be in ordinary cases, $25.
I
T\
IT T
n T\Oral or written in all mat-

large, elegant

ADVICtefKES
AMSOM,

with

Piano or Reed Organ accompaniment. 232 pages,
Sheet Music size. $2.50 in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth.
All books mailed, post free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON &

CO.,

BOSTON.
C. SI. DilMon cV Co.
711

Broadway,

J. E. Difson & Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker

Philadelphia.

New York.

W&S&w2w

janl2

LIFT!-

HEALTH

A THOROUGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM
—

LADIES
IN TEN

FOB

AND

GENTLEMEN

MINUTESDiNCE A DAY.

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
no25

G4UBERT, Proprietor.

Fireproof Hoofing

tf

rooms,
dining room, reading room,
sample rooms and billiard hall, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the
city. It has
been newly painteo and frescoed, refurnished, (many

of the

applied by

J.

N.
98

McCOY

& co.,

Spring 81., Portland,

ROOFERS AND

i 11 11 i 11

In low price it is the book for the times, and
•ea6lly ,^1 *» to 10 a day. We want Workers in every
above great offer is bona fide. Large IllusanAtfie
1”■IP"
iwed Pumnhlot. Specimen
pages, and full particulars free.
^Qareas A. D. Wouiuiroton u
Co., Hartford, Comm.
book out’’

244

^fiddle

eM__dlwt

Street*

The Bell Work at moderate Prices.

T 0

AIM

PLEASE.

dtt

jang_

MDLLE. BOUTELLE,
Seventh daughter ot the seventh Son,

Clairvoyant

and

describes your future wife

Fortune Teller,
or husband, looks after

absent friends,l ost or stolen goods, gives advico on
Jaw and business, gives names, «£c. Office,
564 l-£ C'oiigi-pMM Hlreei, (up out* flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms, Ladies
10 p. m.
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.

jan7

__dlmntfd&w

leads to mi-tune?*'™
$10. to entitled,
$500.
men nnd Idiom, ol

72 page Book,
Wall Street,

explaining everything.

iSSSTV^
SENT
FREE.
Broadway, New
7'J
and

Banker,
York.
Rtt

ill/

Brokers,

inclinwl.Vwly.

WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
t'AKOwith

name.

!iOc.

or

50 Snow

Flake, Marble, Damask. Rep, Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. 11. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.
jau3d8w*tt*

black walnut lurniture) and newly

choicest that the market aflords.
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT, Proprietor.
eodtf
auglO

$25 $25 $25 $25
THE NE'W

rfl

d

PS McLean & Hooper
3 Improyecl Elastic M-StM

^
§

t 1 MACHS I
W
r_

I

|
k,

IT1T

|p!
P

companies at $60.
Call and examine

to

the Machines sold
or

by

other

send for

a GEORGE

Congress.
tf

CONSUMERS!
TEE ELLIS PATENT

I

Gas

Burner, Reg-

ulator and Shade

Combined

is decided to he the best Gas Light

ever

produced—

as stead v as the Areand. which varies ns thA
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in

the consumption of gas

C.

L.

over

any other burner.

MAJEtSTCXN",

to license obtained from the Probate
Court, I ofter for sale the following property
belonging to the estate of Moses B. Nickerson, late
of Portland; deceased:
3-32 Sell. Ida L. Howard.

PURSUANT
<4

1-32
1-16
1-16
1-16
1-32
1-16

PROPRIETOR FOB iTUINE,
PIS Exchange (Street.
octlldil
Agent Wanted.

fi

44

We have on hand the largest and best asof any bonne in the state. BUIIjDKBS ANP CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine our
sortment

gratuitously for one year their Financial
and a book explaining bow sums
Weekly
from ten dollars to thousands may l>e invested.
Those who invest little have the same advantage as
Send for their Weekly.—Boston
large

Report,

operators.

Post, Nov. 12th. Address

ALEX. FROTHINGIIAM As CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. Y.
deodly

“MUSIC 2
Collins & -Buxton,

and

—

C.

SI.

jL A NI S O IS

,

201 MIDDLE ST.,
Watelies and Jewelry,
Spectacles, Opera Glasses,
Silver Ware, -Clocks, etc.
201, Nearly Og|>. Hie Falmoutli.

FITTING

AAB SHOES
AT

Street.

FOE

Instruments
Hlnsic

—

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for
WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.
All orders by mail promptly attended to. Please
decl4
call or send for Catalogue.
dly
GEO.

JT\.

a

-W

_

UUAL I

_

CUAL ! I

RICH & JUDKINS,

118 Commercial
Reliable, Durable,
Cheap.
The only perfect creeper
protecting heel and
sole. Wholesale and retail by

It.

LEVICKjSON & CO.

Solo Manufacturers, 724 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Trade supplied a liberal discount. Sample
pair by mail $1 00.
de24eodlm

TO

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

3ES-

XX. SARGENT.

RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to soo all bis old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf
Can be

Appointment of Fire Marshal.

SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED

The Portland Hoard of fire Pndertvritharing appointed II I ICICI* C.
BAK1VEN, Esq.* Tire Itlnrshnl, or In.pcctor for the _Winter, all parties
knowing of
(JaHnfc Chimneys, furnaces or anything
of the kind wi'l please notify him at hi*
residence, NO. I2GFEDEICAI, NTKEKT,
opposite the Park. Per order of Hoard.
T. J. lilTTIiK, See’y.
janl2eodtf

at

the borne of the patient without the use.of tbo

CAUSTICS
And without pain. Address,
DR.
A. H.
BROWN,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
from
Physicians
Correspondence
KNIFE

or

also

NICKERSON,
Commercial
Street.

solicited.

FOR SALE,

d3t

Ma'e or Female Sen.Byour address and
get something that will uring you in Ironoyer $150 a month, sure.
tyINVENTORS’ UNION.
MONPY
175 Greenwich St„ New York.
lllUillll.
jan20
4wt

8t.,

prepared to lurnish all those in want of Coal
at the

rr«,

FOB PHILADELPHIA.
Packet Sell. J. J. Moore, Capt. Franklin*

ic A tv T

all
and

BRAINS AND STRING BAND.

WILLIS’ PATENT

made:

BLELUAVI!I.T’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS.

TM VfllT
lUU

a

Ate

—

*apCJal5eo«ltf

UU

PORTLAND, ME.,

Having bought out the Stock and Stand of

CHAN. McL.AIJCiHI.IIV A CO.,
Portland.

jan20

dtf

Nlrings

For sale by

No. I‘J8

Also a sicw Style of Light Over
Shoes lor Men an
Women city

wear.

I am

APPLY

3.75

Also constantly on hand
Guitars, Flutes, Accordions,
UanjOH,
Harmonicas, Clarionets,
Cornets

OIL,

FOR FREIGHT

Pure Gum Rubber Boots

HI. G. FAUIER.

“Brilliant-

•T.

••

Have just received

CBYOB'S

FRE

“

82.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
.65
.38
.30
1.25
1.25

“
“
Misses’
“
“
Child’s
Men’s Rubbers
Women’s Suit Sandals
“
“
Misses’
Men’s Buckle Arctic
“
Women’s

522 CONGRESS ST..

iaut

Elm

d3m

Large Collection ol the LatestPopnlar Music.

Is the average monthly profit estimated to be paid to
nolders of stock privileges by various bankers in Wall
Street. The bouse of Messrs. Alexander Frotbingbam & Co., 12 Wall Street, New York, who possess
a worldwide reputation for their strict integrity, of-

1

McDonald,

jam

“1,500,000”

No.

Beneficial advice given on consultation and
rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited which will be tilled and despatched promptly.

service

NUTTER BROS. & CO.
99 Marks! Square Portland Me.
aul7
eodtf

Steam Engine and Boiler
ENGINE an upright of about six horse
an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of tliq engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 3G Union street or W. H. PENNELL & CO., 3b Union street.
-'ne3bdtf.

rflHE
JL

orably

power, and

au7

exl&wGm

Sun

as

curry

World,

to

the wines proper to be drunk with
The

continues with unabated fury.
in an article

displaying aujastounding

PIPES.

goods.

Vanguard.
44
City Point.
Brig Ernestine.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Administrator.
176'Middle Street, Portland, Me.
janl5J2w

BOOTS

Steam,

| Women’s

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

The controversy between the World and

Gas and Water

Men’s Rubber Boots

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

The scholars have discovered that the story of Tom Thumb is a stellar myth, and that
“Le petite poucet” is no other than Hermes.
The little star above the middle star in the
handle of the dipper is Tom, and in the earlier times when the constellation was considered an ox-team, he was the driver. From
that we hold him in our nursery legend, to be
the driver of his father’s oxen. He is identified with Hermes through means of the thievish propensities of the two.

wealth of philological knowledge, attacks a
Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these j
complaints, It invigorates and strengthens the whole I correspondent of the Sun as a “Taiyar-Kasystem, acts upon the secretive organs, allays infla- ; ran” who is
trying to pass himself off as a
mation, cleanses and cures ulceration, cures constipation, and regulates the bowelB.
“durai,” propounds this conundrum to him,
“Mi yenna jadl?” and finally contemptuousHas Entirely Cured Me.
dismisses him with the remark “Vun vely
Boston, October, 1870. ^
laiyap par.” To the unlearned reader it
Mr. Stevens:
Dear Sir—My daughter, alter having a severe atseems now that the Sun man must feel “tetack of whooping cough, was left in a feeble state of
health. Being advised by a friend she tried the Vegtotally chawed up.”
etine, and after using a few bottles was fully restored to health.
As a phrase-maker Gen. Banks stands
I have been a great sufferer from Rheumatism. I
have taken several bottles of the Vegetine for this
without a peer in the House. What could be
complaint, and am happy to say it has entirely cured finer than this ? “I have no
appeal to make
me.
I have recommended the Vegetine toothers,
with the same good results. It is a great cleanser
to Democrats or Kepublicans. I salute the
and purifier of the blood; it is pleasant to take; and
I can cheerfully recommend it.
august majesty of the people.” All this
JAMES MORSE, 364 Athens Street.
means nothing in particular, it is true, but it
SJnlri hiT oil rirnrrniota 9. FlDolopn riropTniThorD sounds well. It is wisa, however, to rememMVilU UJ UU Ui
UggiUlM U DUU1U1U LI | U1 J II UU1VI
ber that in free governments the “august
jan5
d4wt
majesty of the people” of necessity makes Itself felt through the instrumentality of parties. The Democrats, most uncompromising
of partisans, will of course overlook that and
applaud Gen. Banks’ speech to the echo.

PRICES I

1-32

NICE

excessive and very offensive.
She was in this condition when she commenced to
take Vegetine ; I could see that she was improving
on the second bottle. She contiuued taking the Vegetine until she had used from twelve to fifteen bottles. I am now happy in informing you and the public (if you choose to make it public) that she is entirely cured, and Vegetine accomplished the cure
after nothing eise would. Htnce I feel justified in
saying that Vegetine is the most reliable remedy,
and would advise all suffering humanity to try it. for
I believe it to be a good, honest, vegetable medicine,
and I shall not hesitate to recommend it. I am, <55:c.,
L. C. CARDELL,
respectfully,
i
Store 451 Broadway,

nov!8_

2-32

ma26

South Boston, Feb. 9,1871.
R. H. Stevens, Esq.
Dear Sir—I have heard from very many sources of
the great success of Vegetine in cases of Scrotula,
Rheumatism, Kidney Complaint, Catarrh, and other
diseases of kindred nature. I make no hesitation in
saying that I know Vegetine to be the most reliable
remedy for Catarrh and General Debility.
My wife has been troubled with Catarrh for many
years, and at times very badly. She has thoroughly
tried every supposed remedy that we could bear of,
and with all this she has for several years been gradually growing worse, and the discharge from the head

224 Federal Street.

Eva May.
Frank Hurbert.

44

lT’piJBEIC.

MAKE

k.

Cynosure.

44

B. P.

State.

Marblized Slate Mantles.

Marcus Hunter.
Lettie S. Reed.

44

was

City, Town and Country Purchasers are hereby notified that they can buy
PIPES AND FITTINGS
at this establishment lower than anywhere in the

ULMER£

Vessels for Sale.

J1

& SOWN.
4wt

GAS

near

Q

$25 $25 $25 $25

CENTENNIAL

jan20

Temple Street,

clr- ^

AGENT FOB MAINE,
S
£»
^257 1-2 MIDDLE STREET..*

—

We will during the IVOLIOAVN
dispose
of IUO PIANON andOR42 AIVN oftirsl class
makers, including WATERS' U lower
prices than ert r before offered,
monthly
inNtallmenlM received running from El to
m> uHim.
m an auted for 6
years. Necoiia 111an«l
Instruments at extremely low
prices for cash
Illustrated Catalogue Mailed.
A</cwfsioari/ed. Ware rooms 4NI Broadway,
w: Y- HORACE WATERS

dec

P

cular.

Agents Wanted for the GREAT

A GREAT OFFER

35

It is a waste of wisdom to make “predictions” after the event, though it is safer
when the prediction is governed by tho fact.
If the Advertiser had read the Thursday
morning papers it would have seen that the
man “named Boyd” has been appointed
postmaster at Houlton and would have saved
itself from making a “prediction” which does
not accord with the fact.

hopeless.

advised to make a trial cf the Vegetine,
which, under the providence of God, has cured me.
That he may bless the use of your medicine to others,
as he has to me, and that his divine grace may attend you, is the heartfelt prayer of your admiring
humble servant.
BENJAMIN PETTINGILL.
P. S.—Mine is but one among the many cures your
I

j

TLMERA ME HR,

a

OATMEAL SOAP.

Extra terms.
7on pages, low price, quick
P. W. ZIEGLElt & CO., E1H Arch St., Phiia.,Pa.
janlS
_»4w

STATE.

We guarantee these Machines
in STYLE, B ININH, CAPACITY and DCKABIL- Q

aulCeod&wGm

HISTORY,
sales.

THE

pBlbe fully equal

mm FXWSZZSi Coui!h. cold or Asthma that
CPJUUU AOAMSOE S 1!. C. BALSAM will not cure,
nt
cts. Circular free.
fini
n ?.old
trULU 1>B. it. W. KiESMAN, Augusta, Maine.

geuine Oatmeal Soap is known world wide as Robinson’s Oatmeal Glycerine. It is the cheapest line
toilet soap in the world, .and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask lor KOElNoON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
td4w
jaul8

IN

Skates "round and all kinds of ITIcchnnical Repairing done in the best style.

ft!
to

SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.

]an7__d4wt

Cutlery

finite

A GREAT OFFER

That all who see this notice
Tfl Dnn/ APCMT0
I U dUUIn nULll I 0.
may Bend their address and
test the great popularity of Thos. W. Knox s new book
'‘Backsheesh. or Life ana Adventures m the Onent." we make
this extraordinary offer: We will send a complete outfit
fence $1.25] absolutely free to any competent iter son of either
kx who will work. It contains 250 splendid Illustrations
costing $10,000, and the entire press pronounce it "the best
new

PHOTOGRAPHER,

with

fer to send

PAINTERS

jy24dt1

41

rooms

carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it otters superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the

Paint.

The best and cheapest Snow A Davis Patent
Slate Rooting Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or

the

PRICES.

new

—

Doubles tbe strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

J. II.

has been enthely
addition of 24

during
past year
remodeled and enlarged bv the
THIS
also

new

r_,

1

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. 1). Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley.
Esq.. Sec’y National Grange, liouisville, Ky and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,
D. C.
Bg?“Send Stamp for our “Guide for obtaining
Patents,” a book of 50 pages.
Address:—LOUIS BANKER &r CO., Solicitors of Patents, Washington, D. C, P. O
dec28dtf
Box 444.

English Song.
collection of Choice Songs,

Hotel

ME.

i Only m.

High School Choir. $1.00.
For High Schools, Academies, Seminaries.

dtmal

Ij

Method.
Analytical
PIANOFORTE.

Beliak’s

of Buildings

Books.

Music

Getze’s School for Parlor Organ I

CITY OF PORTLAND.
or

PORTLAND,

St. Paul, Ang. 22,1864.

was

Also the only complete stock of

C. B. FERBIN, Prop.

Hotel,

splendid assortment at

VERY LOW

HOTEL,

United States

Street,

Middle

jan5dtf

LECTURE.

unavoidably postponed.

mar 13-d tf

OYER I. P. FAEHIN&TON’S,

180

A

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irving Place and 16h Street, New

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

D. W.

A.

MONDAY EVENING in this Course is

terested

SKATES I

York.
One Block from Union Square find Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy accuse to all parts of the city by street cars and

prayer.

medicine has effected in this place.

Christmas Presents

Hotel in every respect, ara view to the wants
the commercial and pleasure seeking

WESTMINSTER

No. 37 Plum Street.

The Lecture for next

Jan20

FOR

KRAY,

HOUSE,

ipublic.

WM. H. MOTLEY,

Allen Mission, Monday evening, Jan. 24,
by the celebrated and Talented “White
Pa mi I y>* who have generously oflered to give one

O.

MIU

ranged especially with

be Distributed.

CONCERT OF MUSIC

M-

eowlylp

A first-class

de22d&w5w51^
AT

application.

on

BE WITT

of

Portland. Me.

—

free

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. B. WINCr, Proprietor

Arrangements have been made with the Railroads,
Express Companies, etc., at reduced rates.
Admission 25 cents.
All specimens must be exhibited in pairs.
For premium lists, etc., address
CHAS. A. EATON, Sec’y,

_VOCAL

498 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND.

apr28
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A itew humorist has arisen in the House—
Townsend of New York. He is described as
a portly geptlemau far advanced in years, but
evidently full of vigor, with a head covered
with a thick growth of white hair, cropped
like a pugilist’s, and a very determined cast
of countenance. His speech on the centennial bill was full of genuine wit. and entirely
free from that buffoonery which passes for
humor with our legislators.

bles-

Dear Sir—I should be wanting in gratitude, if I
failed to acknowledge what the vegetine has done
for me. 1 was attacked about eleven months since
with Bronchitis, which settled into Consumption. I
had night sweats and fever chills; was distressed for
breath, and frequently spit blood: was all emaciated,
very weak, and so low that my friends thought my

Trip only 48 Hoorn and in Sight of Laud
nearly the Entire Distance. Illustrated Nas-

PORTLAND, ME,
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respectfully,

R. H. Stevens, Esq. :

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,
beautifully situated and well kept. United States
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A FAMOUS WINTER RESORT

STREET

time) it surpasses
It invigorates the whole
and purifier of the
acquaintances who
in praise of its satisfac-

same

0. P. H. HODGE, Police Officer, Station 6.
Boston, Mass., May 9,1871.

for those desirous of escaping the severity of the
Northern climate. Temperature never falls below
tJ4° Fahrenheit nor rises above S4°, and the variation does not exceed 5“ in 44 hours.

G. 4. CLAUU, Ifl.

Recant Publications.
Veby significant is the little speech of Mr.
Cook of Georgia. Centennial appropriations
may be very well, he says, but the government should be Just before it is generous. It
should restore to the South the $60,000,000
of taxation wrested from that section during
the war before it votes any money for centennials. Are we to be asked to refund to
the South the money she expended in her
mad attempt to destroy the Union ?

tory eftect.

sing.

PORTLAND. MB.

FREE

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

tion over the past, which people who have won,
after fighting hard aud losing half a million ot
men, may surely be allowed to display, and
there could hardly be a smaller or milder sign
than the relegation of Mr. Jefferson Davis to
private life for the rest of his days. Then, too,
the position the North took during the war,
and has taken since its close, in its relations to
foreign opinion, must not be forgotten. It distinguished the late rebellion from all other
previous rebellions on two grounds—that its
object was the preservation aud perpetuation of
slavery, and that it had broken out under a
constitution which gave
perfectly free play to
all peaceful efforts to effect constitutional
changes. On these grounds it called for the
sympathy ot the best men of other countries in
terms such as no state before when engaged iu
civil war has felt justified in using, and on
these grounds, too, it described the moral guilt
of the promoters of the insurrection in terms
of unprecedented vehemence. Now, it will not
do to act as if this talk was all buncombe, as if
all the moral heat and wrath of that period
were due to the passions of the battle-field, ami
bad no root in cold and settled principle.
It
will not do, after describing Jefferson Davis as
all our moralists as well as politicians described
him, to treat him as if he were simply a mistaken politician who had outlived his errors. A
decent regard for the opinion of mankind, oven
if we are not burdened with self-respect, requires 11s to exclude him at least from participation iu the councils of the nation he tried to
destroy. There is a point in legislation, as in
social intercourse, at which chaiity and mercy
become vices dangerous to the social order.
The successful cultivation of the virtue of good
nature has, in the opinion of many, carried us
to this point already, so that our penitentiaries
begin to be regarde! by a large class of the
community as merely a refuge of the unlucky,
in which any of us might any day find himself
Nevertheless, it would not be difficult to show
that civil society rests on the assumption that
somounen are better than otheis; that people
wbo have led decent lives are entitled to sit iu
judgment on criminals; and that right and
wrong are not mere conventions which may be
established one year and may bo changed the
next.
We owe it to ourselves, iu short, to say
that theie was at least one man whose political
career was closed by his share in “the greatest
rebellion the world ever saw.”

Washington, January 13, 1876.
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E. D. MORGAN. Chairman,
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Especially among the aged class of people, it imparts to them the one thing most needful in old age—
sweet repose, thereby strengthening
the mind as well as the body. One aged lady, who
has been suffering through life from scrofula, and
has become blind through its effects, having tried
many remedies with no favorable result, was induced
by friends to try the Vegetine. After taking a few
bottles, she obtained such great relief that she ex-
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Lave not enjoyed good health for several years
past, yet have not allowed it to interfere with my labor.
Every one belonging to the laboring class
knows the inconvenience or being obliged to labor
when the body, from debility, almost refuses to perform its daily task. I never was a believer in dosing
with medicines: but having heard the Vegetine
spoken of so highly, was determined to try it, and
shall never regret that determination. As a tonic
it is
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A. MERRILL.A.

MADE

has removed to office in

93 Exchange

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholde
of the Presumpscot Park Association, will be
held at the Park House, Deering, SATURDAY,
January 22d, at 4 o’clock P. M. business—reports
of officers, election of officers for the ensuing year,
and such other business as may legally come before
them.
Per order,
S. H. TEWKSBURY, President.
J. C. SMALL. Clerk.
ianl7d6t

JOHN C. COBB,
E. M. RAY.

CTCOBB,

JOHN

janl

Stair Builders.

J.
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J. A. MERRILL A- CO., 139 Middle St.

PARK.

Company,

Copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned is this day dissolved bvmutual

STANTON

B. F. LIBBY, No. £5£ Fore
Cross St., in Delano’s Hill.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and all
other vorers, without regard to past political differences lor previous party affilations, who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all the constitutional rights of every citizen, including the full and free exercise oi the right ot suffrage
without intimidation and without fraud; who are in
favor of the continued prosecution aud punishment
of all official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by honest, faithful and capable officers; who are in favor of making such reforms in government as experience may from time to
time suggest; who are opposed to impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating any of its obligations,
and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
faith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotiou of these
ends, the direction of the Government should continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in
the Constitution and tne laws; and who are in tavor
of recognizing and strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unity in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth of the Republic.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW

Ss;
No.

The next Uniou Republican National Convention
for the nomination ot candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will bo held in
tne city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each State equal to twice the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress,

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

Middle Street.

Beal Estate Agents.

O. la. HOOPER,
Streets.

annual

day dissolved by mutual consent.
All accounts and notes due said firm are to be paid to
Ceylon Rowe, and to whom all demands against said
firm will be presented for payment. Either partner
will sign in liquidation. Edwin C. Rowe will continue the business at the store of the late firm
CEYLON ROWE,
EDWIN C. ROWE.
Bethel, Me., Jan. 17, 187C.Ianl9d2w

JAMES MILLEB, No. 91 Federal Street
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We do not read anonymous letters aud communiThe name aud address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
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For

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.
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Advices from French

sources

say

that

England adheres to the Austrian note on the
following conditions: “Maintenance of the
integrity of the Ottoman empire; recognition
of the Sultan’s independence; the submission
of proposed reforms to the Sultan as simple
observations'and friendly counsels, each pow"
er presenting the note separately; and pres,
sure to be exercised on the insurgents and on
Servia and Montenegro as soon as the Sultan
shows a readiness to adopt the reforms. Austria, with the assent and in the name and
interest of the Sultan, might be asked to assist in quelling the insurrection if the Turkish forces are insufficient,”

Castelae has been giving his views on
the Cuban war, and tells his countrymen
that reforms and not arms alone are necessary
to end it. In his opinion so long as slavery
exists in the island, so long will war continue
for all Europe and America will refuse the
moral support necessary to maintain Spanish
territory in the Hew World while the worst
crime and most odious institution bequeathed
to our age hy past centuries is permitted to
endure. The English Anti-Slavery Society
have

taken

a

position

which confirms his

views. In a memorial to Lord Derby they
remind him that in June last he said the
British government sympathized with the object of their proposal—that Eugland should
endeavor, in conjunction with the Unites
States, to obtain a settlement of the Cuban
difficulty by friendly mediation. They now
earnestly recommend the question in its present critical aspect to hi3 management,
Lord
Derby replied that his government would
give the question that attention which its
importance deserved.
The Nation takes the ground that the
question of excepting Jefferson Davis from
the operation of a general amnesty deserves
careful consideration, and i3 a topic which
will hear discussion, even in the centennial
year. If any one ought to suffer for participation in the rebellion, it i3 he whom the
South selected and put forward as the most
prominent man in the movement which led
to the Confederacy. As regards the mass ol
the Southern people, and even the prominent
men, it holds that complete amnesty and oblivion was and is the wisest of all courses,
and no less beneficial to the North than to
the South. Its reasons for excepting Jefferson Davis are set forth in the following wise
and temperate language:
But then, there is no practical end that we
know of to be served by making Jefferson Davis again competent to hold office, for this if

all that big inclusion in the amnesty would
amount to. His present disabilities in no way
damage him in body or estate. He holds property, can sue and be sued, come and go, like
other men. If be suffers at all for takiug his
share in the rebellion, he suffers only in mind,
and that he suffers in mind there is no good
reason for believing.
II he were amnestied,
however, there can be little doubt that an early
opportunity would be taken to send him back
to the House or the Senate; and the question
now is whether the North can really, even by
fair-minded Southerners, be expected to expose
itself to a contingency of Ibis kind, and whethThe South
er it would be well for it to do so.
can, alter complete defoat in war—and such a
for
the supwar!—hardly call on the victors
pression of every species of susceptibility am]
the effacement of every trace of ordinary human pride.
There are some signs of indigua-

ANNUM,

crystals, if alkalies, in theii^several fashio
say what I say, it mast be true. The value
of a trope is that the hearer is
one; and

indeed Nature itself is a vast trope, and all
particular natures are tropes. As the bird

alights on the bough, then plunges Hnto the
air again, so the thoughts of God
pause but a
moment in any form. All thinking is analogizing, and ’tis the use of life to learn metonomy. Poetry is the perpetual endeavor to express the spirit of the thing, to pass the brute
body, to search the life and reason which causes
it to exist;—to see that the
object is always
flowing away, whilst the spirit or necessity

which causes it subsists. It is a miraculous
command of all means of uttering the
thought
and feeling of the moment. Whilst commonlooks at things or visible nature as real
and final facts, poetry is a second sight,
looking
through these, and using them as types or
words for thoughts which they
The

sense

signify.

best definition of poetry is the oldest, that of
Zoroaster: ‘‘Poets are standing transporters,
whose

employment consists in speaking to tbe
bather and to matter; in producing apparent
imitations of unapparent natures, and inscribing things nuapparent in the appruent
fabrication of the world.” Bacon has said:
“Poetry accommodates the show of things

the desires of the mind.”
All this may be Delpbio to many, but the
earnest seeker will admit that the oracle has
spoken truly, and all of us feel what Mr. Em-

further says, that Poetry is faitb. To the
poet the world is virgin soil; all is practicable;
the men are ready for virtue; it is always time
to do right.
He affirms tbe applicability of the
ideal law to this moment and tbe present knot
of affairs. Parties, lawyers and men of the

erson

world will invariably dispute such an application as romantic and dangerous; they admit
the general truth, but they and their affair
always constitute a case in bar of the statute.
The thought of the essay on Poetry and Im-

agination is
the essay

Lettehs and Sociai, Aims. By Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. For sale
by Bailey & Noyes.
“You must remember,” said iEsop’s lioness
the taunting fox of many cubs, “that
though I bring forth but one whelp at a time,

to

that one is a lioD.” Mr. Emerson is not a prolific author, but his books are of royal strain
Time has goDe by when anew work by him
would call forth angry criticism by those who
looked upon him as a bull in their theological
china shops, and no critic now fancies that he
disposes of the volume by writing against it,
“R. W. Emerson, Pantheist.”
Men have
settled down iu the belief that whatever Mr.
Emerson has to say is well worth hearing, that
there is a wonderful wealth of suggestion and
atimnlna in ltia

asaava

anrl tlmf

persistence.

Now and then

a

reviewer, desperately bent on preserving his
reputation for fault-finding, brings up the old
charge that Mr. Emerson’s sentences are either
paradoxes or platitudes. The lazy reader may
sometimes find that Mr. Emerson has out of
his love of compactness of thought framed a
sentence which strikes the careless eye as contradictory, and to those who read as they run
it will ever remain contradictory. His "platitudes” may be resolved into two classes. He
has au agreeable habit of saying things which
at once commend themselves to the judgment
eternal truths, as the very things which we
should have said ourselves had we but thought
of them, things written in our minds in inas

visible ink and not appearing to the sight until
the fire of Mr. Emerson’s genius calls them

out; and because they are so eminently the
proper and natural things to say we at once
leap to the conclusion that they must have
been said

thousand times before. He also
all people do, repeats the selfevident and immortal truths; brings them out
in new garb, not with pretense that they are
discoveries, but out of courtesy to his and their

frequently,

a

as

company. That it is the duty of man to be
virtuous may be called a platitude, but we do
not accuse the preacher of lack of originality
because he repeats that in new phrase or old,
from the pulpit every Sunday. Mr. Emerson
gives the old jewels in a new and splendid set-

ting which certainly does not detract from
their value. What more have we a right to
ask? Another fashion too has passed away,
that of sneering at Mr. Emerson as a mystic.
People have learned what Quietism is, and do
mock at it now.
This volume of essays has been long expected,
mauy limes announced, eagerly desired, yet
there is little absolutely new in it. Nearly all
the chapters have teen lectures, some at college anniversaries, some elsewhere; but all have
undergone some change in form, and not infre-

not

quently two
r,

three lectures

or

1-,,

nao.n

give up

their best

Th„

“Letters ami Social Aims,” amply describes
its scope, for the chapters.treat of high literary
topics or of questions which come up in the intercourse of men. The essays are: Poetry and
Imagination; Social Aims; Eloquence; Resources; The Comic; Quotation and Originality; Progress of Culture; Persian Poetry;

Inspiration; Greatness; Immortality.
topics are treatedjwith all the old wit and

The
wis-

dom, though not unnaturally the freshcess of
twenty years ago is something lacking. One
is inclined

as

he turns the leaves to subscribe

heartily to the justice of Lowell’s definition of
EmersoD, given so long ago in the Fable for
Critics.
A Plothius-Montalgne wlicie the Egyptian goldmist
And the Uascon shrewd wit cheek and jowl co-exist.

Where all command the highest praise it is
quite out ofl the question to award the palm to
any one essay. Each reader will have bis fa-

vorite, but will scarcely claim for it excellence
above the others. The opening cbapter is an
estimate of the functions and value of poetry,
the introductory pages of which are among
the most eloqueut Mr. Emerson has given to
the world.

The perception of matter is made
the common-sense, and for canse, be saya
This was the cradle, this the go-cart, of the
human child. We mast learn tne homely
laws of fire and water; wo must feed, wash

plant,

build.

Poverty, frost, famine, disease,

the beadles and guardsmen that hold
us to common-sense, and the restraining grace
of common-sense is the mark of all the valid
minds. It does not meddle with the absolute,
but takes things at their word. But whilst we

debt,

are

deal with this as a finality, early hints are given that we are not to stay here; that we mast
be making ready to go;—a warning that thli

magnificent

hotel

and

canveniency

we

cal

Nature is not final. First innuendoes, thei
broad hints, then smart taps, are given, sug
gesting that nothing stands still in nature bn
death; that creation is on wheels, in transit,

always passing

into something else, streaming
into something higher; that matter is' not
what it appears: that chemistry can blow it all
into gas. It was whispered that the globule!
of the universe were precipitates of something

subtle; nay, somewhat was murmured in
that dwindled astronomy into a toy;
that, too, wa3 no finality—only provisional—a
makeshift; that under chemistry was powei
more

our

ear

and purpose; power and purpose ride on mat
It was steeped ir
to the last atom.

ter

thought—did everywheie
as

so

compact that

justice

no

review can do

wholly

convey its theme.
The same trouble meets the reviewer in tbe
other chapters. If be discards all attempt at
analysis, and contents himself with dipping
here and there in search of happy thoughts or
striking phrases he is confronted with an embarrassment of riches. The second chapter,
for example, “Social Aims,” is a mine of quotable sentences. Mr. Emerson apens it with the
opinion that the ill-natured criticism of American manners is not to be resented. We should
listen and men J. The subject of manners has
or

constant interest to tbonghtrul persons. It is
music and sculpture and picture to many who
do not pretend to appreciation of those arts.
The criticism he passes upon youth in America
is that it is wont to be poor and hurried, not at

a

ease, and he reminds us that life is not so short

Vtia

pantheism is after all good Christianity in
domino. Like not a few others of the present
day he is better than his theological pretensions, and far more of a Christian than be is
willing to acknowledge. Then too, whatever
his theological views may be he never pushes
them with rude

IN ADVANCE

express

thought;

thal

great conquerors have burned their ship!

when once they were landed on the wisbed-foi
shore, so the noble house of nature we inhabil
has temporary uses, and wo can afford to leave
it one day. The^ends of ail are mortal, and
therefore the beginnings are such. But science
was false br being unpoetical.
It assumed tc
explain a reptile or mollusk, and isolated it,—
which is hunting for life in graveyards. The

poet only sees each animal form as an inevita
ble step in the path of the creating mind. He
knows the missing link by the joy it gives

gives us the eminent experiences only,—
god stepping from peak to peak, nor plant
ing his foot but on a mountain. Poetry is the
perpetual endeavor to express the spirit of the
thing, the belief that the higher use of the
material world is to furnish us types orpicturei
to express the thoughts of the mind. The pri
mary use of a fact is low; the secondary use
as it is a figure or illustration of
my thought
He
a

is the real worth. We cannot utter a sentence
in sprightly conversation without a similitude.
A happy symbol is a sort of evidence that youi
thought is just. If you agree with me, or il
Locke or Montesquieu agree, I may yet be
wrong, but if the elai-tree thinks the same
thing, if running water, |if burning coal, il

Self-command is tbe main elegance.
have you statues in your halls, he characteristically asks, but to teach you that, when
the door bell rings, you shall sit like them?
Self-control is rule. You have in you a noisy,
sensual savage which you are to keep down,
and turn all his strength to beauty. For ex-

•esy.

Why

a seneschal and detective is laughIt seems to require several generations of

ample, what
ter!

education

train a squeaking or a shouting
of a man. Sometimes, when in
almost all expressions tbe Cbocktaw and tbe
slave have been worked out of him, a coarse
nature [still betrays itself in his contemptible
squeals of joy. It is necessary, for the purification of drawing rooms, that these entertaining explosions should be under strict control.
Lord Chesterfield bad early made this discovery, for he says' “I am sure that, sinoe I had
the use of my reason, no human being has ever
heard me laugh.” On an allied topic, dress, he
remarks that some people need it and others
habit

to

out

need it not. With some with an improvement
in dress silently and steadily the behavior
mends. But if a man have manners and talent he may dress roughly and carelessly; if,
however, a man has not firm nerves, and has
keen sensibility, it is, perhaps, wise economy
to go to a good shop and dress himself irreproachably. * * * I am not ignorant. I
have heard with admiring submission the experience of the lady who declared that “tbe
-ense of being perfectly well dressed gives a
feeling of inward tranqui'lity which religion is

pjwerless to bestow.” The sum of his teachings is self-reliance, and his advice, “to conduct life in a calm and affirmative manner.”
The essay on“Quotation and Originality” is
full of good things. Next to the originator of a
good sentence, he says, is the first quotator of it.
Many will read the book before one thinks of
quoting a passage. As soon as he has done
this, that line will be quoted east and west.
We quote not only books and proverbs but arts,
sciences, religion, customs, and laws; nay, we
quote temples and houses, tables and chairs by
imitation. Our debt to tradition through reading and conversation is so massive, onr 'protest

private addition so rare and insignificant,
that in a large sense, one would say there is no
pure originality. All minds quote. Old and
new
make the warn aud woof of everv
moment. There is no thread that is not a
twist of these two strands. Is all literature
or

then eavesdropping, and all art Chinese imita'
tion? Our life a custom, and our body bor*

rowed, like a beggar’s dinner from a hundred
charities? he asks. No. The borrowing is often
honest enough, and comes of magnanimity and
stoutness. A great man quotes bravely and
will not draw on his invention when his memory serves him with a word as good. Original
power is usually accompanied with assimilating
power. Truth is the property of no individual,
but is the treasure of all men. But the moment

display the theft begins.
Many examples are given of thoughts handed
down through different minds. Columbus
there is the purpose of

egg is claimed for

Brunelescbi.

Rabelais’s

dying words, “I am going to see the great
Perhaps,” only repeats the “If” inscribed on
the portal of the temple of Delphi. Wordsworth’s hero acting “on the plan which pleased
his childish thought,” is Schiller’s “Tell him to
reverence the dreams of his youth,” and earlier,
Bacon’s “ConsUia juventutis plus divinitatis
The frozen tune that thawed from
Munchausen’s horn is.found in Greece in Plato’*
time. The pleasantry which ran the rounds a
ft w years since in regard to a New England
family is taken from Lady Mary Wortly Montague’s “The world is made up of men and

hdbent”.

women and Herveys.”
Even our nursery
tales come from India, and have been warbled
and babbled between nurse and children for
unknown thousands of years.
The closing essay, that on “Immortality,”
will be to many of greater interest than any

other in the volume, and yet it contains little
that is definite in belief. Mr. Emerson says
“I am
are

a

better believer and all serious souls
believers in the
immortality

better

than we can give grounds for. The real evi*
dence is too subtle, or is higher than we can
write down in propositions. We cannot prove
our faith by syllogisms.
The argument refuses to form in the mind. A conclusion, an
inference, a grand augury, is ever hovering; but attempt to ground it, and the
reasons

are

all

vanishing

and

inadequate.”

This indicates a profound belief in immortality;
bat again be says "I confess that everything
connected with our personality fails. Nature
****••
never spares the individual.
It is curious to find the self same feeling, that
it is not immortality, but eternity,—not duration but a state of abandonment to the Highest, and so the sharing of His pertection—appearing in the farthest east and west.” The
man "is rising to realities, the outer relations
and circumstances dying out, he entering deeper into God, God into him, until the last garment of egotism falls, and he is with God,—

shares the will and the immensity of the Firs*
Cause.” This savors of the higher pantheism
and of Brahminical thought
Evidently it does not do to begin to quote
from this volume, so full of thought and suggestion, for one knows not where to leave off.
Vet it is not easy to content oneself with the
mere giving of praise, which indeed, in this case
is an impertinence. In reality the only words of
comment required are those of the critic who
says “His latest book does no discredit to
those remarkable ones that preceded it.”
The Book of Americas Istebiobs. Prepared by
Charles Wyllys Elliott. Boston: J. E. Osgood &
Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
In ‘The Book of American Interiors” Osgood & Company offer a beautifully and
thoroughly artistic volume iu interior and extorior. The binding is in antique style, the

leaves apparently|opening on Meducval hinges.
Within we have heliotype illustrations of many
rich rooms in Boston, Newport, San Francisco,
Cincinnati and Cambridge, and better than

these, the libraries of Bryant, and Longfellow,
and Donald G. Mitchell. The descriptive let.
ter-press is not only valuable and entertaining
for its matter, but notable for its typographical
beauty. Mr. Elliott has made of household
art a

study, and

no

man

BY TELEGRAPH.

finer, happier. To
your help. No one

this end I work; and I ask
can do much, but together

may do all.”
The introductory essays, on the dining room
and the library, are curious
accounts of
the historical development of these rooms
from the feudal castle down, enriched with
maay quaint engraving of halls, and feastiugscenes, and furniture and reading desks and
book-cases. As example of what America has
done in the dining-room we have as the frontispiece of the volume the dining-room in
Memorial Hall at Harvard, where the students sit at meat within lofty walls illuminated
we

by colored glass windows,

surrounded

by

pictures and busts.

FROM AUGUSTA.

Legislative

Matters.

Temperance ISearius—Mr. Dow’s

Bill-

Finance Committee,

LSpecial to the Press.}
Augusta, Jan. 21.
A number of gentlemen interested in fish
of game, are here to
the fish commissioners
which are threatened with the avenging sword
of economy. There are a number of leading
to see a sinmen in both branches who desire
gle result of seven years of experiment and ex-

protection

culture and the
save

heads of

the

That remarkable

penditure.

report

hasn’t

The information
the commissioners.
furnished by the Secretary of State relative to
the expense of commissioners, wardens and

helped

propagation does not include the money expended for the cultivation of sea fi3h. A careful member says that in the past ten years
$28,000 has been expended for fish. There are,
too, a great mauy industrious people who regard fresh-water fishing as one of the milder
types of vagabondism.

Memlo Bark, California; the library of Mr.
George B. Cha3e at Boston; the dining-room of
Mr. J. V. L. Pruyn at Albany; the library of
Mr. Bryant at Roslyn; the "study” at Harvard

the

gave a
hearing to a part of the Committee of the Temperance Convention in the Judiciary room.
Gen. Dow, Mrs. Crossman of Bangor and Mrs.

College;

Fitzgerald were present. Gen. Dow, although
he appeared for the convention, advocated a
bill which was not considered by that body.
The following synopsis gives an idea of the
rather remarkable measure:
Section 1 prohibits the manufacture of intoxicating liquors except that any person may
manufacture cider from apples grown in the
state, which he may in quantities not less than
one gallon, to be delivered and carried away at

of Mr. George James at Nahant;
the hall of Mr. Charles S. Sargent at Brookline; the dining-room of Mr. Charles A. Cummings at Boston; the dining-room of Mr. G.
W. Wales at Boston; the hall of Mr. Francis
Peabody at Danvers.
The “houses of the gods” will attract moa t
eager attention. The old “Vassal House” at
Cambridge, built in 1739, and occupied by Geo.
Washington as his headquarters in 1775, has
been for nearly forty years the home of Longfellow. In the northeastern quarter of the
house is a room twenty-two feet by thirty in

size,—the library. This is given as the first of
American interiors. Two great windows look
out upon the lawn. Carved book-cases and
alcoves for hooks fill the spaces. The mantel-

piece

is

old

auu

tawny marble, sculptured with

are panelled lo
lost in a fine and
effective cornice, A picture of Listz and a
bust or two, with brilliant Japanese screens
ornament the room.
Within these walls Evangeline and the Masque of Pandora and the
Morituri Salutamus were written. The home
of Bryant is a century old, but the library,
nous

the

grimus.

ane

wans

ceiling, where they are

save for the Dutch tiles about the
fire-place,
is of modern look. The two bay-windows open
out upon a cluster of huge peartrees, through

which are caught glimpses of Hempstead HarThe library of Donald G. Mitchell is described by himself. The walls are finished
roughly with ordinary mortar floated off and
colored a dark red. The cornice is of pine,
with a beading of black-walnut. The bookbor.

shelves reach to the ceiling, and are also established in either flank of the chimney-breast,
which extends into the room. The floor has a
border of yellow-pine and black walnut, mitred

The enclosed
white-pine, is'covered with English
Brussels carpet of small geometric pattern, the
at

angles almost two feet wide.

apace, of
colors

being

brown

fawn-color,

with bits of
black, white, or yellow. The wood-work is
almost entirely of white pine, to which effect
has been given by variety of stain, by bi ts of
tile, and by spare use of paper-hanging.
or

Babylon anb Nineveh. By John P. Newman,
D. D. New York; Harper & Brothers. Portland j
Boring, Short & Harmon.
In a finely printed and elegantly illustrated
octavo volume of 455 pages, Mr. Newman gives
a sketch of a journey from Bombay up the Persian gulf and overland past Balsorah, Bagdad,
Babylon and Nineveh to the Mediterranean.
His sketches of the present appearance of the
cities made familiar to us in the Arabian tales
also the description of the
interesting,
site of the Garden of Eden, of whose position
he is well assured. He dwells at length on the
ruins of Babylon and Nineveh, and gives a
condensed account of the results of the explorations there, yicluding some of the later transla
tions of inscriptions not generally known, snch
as the bill of sale of real estate, which shows
are

as

the Assyrians to have used legal forms like our
own,even to sealing with the thumb-nail instead
of the biblical custom of plucking off the shoe
and giving to the purchaser, which was a testimony among their simpler neighbors. He saw
everything with the strong eye of faith, and
confirmed his previous belief in the literalness of
Bible history. His intercourse with the natives
was slight, and he adds little to the common
stock ol knowledge about them, but Ithe most
cursory view of a land which has boon the battlefield of great nations for thousands of years
cannot fall to be both interesting and instructive.
The Chevaliek Casse-Cou. The Red Camellia.
By Fortune Du Boisgobey. Translated by Thomas
Picton. New York: De Witt Publisher.
The story of the Chevalier Casse-Co u is in
two volumes the first of which, the Red Camellia, is devoid of .any semblance of completeness even in the most subordinate situations.
There is a certain suggestion of Don Quixote
in the Chevalier who is fully as big a fool
without

being half the mau, and the adventures are of philanthropy run mad.
The book
has nothing objectionable to the moral sentiment, but otherwise is of the absurdest, most
sensational and unsatisfactory type of the
French novel.

Saxon Studies.
By Julian Hawthorne, Boston:
J. R. Osgood & Co.
Portland: Dresser, McLellan & Co,
Saxon Studies is a collection of papers oiigi-

nally contributed to the Contemporary Review
by Mr. Hawthorne. The author tells us in his
preface that his object is under cover of discussing certain aspects of Dresden life, to steal
an entrance into a far wider field of observation and remark.
Saxony was selected simply
as a concrete nucleus about which to
group
such thoughts and fancies as he wished to

ventilate.
Nevertheless the ordinary reader
will be apt to consider the “thoughts and fancies” as incidental to the description rather
than the reverse, inasmuch as it is easier to

cling
fancy.

to

concrete object than to
As a descriptive work

a

an

abstract
it is

simply

much

superior, both in matter and manner, to
the ordinary book on foreign countries. A res-

ident of Dresden for many years, Mr. Hawthorne hasjhad abundant opportunities to ob-

of candidates which are mispelled or
the initial thereof are given shall be counted by
the Governor and Council for county officers,
and that they may take testimony to establish
the facts in the case.
names

After

adjournment of the
on
Temperance

the

House

Committee

time.
The first violation of this section
is a fine of $500, or six months at hard labor.
The penalty of the second conviction, is both
fine and imprisonment, or a double dose of jail.
Section 2 provides that premises where liquors are believed to be manufactured in violation of law may be searched under the same
provisions as where the same is supposed to be
kept for sale unlawfully.
Section 3 declares that intoxicating liquors,
whatever their origin, kept or deposited for
sale, may be seized at any time and in any
one

nlano

TTT

Vi

fin nn/ilrnn na

r,

«

»

1

the apparatus connected with them or employed in their sale to be destroyed as now provided; and the burden of proof that such liquors
were not intended for sale shall be with the
party claiming such liquors or with whom they
were found.
The penalty af first conviction to
be a fine of $500 or in default, six months hard
work in prison;second and subsequent conviction, both fine and labor or double dose of labor.
Section i declares that no action shall be had
in any court for the recovery of such liquors or
their value.
Section 5 declares that any person who shall
keep a sign or notice of any kind upon or within any part of his premises, indicating that
intoxicating liquors are sold therein, shall be
adjudged a common seller and fined as such for
each and every day which said sign has been
npon his building.
Section 6 declares that all partners in the
trade shall be included in complaints or indictments, and all clerks and assistants shall be
considered aiders and abettors and punished
the same as the principal. It also provides
that the penalty for a single sale shall be $100
fine or four mouths imprisonment; and the
second offence $200 fine and imprisonment for
six months.
Section 7 provides that no liquor case shall
be continued except for the purposes of justice,
and that no penalty shall be remitted or judg-

suspended.
Section 8 gives officers making seizures $10
in addition to the present fee, where the party
ment

is convicted.
Section 9 provides that previous convictions
shall be named in complaints and warrants
when such have occurred.
Section 10 declares that any person interfering or hindering an officer in the discharge of
his duties, shall pay a fine of $50 and go to jail
three months to hard work.
Section 11 makes the penalty of a common
seller $200 or six months imprisonment; second conviction $300 and six months in
jail;
subsequent convictions, $300 fine and one year
in jail. The section further provides that in
case the convict cannot be
regularly employed
at labor in the county jail, he shall
undergo his
sentence in the state prison.
Mrs. Crossman desired legislation to prevent
agencies from being rumshops. Mrs. Fitzgerald urged some measure to prevent the sale of
hard cider and like beverages to boys. A further hearing will take place next Thursday

evening.
The Financial Committee completed the annual investigation of the accounts, funds,
vouchers, etc., of the State Treasurer, and re'
port every thing all right. The election of State
Treasurer will probably take place on Wednesday next.
A large number of members went home this

evening.
The party at the Augusta House this even100 couples

ing was a splendid affair, about
participating in the dancing.

S.

GRAND ARMY.
Meeting; of tlie

Department

ot

[Special

to

Press.]

Lewision, Jan. 21.—The annual meeting of
Department of Maine, Grand Army of the
Republic, met with Folsom Post at Auburn today. Nearly every Post in the state was represented. Department Commander Connor was
the

unable to be present.
The report of S. J. Gallagher, Adjutant
General, shows that the actual number of posts
at the beginning of the year was
21, and the
actual number of members in good
standing
985. In July Theodore Lincoln Post at Den-

nysville

obliged to surrender its charter.
Three new posts have been instituted
during
the year, viz—Edwin Libby of
Rockland, Wilson of North Tamer, E, W. Woodman of East
was

Wilton. The roster at present shows 23 posts
with an aggregate of 1204 members in
good
standing, showing an actual gain during the
The gains the present year are as
year of 219.

follows:—By muster273, by transfer 11, by re-

instatement 158.
The losses were as follows:
By death 13, discharge 8, transfer 26, dropped

106, suspended 70, dishonorable discharge one.
The amount disbursed for relief in 1875 was
$2,073.17. The posts disbursing the largest
sums are as follows:
Bosworth of Portland,
$1,096.39; Knox of Lewiston, $254.22; Sheridan
of Biddeford, $362.19; Folsom of
Auburn,
$177.79. The number of comrades and families
of the same relieved during the
year was 59; the

treasury.

Books Received.
The Nature of Light. With a general account
of Physical Optics. By Dr. Eugene Lammcl.
Volume XVIII of the International Scientific Series.

Cloth,

356

pp., with 188 illustrations and

a

plate of spectra in chromolitliography, price $2.
New York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
The Cetton States in the Spring and Summer of 1875.
By Charles INordhoff, author of
"Politics for Young Americans.” Paper, 112 pp,
New York: D. Appleton * Co. Portland: Bai
ley * Noyes.
Thrift. By Samuel Smiles, author of “Self-Help,”
&c. Cloth, 400 pp. New York: Harper * Broth
era.
Portland: Loricg, Short & Harmon.

Elijah the Prophet. By the Rev. William M.
Taylor, author of “David, King of Israel.” Cloth,
217 pp. New York:
Harper* Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Victor and Vanquished. A Novel.
By Mary
Cecil Hay, author of “Old Myddelton’s
Money,”
&c. Paper, 145 pp., price 60 cents. New York;
Harper & Brothers. Poriland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

Owen Gy wane's Great Work. A Novel.
By
the authoi of “Wandering Wille,” &c.
Paper, 113
PPm price 50 cents. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short * Harmon.

S'

the Committee

on Interior Waters.
Bill an act to amend chap. 55, sec. 1, It. S.,
relating to libraries, charitable associations and
public libraries, was sent to the Committee on

Legal

Affairs.

The Committee on Education reported legislation inexpedient on the order relating to the
prevention of corporal punishment in public
schools.
The Committee on Interior Waters reported
favorably on a bill authorizing C. W. Howard
to

navigate Kangely Lake by steam.

This

was

tabled.
The Comm’ttee on Fisheries reported favorably on the bill for the protection of fish in
Pushaw Pond. Same regarding Adams Pond
in Newfield.
The Committee on Interior Waters, to which
was

referred the bill to incorporate the South

gate Dyking Co., reported favorably.
The Committee on Commerce reported favorably on the petition of Nelson Gamage to
extend a wharf into tide waters at Bristol.
The Committee on Fisheries reported favorably on the petition of A. C. Fernald. and
others, for permission to build a fish wear at
Bear Island.
All the above were read once

and

Monday

assigned.
The Committee on Legal Affairs reported a
bill to amend sec. 3, chap. 9, B. S., striking out
the final “r” from the end of the word “mort-

gager”

in the seventh line and substituting

“e.”

Accident.

Bowdoinham, Jan. 21.—Mr. John Grady
was
seriously injured to-day in a very singular
manner.
He accidentally fell upon the ice
while driving a team and as the sled heavily
loaded passed by him, the sled broke through
tipping toward him and buried him some three
feet under the waler.
ten minutes and

was

lie remained there some
taken out in an insensible

A.
badly injured.
of a Calais Physician.
Calais, Jan. 21.—Dr. George T. Porter of
this city, died last night of cerebo-spinal meningitis in a logging camp about eleven miles
out. He was with a party on a
bunting expedition.
p.
[To the Associated Press]
Death ftom Paralysis.
Biiodeford, Jan. 21.—Alonzo L. Berry of
this city, who bad a paralytic shock in the
court room in Saco yesterday,died at
condition and
Death

midnight.

Crimes and Casualties.
Ealean & Wilson’s shoddy mill in
Medway,
Mass., was burned Thursday night. Loss

$5000.

Wihiam Wesgate of Brooklyu, was knocked
down in Broadway Thursday nigh and then
gagged and robbed by|three highwaymen. One
was arrested.

Assemblyman Wilcox of Sacramento, has
been held in $5000 for assuault upon a newspaper repoi ter.
John S. Kobinson, of the firm of
Taylor &
Co. oi Hartford, Coun., fell from a window of
his sleeping apartment to the pavement below
and was killed. His life was insured for $30,000.
_

D. W. Field, a large owner of real estate in
Boston and Providence, has been adjudged insane and several deeds given by him have been
revoked.
Col. Lopez denies that there has been any
election ot a new Cnban president.

In bis opening prayer, tbe chaplain, after invoking the blessing of Divine Providence upon
tbe nation, said: “As tb.v servants here assembled this day to remember him who so lately presided in this chamber, we beseech Thee
let Thy heavenly assurance fell upon them as
it did upon him.”
Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on Finance, reported a substitute ior the Senate bill
to provide for a commission on tbe subject of
the alcoholic liquor traffic.
Placed on tbo calendar.
Mr. Logan of Illinois introduced a bill to reduce tbe number and increase tbo efficiency of
the medical corps of the army military.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on Printing to inquire aud report
what legislation is necessary to prevent tbe
publication of documents of no practical value.

Adopted.

Mr. Boutwell submitted resolutions that tbe
Senate has leceived with profound sorrow the
announcement of the death of Henry Wilson,
late Vico President of the Uuited States aud
President of the Senate, aud for eighteen years
a member of the Senate, and
further, that the
business of the Senate be suspended, that his
friends and associates may pay a fitting tribute
to his memory.
Tbe chair laid before tbe Senate a tribute to
tbe memory of tbe deceased from tbe American
citizens residing in Berlin, transmitted to tbo
Senate by the Secretary of State. Agreed to.
Eulogies wore then delivered by Messrs.
3outwell, Hamlin, Ciagin, Camerou of Pa.,
Meriill, Stevenson, Ingalls, Bogy, Morton, Anthony and Dawes, after which tbe Senate adjourned till Monday.

HOUSE.
Considerable debate arose on the bill introduced by Mr. Knott allowing Judge McOau-

less to retire from the bench on full pay, although not 70 year3 old. Finally the biil was
passed, 142 against 100.
Tbe House then proceeded to take action on
tbe usual resolutions in honor of tbe memory of
the late Vice-President Wilson. Tbe privilege
of the floor was accorded to a delegation of Indiana editors.
Eulogies were then prouounced on tbe virtues of the deceased Vice-President by Messrs.
Harris and Warren of Massachusetts, Kelly of
Pennsylvania, Knott of Kentucky, Clvruer of
Pennsylvania, Kasson of Iowa, Banks of
Massachusetts, Lynch of Mississippi, Hurlturt
of Illinois, Lawrence of Ohio, Tapham of Few
York, llegan of Texas, Joyce of Vermont, and
Blair of New Hampshire.
Resolutions of respect were adopted and the
House at 5 o’clock adjourned till to-morrow.

The Committee on State Lands reported a
resolve in favor of Mount Chase in Washing-

county, appropriating $400. The same committee reported a resolve appropriating $300 for
a road in Indian township in Washington.
These three bills lay over to be printed.
Orders Passed—That the Committee on Agriculture enquire into the expediency of providing for the
payment of the annual stipend that is now paid to
the State Pomological Society to the State Agricultural; that the Committee on the Judiciary enquire
into the expediency of amending the law relating to
appointment of trustees for the Normal Schools; that
the Committee on the Judiciary consider the expedi-

WASHINGTON.

ton

ency ot enacting a law tor the better protection of
policy holders of life insurance companies; that the
Committee on Legal Affairs enquire into the expediency of so amending chapter 91 of E. S. relating to
liens as to include in its provisions a lien for cutting
cord wood.
The eighth annual reports of the Trustees
of the Soldiers* Orphans’ Home at Bath and

Bangor

were received and ordered to be printed.
Both institutions were reported to be in good

condition. Ordered to be printed.
The reports of the Liquor Commissioner

also received and ordered to be printed.
The report of Wm. C. How shows sales
amounting to $33,375.28. The report of Edward
P. Chase shows sales amounting to $41,563.68.

Bangor

was

the largest

purchaser, having taken

$6,597.11.

Adjourned

till

Monday

at 2 p. m.

HOUSE.

This is the second morning that
has appeared.
The Senate papers

were

no

chaplain

disposed of in

con-

currence.

Petitions, etc., Presented and Referred— Of M. G.
Palmer et als. lor an act incorporating the Orchard
Beach Railroad Co.; bill presented by Mr. Fellows of

Windham, requiring counties to maintain all bridges
in towns costing more than $1000; petition of W. E.

Gould and other trustees of the Reform School, authorizing the County Commissioners of Cumberland
County to build a bridge across tide water from Ligonia Village to land of Mark Trickey; of Haynesville, Leavitt and Greenwood Plantations for incorporation ; of citizens of Wellington for aid to build a
road; of J. B. Ellis tor the protection of trout in
Rangeley stream; bill authorizing the S. S. Committee to transfer scholars of graded schools to any academy or corporate school ot any kind, and authorizing
the selectmen to pay the per capita
money of such
scnolars to the academy, etc.; bill giving the Piscataquis Mutual Fire Insurance Co. further powers: bill
to incorporate the Maine General Homoeopathic Hospital ; bill to regulate and limit municipal indebtedness; of Arno Wiswell et als. of Ellsworth for act
incorporating the Ellsworth Marine Insurance Co.;
bill amending section 3. chapter 70, R. S., relating to
the time when assignees shall file an inveutory to the
Probate Court; bill amending chapter 40 R. S relating to fishways; petition ot the school officers of
Sweden and Denmark tor Normal School at North
Bridgton: of Neal Dow et 420 als. of Portland, of
Mrs.
C. Kilgore et 28 als., Cyrus Sturdevant
and the presiding officers of a number of temperance
meetings for the more effectual suppression of the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors; of the
Woman’s Temperance Union of Fairfield and citizens of Fairfield for the same; of Mrs. Ira H. Foss
et 215 als. for further pennities against the liquor

Lydia

traffic; several petitions from Bangor for the same.
Orders Passed—Order of Mr. Pike of Calais, directing the Judiciary Committee to report if further
legislation is needed to promote a remedy for injuries to person and property by railroads in the hands
ot trustees; of Mr. Greeley of Lewiston, directing
the same committee to consider the propriety of recording assignments ot wages on mortgages of personal property; Mr. Shepherd, authorizing the Financial Committee to burn the bonds in the sinking

fectual suppression of drinking intoxicating
liquors. Mr. Talbot of East Macliias said the
order should go to the Temperance Committee,
He further remarked that the Judiciary Com-

Reports of Committees—The following reports were made by Committees: By Mr. Talbot of the Judiciary, “ought to
to amend Sec. 5, Chap. 78, R.

pass” on order
S.,; relating to

election returns; by Mr. Eastman of Saco, of
same committee, bill relating to administrators
and trustees. These bills were printed under

the rules.
The following bills were reported, read twice
and assigned for tomorrow: By Committee on
Interior Waters, bill amending charter ol the

Penobscot Log Driving Co; bill incorporating
the Piper Reservoir Dam Co; by the Fishery
Committee, a bill to protect trout in Park man
pond; by the Judiciary Committee, bill making
valid the doings of Lyndon; also authorizing
he town of Lyndon to aid the building of the
Fort Fairfield Branch Railroad; by Commerce

Committee,

a

to maintain

a

bill authorizing Mark
wharf in Marshall’s

Secretary Fish’s Demands of Spain.
Washington, Jau. 21.—Cuban correspondence shows the last letter of Mr. Fish
to Mr.
Cushing of Nov. 5th reviewing the situation of
affairs. He says it is now the desire of this
government to satisfactorily adjust all questions, and in this desire we have been patient
almost to the limits of endurance.
He insists
that Spain shall bring General Burriel to trial
in accordance with the protocol, that in reference to all tbe pending questions the relations
of this country with Spain aro endangered by
delay, and that as to all equality, the Spanish
government should be informed that tbe good
relations with this government, denend on an
early, a satisfactory and a conclusive adjustment. A telegram from Mr. Cushing, Nov. 1G,
says the Spanish government repeats the assurance of the trial of Burriel.
Cabinet meeting.
The Cabinet session to day lasted nearly two
hours. The Cuban question was the subject of
discussioD, hut its consideration was not attended by any circumstance of unusual importance.

were

Porter was pleased and possibly surprised to
hear this remark. Mr. Porter then moved to
table the order.

Maine at Auburn.

high regard

fo’und much food tor reflection and has drawn
his conclusions with abundant confidence—
sometimes with rashness.
His style is vivacious and suggestive and eminently readable.

steam vessels in interior waters was sent to

on

accordance with the law of 1875.
Mr. Porter of Burlington, presented an order
directing the Judiciary Committee to inquire
into the expediency of a law for the more ef-

the habits and customs of the Saxons
and is not compelled to rely upon that very
brief and distant acquaintance which most
authors of foreign travel content themselves
with.
Evidently the author has not a very
for the people of Saxony and he
has not been spaiing in his strictures nor hesitated to express conclusions not at all flattering to national pride. In that broader field
which “is so wide that though the whole world
of analyzers and moralists crowded into it,
there would be space and to spare for each
hobby to curvet its fill” Mr. Hawthorne has

Several additional petitions for additional
penalties for those engaged in the liquor traffic
were referred to the Temperance Committee,
Petition of S. C. Adams, and others, for repeal of the High School act was also referred.
An act relating to additional security of life

fund of 1865 in

MATTERS IN MAINE.

number of the same class relieved not
belonging to the Grand Army was 140. By the above
it will be seen that the order is in a
very prosperous condition and eaters the year 187G on a
firmer basis than it ever was before. The quartermaster’s report wl’i show about $300 in the

serve

exercises.
The House papers were passed in concurrence.

The bill relative to election returns presented
by the Judiciary to day provides that the

dining-room

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 21.

Augusta, Jan. 21.
The Senate was called to order at 10 o’clock,
and Kev. Mr. Drew conducted the devotional

The list of heliotypes of American interiors
embraces: the library of Mr. Longfellow at
Cambridge; the dining-room of Dr. J. R.
Chadwick at Boston; the library of Mr. Donald
G. Mitchell at West Haven; the library ot Dr.
T. F. Breck at Springfield, Mass.; the diningroom of Mr. George W. Nichols at Cincinnati;
the “great hall” of Major J. L. Rathbone, at

the dinidg-room of Mr. James Lee at
Boston; the drawing-room of Prof. Fairman
Rogers at Newport; the library and diningroom of Mr. John C. Burnham at Boston; the

Congress—First Session

—

SENATE.

done

the revolt from the vulgar, tli3 meretricious
and the commonplace, which have long
afflicted us, will resolve itself into a social
government, when in every house the beautiful
married to the useful shall make life truer,

Fort}-Fourth

[Special to Press.l

in this country has

more for it or is better qualified as guid6
and teacher. His object in this volume is set
forth in these words: “I venture to hope that
the thousands who now aim to make the inside
of tbeir houses charming will find many hints
and suggestions which will be of use, and that

FIFTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE.

Marshall
St.

Cove,

George.
“leave to withdraw” was reported by the
Fishery Committee on petition of N. Warren
et als. of Veazie for repealing all amendments
to Chap. 40, R. S; of the inhabitants of Oldtown, for amendment of laws relative to fish-

eries; on petitions for the protection of trout in
Rangley pond; the same was reported by the
Commerce Committee on petition of Ira D.
Sturgis that draw at Arrowsic bridge be enlarged.
“Legislation inexpedient” was reported by
the Committee on Fisheries on order respecting
fishways in the Androscoggin river.
The report of the Fishery Committee reporting leave to withdraw on petition of T. S.
Davis et als. of Mt. Desert for a fish weir,
was tabled by Mr. Morton, pending acceptance.

The hillsj ordered printed yesterday were
read twice to-day, and to-morrow will be as-

signed.
bills read three times yesterday were
to he engrossed.
Passed to be Enacted—Act to protect the Medomak river; act incorporating the Katahdin Iron Co.;
acts authorizing the Clelands to construct fish wiers
in St. Croix waters in Bobbinston; act prohibiting
fishing with nets and hooks in Howess pond in HerThe

The District of Columbia Bonds.
The House Committee on Appropriations
to day unanimously decided to report adversely
on the bill appropriating $222,797 to pay interest on the 3.65 per cent ilistrict of Columbia
bonds, upon the grouud that Congress was
bound to extent only that interest shall be paid
and that as $800,000 of the sum heretofore appropriated remains in the district treasury, a
part of this should be applied iu tha paymeDt
of interest aDd that hereafter interest should
be paid from the district current receipts.
Various matters
The committee of ways and means gave a
hearing this morning to a deputation from the
United Brewers Association in regard to the
revenue law which fixed the quantity of malt
iu the production ot beer.
A number of bids bearing the impress of a
fraudulent stamp have been discovered in the
postoffice department. They are over 100 in
number. The bids so found are mainly in
Texas, ArkansGs and Louisiana, all of them
now being in course of fulfillment.

THE MUTUAL COUNCIL.
Mr.

P

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOOR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
!•
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
January 22, (1 A. M.) )
For New

England,

clear and

colder weather during the day with
continued high barometer aud variable winds
followed by falling barometer, threatening
weather and east to south winds during Satur-

day night.

Suit was begun in Washington yesterday by
a wife who claims $15,000 of her husband
for
beating her.

G H ii i U

Paul.ttl. 30i
preferred." 73I
g
Wabasli.
Atlantic *& Pacific Telegraph.94
Missouri Pacific. yA
Atlantic & Pacific preferred.!!!!.!!!
42
e

The following

It

Why

.•»

The Pope III.
London, Jan. 21,—The Lancet says on Friday the Pope, after fatiguing receptions, complained of being unwell. He had an epileptic
seizure lasting forty minutes. Since then he
has been conliued to his bed. It is thought his
health requires the doctor’s vigilant care, but
the grave reports recently circulated are

groundless.

Foreign Notes,
The weather yesterday in Euglaud was
stormy. It is thought the telegraph lines between London and Valencia are prostrated.

The London Times in its editorial articles on
American finances endorses Senator Sherman’s
proposition looking to a common mint lor
money and account for the United States and
Great Britain. This is contrary to an article
Thursday in its financial column.
TELEGRAMS,
over the Saco river at North

MINOR

The new;bridge
Conway is completed.

Wm. Harlan, son of ex Secretary Harlan,
died in San Francisco yesterday.
Indian editorial excursionists paid their respects to the President yesterday.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

the closing quotations of Pacific

Central Pacific bonds.
105
Union Pacific bonds.
103
Unicn Pacific Land Giants
1014
Sinking Funds.. .. 93a
..

Foreign Import*.
Steamer Bermuda.—1 packa»o mdse

to Portland Packing Co., 1 do Eastern Express Co
5 bbls fish to A Cotter, 5 do Hersey, Curtis & Davis.

rison, South Amboy.
BALTIMORE—Cld 18lb, brig Concord, Boddan, ior
Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch George H Bent,
Smith New York.
Sid fm Newcastle '19th, sch H T Townsend, ior
New York.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 20th, sch Kate Grant,
lor Port Spain.
NEW YORK—Ar 19tb, barque Norah, Hall. Rie
Janeiro 46 days; brig Sportsman, Blanchard, Seville
via Perth Amboy; schs A B Perry, Look, Havana;
Clara Sawyer, Branscomb, Mt Desert.
Cld 19th, brig Charlotte Buck, Smith, Cardenas;
schs E A DeHart, Farnbam. Aux Cayes; Post Boy,
Robinson, Havana; C P Harris, Benton, New Orleans; Wm It Drury, Henderson, Savannah; Edw

—

W.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
bush corumeal to a

water conveyance—1000
True & Co.

Boston Atock Market.
90

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 21.]
Eastern Railroad....

131

6.do. 13§
..do. 14I
.do. 14
15. ...do. 132
Second Call.
$6,000 Eastern Railroad 7s, 1883.
@50
135 Eastern Railroad.
132

75
305

—

New York Stork and Money Market.
New York. January 21—Evening.—The
Money
market is working easier with ample supply of
money o^eriug on call at 5 @ 6 per cent.
Foreign
Exchange firm for 60 days sterling at 4882 @ 485 and
quiet tor demand 4884.
Gold opened and closed at 113; sales in the interim at 113 @ 112g.
The rates paid for carrying
were 4, 3£, 3 and 5 per cent
The clearances at the
Gold Exchange Bank were $28,631,000. The Assistant
Treasurer paid out to-day $138,000 in interest and
$85,000 in redemption ot bonds. The customs re-

ceipts to-day were $360,000.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

ernment securities:
United States coup. 6s,1881........ 1214
United States 5-20’s 1865, old..
United States 5-20’s,1865, new. .1181

United States 5-20’s, 1867.l >o!
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.1214
United States news’s.117?
United States 10-40]coup..
Currency 6’e.
.123J
The following were the closiDg quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co..
Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson R R consolidated. 1114

3*1

Erie.
lti!
Erie preferred.
32
Michigan Central.! 614
Union Pacific Stock.

Panama.....

gs|

-xt_•

n_i

mand and lower.

Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 44,000

000 corn,
rye.

bush wheat, 0,00,000 bush oats, 000 bush barley, 0000 bush

Shipments-11,000 bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat,
bush
corn,0,000 bush oats. 0000 bush

00

rve.

wheat, 1C90

Shipments—840 bbls flour, 4400 bush wheat,2400

bush oats.
New York, January 21.—Cotton
steady; Middling
uplands 13c.
Savannah, January 21.-Cotton quiet; Middling

bush corn, 000

uplands 12ge.
New Orleans, January;21.—Cotton
quiet; Middling uplands 122c.
Mobile, Jan. 21.—Cottou Arm; Middling uplands
at 12i @ 12gc.
Charleston, Jauuary 21.—Cottou steaJy; Mid-

Neediest* N a tiering.
Many persons of weakly constitution, with dyspeptic and bilious tendencies, suffer life-long bodily distress unnecessarily. Their existences are commonly
shorter than those of healthier mortals, but while
they last, it is usually the case that they are continually dosing themselves, or being dosed to no purCould they be induced to use Hostetter’s
pose.
Stomach Bitters lor a while, strength regained, digestion restored, and the disappearance of bilious
symptoms, would speedily acquaint them with the
difference between a remedy which deals with causes
and those which affect symptoms merely. Not
only
are the Bitters a searching specific for
complaints affecting the stcmacb, liver or intestinal canal, hut they
are, in consequence of their invigorative and bracing
influence upon the entire physique, an admirable
means of protecting the system against the atmospheric influences whleh beget malarial disease,

ling uplands 12gc.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

MARRIED.

Killed

In the United
it,

Think of

sum

DIED.

Vineland, N. J., Jan. 19, Levi E. Field, formerPortland.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
No. 23£ Waterville street.
In Freeport, Jan. 16, Rachel Rogers, aged 72 years
In
of

8 months.
In East Harpswell, Jan. 16, Abigail H.
Eastman,
aged 76 years 4 months.
In Brunswick, Jan. 15, Mrs. Sarah J. Merriman,
aged 47 years 9 months.
In Brunswick, Jau. 16, Mr. Benjamin French,
aged 63 years.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

NAME

DATE

FOR

Prussian.Portland... Liverpool.
J an
Nellie Martin.New York.. Rio Janeiro. .Jan
Hecla.Boston... Liverpool..
.Jan
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Balti.c.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Columbus.New York. .Havana.. .Jan
Carondelet.New York. .Hayti, &c... .Jan
Russia.New York..Liverpool.Jan
City of New York .New York. .Havana.Jan
Canima.New York. .Bermuda.Jan
Sarmatlan.Portland... Liverpool.Jan

22
22
22
22
22
22
25
25
26
27
27
29
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 29
City of Brooklyn.. .New York. .Liverpool... .Jan 29
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 29
City of Antwerp... .New York Liverpool.Jan 29
Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 29
Atlas...New York. .Jamaica, &c..Jan 29
Wilmington.New fork. .St Domingo.. .Jan 31
Colon.....New York. .Aspinwall... .Jan 31
Etna.New York Aspinwallj... .Feb 2
Crescent City.New York. .Havana
..Feb 3
...

,.

Miuiaiare

Almanac

....

Jnnuary 22.

Sun rises.7.23 I High water.8.15 AM
Sun sets.5.00 | Moon rises. 4.44 AM

MARINE

33

A preparation which has been pronounced
of the highest medical talent iu the land to
for this complaint.

bybesome
the

only reliable article

CATARRH 1

cured

ISTEWI&

Friday, •Tail. 21.
Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Cleaver, Halifax—passengers and mdse to John Porteons.
Steamer New Bruuswick, Hall, St John, NB, via

Montville, Mass., March 23, 1875.
Gentlemen: I must express my gratitude for the
wonderful cure as performed by your Rseder's German Snuff.
I had been afflicted with Catarrh for
many years, and it caused my hearing to become so
poor that I was totally deaf, I tried many remedies,
but without any benefit; but at last I purchased a
box of German Snuff, and its use not only entirely
cured my Catarrh, but what wa9 yet more wonderful,
my hearing was
deaf for years, I

STROIJT

fnlly restored, and
can now

any

Ar at Havre 20th, ship Reunion, New Orleans.
Sid fm Sunderland 19th, barque Ellen Dyer. Clapp,
New York.
Ar at Key West 21st, ship Anna Camp, Galway,
(and sailed tor Baltimore.)
Ar at Matanzas 21st, sell C W Lewis, Hupper, from
Portland; 18tli. sch Nellie Bo^Drs, Stackpole, New
York; Jas A Potter, from Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas 20th, sch A K Weeks, Farr, from

Portland.
Sid 17tli, brig Gambia, Tunper. North of Hatteras;
gch Ada F Whitney, Marsters, do.
ME 310 BANDA.

Sch Sa2inaw, Ryder, from Boston for Bath, was at
anchor close in to Stage Island, Kennebec river. 20th
inst. in a daugerous position, and the wind blowing
The crew had lelt Ler, expecting she would
a gale.

drive on the rocks.
Sell Bertha Sonder, Wooster, from North Sydney,
CB. 31 inst. for St Pierre, with coal, went ashore ou
Langley’s leland 15th inst and lias broken to pieces.
Crew' saved. The vessel registered 192 tons and was
built in 1807 at Eastport. where she was owned.
Sch Maggie Hattiom, which went ashore and sunk
at Turks Island, had a cargo ot 12.000 bushels salt,
which was insured. Vessel valued at $20,000 and
ouly partly insured.
Sch Wa Connors, French, from Rockport for Jacksonville, w'liich put into Boston 14tli inst with toremast sprung, has repaired and proceeded 20th.

POUTS.

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 20th, ship Voyager, Chase,
Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 15th, sch I) H Ingraham,
Ames, Galveston.
Ar up 16th, sch H E Willard, Willard, Kingston.
Ar up 19th, barques Reunion, Emerson,St Thomas;
Epbm Williams. Keen, Pensacola.
MOBILE—Cld 19th, brig Herman, Hichboru, for

German remedy you have
and sure. What are the

a cure

that is always safe

Of

Catarrh ?
THEY AKE FOUND IN

German Snuff.

Remember,

in the

use

of this reme-

United Stales Hotel

jau2i

on

each month.

FOREST

sndlw

“FOREST
or
ivi

TAR

Try

a

box.

but 35 cents.

It costs

have it.

MEDICAL

DR.

Great Reduction
is

DRY

ROODS
AT

—

EASTMAN BROS.
Before taking onr annual inventory of stock
have decided to offer the following goods at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

ONE EOT OF

that

LADIES’

is p ossible

SLEIGH WRAPS,
ANP FLANNELS.

I

GOODS,

We Mean

WOOLENS !
Business.

EASTMAI

Hot

Brown

Bread

BEAMS.
W. C.

COBB

&

LEA

PERRINS’

&

snlawFfim

which those living at
will be glad to know.
call for them at the

inconvenient distance from any
Please scud in your orders or

28 & 30 Pearl St.

Jan21

d2tteodtf
is hereby
been duly

given, that the subscriber
appoiuted Executor ot the
Will of
NANCY W. DEERING, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that
trust as the law directs.
All persons haring demands upon the estato ot
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called

NOTICE
has

upon to

make

payment to

GEORGE W. DEERING, Executor.

THE

JaB20dlaw3wTh»

AERATED

Oxygen Treatment.
for Catarrh. Asthma, RheumaA GENUINE
tism. Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disis still

ottered to all who are afflicted, at US5
Congress Sttreet, Portlnnd. Itlr., Hoorn a,
Cahoon Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
al2tfis
eases

LADIES’ FINE KID

BUTTON
BOOTS!
$3.50, $3.00, $3 50.
CHARLES

S.

BROWN &

Ian21

dlw

7K will buy a genteel legitimate business;
I
all established; with stock and
fixtures;

df"l

profits laige; good reason for selling.
GEORGE IILItlER,
Particulars at office of
e. s. mm,oft,
dec27dtf
tlO 1-13 Exchange tttrcef.
sales and

Southern Pine Flooring.
300 M.

Dry

1 &

11-4

For sale in lots

or car loads at Cargo Prices.
J. W. DEERING,
910 Commercial Mtreet. Pool of Centre Mi

sneodtf

ST.,

for

CARD.

To Manulactiirers
WE

are now

for Cash
wants to sell at

oyirst-Class

furniture,

buy first-class Furniture
delivery ofany manufacturer that

prepared

to

on
a sacrifice.

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.
dec2*itf
Portland, Dec. 23d.

Important to Business Hen.
Presses used in

copying letters,

NO time, trouble and expense.

etc.
Hxc«*l«ioi

Savo
S

ei-

Copying Hooknnmllnk. Copies instantly without press, brush or water, perfectly clean and
legible. Prices: 300 page Letter, with ink, $3 00.
ler

500 do. $3.75. 500 page Legal, with Ink. $4 50.
page Note, with Ink, $2.50. Agents Wanted
36

300

GILBERT,'
Bromtield

HODGKINS#

Address,

jan21d3t

Boom 13,
Boston Mass.

st.,

Notice.

Requiring work done please apply to
Home OiW. C. A., No. 16
PERSONS
Spring St., plain

cfc

MIDDLE

Portland, Dec. 4,1875.

|

emu!

FOR SALE,

iiOO

LF.AYITT.

Attest:
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.

BARRETT,

Inch

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,

PORTLAND CITV R. R. AID.«’»
Portland city mcnicipai.«’»
clgvrland city.

Swan

STREET,

CO.,

Manufacturers, 365 middle St.

Business Chance.

and other desirable securities.

Letterings,

CO.,

AN If PART OP THE CITV,

BROS.,

534 CONGRESS STREET.
janl3
sntf

C1I.EVEI.AND CITV.T’»
Toll do city.7’.
NT. IOC IIS COUNTY HOLD.«'»
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.7’.

Decorations, &c.,

A,

dtf

cure

Called 5*40 OtrerunieDt Ilondu,
Hlate of Maine Bomb.
C alais aid Railroad IBond..

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,

marc 15

Also'oai* entire Stock of

Highest Market Rates paid

FREE.
Butt

Store,

FALiHOUTII HOTEL.

ocH

Portland, Jan. 18,1876.

Are prepared to exchange City ot Calais Bonds aid
Lewy s Island Railroad, due December, 1876. giving
therefor City of Calais
Municipal Bonds due Decernber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
Mo
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desrable exchange for ail
holders of the first issue above named.

Office Ilours 9 to 12 A. ML, 1 to 5, and 7
to 9 F. Ml.

F

Hall’s Rubber

Bakery

COSTUMES.
Plaia and Elysian

oar

2.25
3.50
2.00

Double Coated Rubber Coats of superior quality that will not wet through.
Double Coated Suits for Fishermen, Glossamer Cloaks for Ladies that
can be
carried iu the pocket, as they weight hut
12 oz.

ONE SHALL EOT OF

300 MIDDLE

LIEF GUAKANTEKD without resorting to
that llistastcful and Painful Treatment so
much in vogue at present.

EXCHANGE

IN

Every Saturday Eyening Before Tea,

15 Children’s Cloaks,

SWAN &

Particular attention paid to the treatment of those
diseases jicculiar to the female organism and RJE-

1-2

Bargains

RUBBER GOODS!

Cloaks,

icalaisjondsT
he

where he will be happy to see all who desire reliet
from sintering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
ot the first Medical Schools in the country; has been
in extensive practice for 20 years. His success in the
severer tours of disease, both acute and
chronic,
warrants his saying he

40

eodtf

Great

deliver Hot Baked Beans and Brown Bread in

ONE EOT OF

A true copy.

Mechanics’ Hall Building, Rooms 1 and 2,

Covers, Canvas

Exchange Street.

—AND—

Reversible Beaver Shawls,
Domestic Woolen Shawls.

Ladies’

&c.,

my27

Paisley Long Shawls,

jal5dtd

Lale of Philadelphia,

COJSTSTJLT^TIOlSr
dec8

State and City Securities,

UNDER
we

In House of Representatives, I
January 14, 1876 )
Head and concurred.
ORAMANDEL SMITH, Clerk.

SURGEON,

a cure

Payson& CO.,

new

Eespecifully informs the citizens of Portland
is permanently located in

Never fails to cure where

dtf

Men’s Rubber Boots,
Men’s Hip Rubber Boots,
Men’s Rubber Coats,

—

Read and passed. Sent down for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE. Secretary.

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND

STORE,

Government Bonds,

All Druggists
dec7deodsn6m

present.

NOTICE.

—

Having purchased the Stock in
the GOWCLL STOKE, No. 247
Middle Street, the present owners
propose to sell it all out withiu 30
days, and in order to iusure the
rapid sale of the Goods, prices
will be made
WITHOUT REGAKD TO
COST OK VALUE,
the object being; to close out the
old Goods to make room tor a
fresh Stock.

32

Senate, January 14, 1876.
Ordered, That all bills ami petitions for legislation,
except those for redress of wrongs and grievances
which may be presented to this Legislature alter
WEDNESDAY, the 26th instant, be referred to the
next Legislature; that this order be published in all
the daily papers in this State until said date; and
that this order shall not be suspended nor reconsidered except by a two-thirds vote of the members

octl5sn9m*

OP

DRY ROODS !

In

uua,

diuu|jic

SLAUGHTER
—

STATE OF MAINE.

send 35 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.,
a

GREAT

—

selO

ROOK”

!

Bargains

NO FAILURE.

TAR.

Many toilet soaps are valued for their delicate perfume and beautiful appearance.
These qualities
should rather warn the people against them, as the
oils and alkalies which produce these effects, also
produce many of the prevailing skin diseases. To
heal the diseases so contracted, or to avoid them, use
the “Forest Tar Soap,” made from “Forest Tar” and
the purest materials, For Salt Rheum and Chapped
Hands it is invaluable. The best shaving soap in
the market. Ask your druggist for it and the

—

BANK STOCK,

is the only GENUINE
WORCESTERSHIRE SA.TICK

the 2nd week in

OF

—

dy there is

BLANKETS,

Chiropodist,

TO LOVERS

DEALERS IN

Yes, every one of the above are symptoms of Catarrh, and if you are wise you will cure it with the

CARD-

DR. KENISON,

=

H. M.

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s
Hats, Caps, Muffs and Boas.

It is well-known fact that the confidence of the
public has been abused by a class of self-styled
Chiropodists, whose unskilful treatment and supreme ignorance has thrown obloquy upon those who
have both the wish and power to do good.
The following instance of unskilful treatment
should be a warning to the public:
A Troublesome Corn.—A man employed at the
Portland Company has been troubled with a bad corn.
Recently he had a chiropodist look after the offending member, and the learned corn doctor applied a
salve. The result is that a running sore has come
upou his foot, and it will be necessary for a portion
of it to suffer amputation.-Sunday Times.

DRY GOODS.

jail 19

t

W. GAGE.
snd&w3m

dtf

No. 347 Middle St.

■

H.

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

janl4

GOWELL

DROPPINGS IN THROAT,
GENERAL WEAKNESS,
SLIGHT DEAFNESS,
COUGHS,
COLDS IN THE HEAD,
HEADACHE,
NOISES IN THE HEAD,
PAIN IN THE BACK,
NERVOUSNESS.

Beaver Cloths.

Block,

OWEN & MOORE,

COME AND SEE US.

BAD BREATH,

Office in Hon. W. W.

S. C. STROUT.
dec30

any one.
the land,

as

Symptoms

All

311-2 EICHAME ST. COR OF ILK.

Havre.

PENSACOLA—Ar 13th, sch Ida & Annie, Cook,
[ndianola.
Cld 13th, brig Isis, Anderson, for Havana; sch C P
[lerrish, Armstrong, Cardenas.
KEY WEST—Cld 19th, ship Bolivia,JVIurphy, (fm
Galway) for Galveston.

to

Thomas’ New

37 i-2 and

upwards.

real benefit, hut remember that in this simple

46

GAGE,

having been

after
well

as

Suffering reader, don’t get discouraged if yon nave
spent hundreds of dollars on worthless trash without

m., to

&

hear

COUNSELLOKS-AT-LAW,

Have Removed

Sch St

[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Liverpool 20th, ship Forest Eagle, Hosmer,
New Orlean; Valley Forge, Savannah.
Ckl 17th, barque Everett Gray, Loring, for United

a.

lot ever offered in Portland we
have marked them at a very small advance and placed them on our counters
at prices as follows:

cheapest

This Snuff should be spread broadcast over
lor it will prove a blessing to all who use it.
Yours very truly,
MRS. MILO STRATTON.

NOTICE!

attend the funeral
services of their late brother, Capt. C. M. Davis.
ALBERT MARWICK, Sec’y.
jan22snlt

Eastport.

Elmo, Davis, Bristol for Weymouth, (and
proceeded.)
OUTSIDE—Sch Geo H Mills, from Parker’s Head
for New York.
CLEARED.
Barque Norcna, Nichols, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt
& Co.
Barque Daring, Branscomb, Cardenas—Phiuney &
Jackson.
SAILED—Barque DariDg. Sch Keystone started
and put back.
Sch Arequipa, from La Have for Gloucester, while
going out at 7 A M, struck on Spring Point Ledge,
bat was hauled off by tug W H Scott without damage
aud proceeded.

11 o’clock

the use of

by

which costs hut 35 cents,

Tlio members of the Portland Marine Society aro
requested to meet at the First Parish Church Toat

Wc have just received direct from the
importers over 20,000 yards Hamburg
Edges and Insertions iu new and choice
Patterns, In order to seU them quickly
and convince people that they ure the

50 cents and

of Baeder’s German Snuff,

one box

Upon the discovery of any further imposition
parties so offering the tickets will not be admitted to
the hall.
Per order of Direnfors.
3an22
snd3t
I

day,

“HAMBURGS.”

6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25,

A case ot many years standing,
and so horrible that it caused to-

hall.

SPECIAL

d3m

CATARRH!
deafness,

Underwear,

oc29

R/EDER’S
GERMAN SNUFF,

tal

and

Congress St., Peering Block,

467

States.

then remember that for the sinal
ccuIm y ou eau buy one box ot

—

officers thereof.
Notice is hereby given that the person named on
said ticket and the immediate members of the family
of the holder of sail ticket will Jte admitted to the

ARRIVED.

DOMESTIC

and

of

Hosiery

E. S. MERRILL’S,

People

fflaiue Poultry Association,
RPECI4I, NOTICE.

FANCY GOODS,

60,000

over

full assortment of

A

IT

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 109,000.

Repeated instances of deception in the nse of the
complimentary tickets granted by the Maine Poultry Association have come to the knowledge of th®

With pattern attached for cutting out tho whole of
any size neck perfectly.

YEAR

—

In Bridgton. Jan. 5. Wm. E. Graham of
Sebago
and Miss Sarah E. Nason of Denmark.
In Cornish, Jan. 16, Solomon Babb and Miss Abbie
Hanson, both of Hiram.
In Harrison, Dec. 30, Jos Witham of North
Bridgton and Miss Mary Dudley ot Harrison.
In Bath, Jan. 19, James Purington and Miss Sarah
A., daughter of Reuben S. Hunt, Esq.
In Brunswick, Jan. 15, James N. H. Holmes and
Miss Rose E. GetcheH.
In Augusta, Jan. 19, Wm. A. Waterhouse of Minneapolis. Minn., and Miss Addie B., daughter of E.F.
Pillsbury, Esq., ot Augusta.
In Ellsworih, Jan. 13, John W. Cousins and Miss
Nellie B. Sargent.

ly

mi

LAST

gr” nulateS

a

actual estimate it is
toiind that

That by

Vriwfr™ tICJr!4S

~

FANCY GOODS.

CATARRH -BUY THE BEST—
DENHAM’S PATENT DOUBLE LINEN
So Terrible,
Shirt Bosom !

French, New York via Port Royal; Lizzie Young,
Young, Philadelphia via Bruuswick; J E Simmons,
Young, do via Jacksonville.
RICHMOND, VA—Sid 18th, sch Clara Jane, Gar-

Ar at

By

SPECIAL NOTICES.

15th. E H Rich. Paine. Sagna.
CHARLESTON—Cld 17th inst, schs Flora Condon,

5l^c

PORT OE PORTLAND

Foreign Exports.
MATANZAS. Bark Norena.—6850 box shooks
1270 shooks and heads, 150 empty easks, r5bbls beans
CARDENAS. Bark Daring—2500 box
sbooks, 2906
shooks and beads, 15,000 hoops.

FERNANDINA-Ar 14th, sch Almeda F Wiley,
Wiley, New York.
Cld 14th, brig Morancy, Redonnet, Port Johnson:

ttouiestac llnriicts.
Jamianr 21—Evening—Cotton steady;
Rales 14oi bales; Middling uplands at
13c; forward
deliveries declined J.
Flour—the market is firm
with a moderate export aud home trade
inauirv:
sales 10,400 bbL'0 2 at 3 25 @ 4 00; Superfine Western and State
Stanley, Dyer, Bucksport.
125 @4 75; extra Western and
Cld 20th, schs Izetta, Hincks, ior Barbadoes; Lucy
State at 5 00 @50.; choice do at 5 45
@ 590; White \
Wheat W estein extra at 5 95 @ 7 00;
Maribugh,Richmond,Va; Eva H Lewis, SomFancy at 7 05 (a) Jones,
ers, Norfolk; Anna I) Merritt, Piukham, for Port de
extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 25; extra St Louis at 5 20
J™;
® J 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 50
Paix, (Iiayti.)
PROVIDENCE—Sid 20th, sell II R Condon, Milll\‘5’» VV?ice t0 doul),e extra at 7 30 @ 9 00, includon?,x3J?bl>,s sl,iPPmg extras mainly at 5 15 @ 5 30; ken,|Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Sid 20th, sell A W Ellis, Ferguson,
3000 bbls city mills extra at 5 20
@ 6 25; 4100 bbls of
New York.
good Western extra chiefiy within range 6 50 @ 7 50;
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 19, schs LA
® market
Southern
at
00
steady;
flour
5
0
closing
@
b lo.
Johnson, Malilman, Portland tor New York; CW
Rye flour dull at 4 20 @ 5 25. Corumeal little
more active at 2 90 @3 65.
Marr, Providence for do; E L Leonard, WoodWheat—receipts 20,800 Morse,
ward. do for do.
bush; the market is without decided change, closing
PAWTUCKET—Ar
1
03
for
19th, sch Pavilion, Leach,
bush;
ungraded
Spring;
innV* xTalos51,0G0 New York
inspection; 110 @ 111 Bucksport.
J 0Jxt
roNn«M sljrlng
lor
NEWPORT—In port 19th, schs Adriana, Merrill,
No 3 Milwaukee; 1 03 for no
grade Winter Red
Western; 1 45@ 1 4G for White Michigan; 98c for Providence for New York; Chilion. Grant, and Mary
Sands, Rowe, do for do ; Orient, Staples, do for do;
rejected Spring and nominally; 1 05 @1 07 for No 3
Chicago; 1 22 (oj 124 for No 2 Chicago and Milwau- W B Darling, L Walsh, and Pavilion.
Also, schs A H Hurlbut, Griffin, fm Parker’s Head
kee; 1 3.1 @ 1 40 for No 1 Spring; 1 35 bill for Canada
ior Staten Island; Sabao, Lamson, Boston ior New
Club m bond. Rye is a shade easier.
Barley dull: York; Mary,
sales 13,000 bust* at 90 @ 92c for 2-rowed
Magee, Sear sport for Bucksport; Post
1
074
Canada West. Barley Malt more active. State,
Boy, Fountain, Rockland lor New York; Convoy,
Coru-reFrench, fm Deer Isle tor do; Hatiie Coombs, Fisher,
ceipts 56.381 bush; the market opened
and
steady
Rockland ior do.
closed heavy and lower; sales of
133,000 bush; 56 (a)
for no grade Mixed; 62
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, brig Hattie E
@ 622c for graded low
Mixed aud Mixed, closing at
Wheeler, Armstrong. Curacoa 19 days for Portland;
624c for Mixed; 64 @ 66 schs
for Western Yellow, latter
Benj B Church, Kelley, Galveston for Boston;
very choice; 62 @ 624c for
W“de Western; 69c in store: 70c for afloat
Vineyard, Rosebrook, fm Port Royal tor do; Abbott
for old
Western Mixed.
Devereux, Rich. Sierra Leone for do.
8460 bush ;the markOats—receipts
et is fairly active and a shade
21st, eck Setagawa, Guplill, for
firmer; sales of 44,000 StBOSTON—Cld
Pierre.
Western and State, ino8xr
for
jyxed
Sid
No2
No
sch
2
Wm
20th,
cluding
Connors, for Jacksonville, havChicago instore at 464c; light
ing repaired.
® ?2.c fo.r White Western and State.
BATH—Sid 20th, ship Reaper, (new. 1460 tons)
Hay hrm at 85 for shipping. Coflee—Rio is quiet and
Pool, Norfolk, Va.
Quoted at 164 @ 194c in gold; job lots
at 164 SJSSf
@ 204c gold. Sugar quiet and firm at 8 @ 84c
lor lair to good refining; 8g tor
FOREIGN PORTS.
prime; refined verv
firm at 10 @ lOjc for standard
At Batavia Dec 4, barque Clara, Nickels, unc.
A; 104c for
and lie for powdered; 10}c for crushed.
Ar at Palermo 10th inst, brig Rachel Coney, Coney,
MolassesNew Orleans at o0 @ GOc. Rice steady with moderate
Bangor.
demaiidat6J@71 tot Carolina;6@04 for Louisiana;
Sid fm Palermo
inst. barque Pearl, Ryder, for
6}c for ltangond; 7} @ 74c tor Patna. Petroleum is
New York.
tn-mer and quiet; crude 84 @84; refined at 14 ffl 141cSid fm Genoa 4th in3t, sch Prescott Hazeltine, Mccases 18 @ 20.
Naptha 8} @ 94. Tallow firm at 94 (w
Donald, Leghorn.
Naval Stores—Rosiu quiet at 1 C24 ffi i 674 for
9}e,
Sid fm Messina Dec 31, brig Kossack, Smith, for
strained. Turpentine is quiet at 37c. Pork is dull
New York.
at 20 75 @ 21 (jU for new mess; 50 bbls
Ar at Havre 19th inst, ship Scioto, Mitchell, from
uninspected
at 20 85. Dressed Hogs steady at 8| @ @
New Orleans.
8} tor Western. Beet is quiet. Cut Meats—middles quiet at 108
Ar at Marseilles 13th inst, brig Gipsy Queen, Mor@ 11; for Western long clear 11 @ 114. Lard heavy;
gan, Havana.
800 tes of prime steam at 12} @ 12 13-16; 750 do seller
Ar at Leghorn —, barque
Teekalet, Tracey, from
January at 12}; 2250 do seller February at 128® New York.
12 13-16; 4750 do seller fir March 12 5-16 @ 13; 200 do
Havre
19th
in6t, ship Kentuckian, Dunbar,
nSQJ101
seller April 13 1-16 @ 134.
SW Pass.
Ar at Falmouth 20th inst, sch
Freights to Liverpool—market is dull.
Maggie D Marston,
Vera Cruz.
Chicago, January 21 —Flour is quiet and steady. Hooper,
Ar at Liverpool 18th inst, ship
Wheat is in active demand and prices
Northampton,Trask,
advanced; No New Orleans;
1 Chicago Spring at 1 10; No 2
brig Wanban, Spencer, Charleston.
Chicago Spring »t
Cld 18th, ship Norris, Berstow, for United States ;
1 01} on the spot; 9i)|c seller for
has sold
February;
Martha Bowker, Woodside, do.
at 1 004 do February; No 3 do at 81c; rejected at 66c.
Sid 15th, steamship Lake
Corn dull and a shade lower; rates ottered: No 2
Megantie, Battersby, lor
Portland and Baltimore.
Mixed 43}c on the spot; 42ic seller
February; 45Je
Ar at Beliast, 1,19th inst,
seller May. Oats are firmer and held
barque Georgietta.Small,
higher; No 2 at
30J ® 31c on spot; 3lc seller February. Barley is in Baltimore.
Put honlr to,
i4 mu.
fair demand and firm at 81 @ 8140 cash; 78c tor seller
lor
Hong Kong, (master’s leg broken.)*
February. Rye is steady and iu moderate demand
Sid fm Queenstown 7th inst,
at 67c. Dressed Hogs at 8 15 @ 8 30.
barque Sarah E KingsPork is active
bury, Waterhouse, Colon.
and lower at 19 15 a) 19 174 on spot; 19 20 @ 19 224
Ar at Jeremie 12th iust, sch Ward well, Bergman,
seller February; 19 024 @19 55 seller March.
Lard
New Nork.
quiet and weak at 12 10 on spot; 12 174 @ 12 20 seller
Ar at Rio Janeiro Nov 30
barque Mary Jennese,
February; 12 324 @ 12 35 seller March. Bulk Meats
steady and unchanged; shoulders 74; short rib mid- Oakes, Liverpool; Deo 2, brig Silas N Martin, Brown
Wilmington. NO.
dles at log; short cieav do at 103. Whiskey is quiet
and steady at 1 06.
Port
ships Admiral, Loring, from New
York lor San Francisco; B P
Cheney, Starkey, for
Receipts—9,000 bbls Hour, 32,000 bush wheat, 50
Callao, ready; brig Atlas, Powers, tor Baltimore, do;
000 bush corn, 13,000 bush oats. 18,000 bush barlov.
and recent arrivals.
iwuu uusu ui i_yu.
Ar at Cienfuegos ICth inst, sch Jos W
Shipments—8,000 bbls hour, 14,000 bush wheat, 33,Wilson,Somers, New York.
000 bush corn, 3,000 basn oats,
7,000 oust, barley,
J
Ar at Havana 18th inst,
424buBh rye.
barque Lizzie Merry, Keazer, Portland; brig F I Henderson, New York; ich
Toledo, January 21.—Flour dull. Wheat dull and Amos Walker, Gilchrist,
Baltimore.
shade lower ;No 3 White Wabash at 1 241 :No 1 White
Ar at Matanzas 17th, brig Callao, Leeman, PhilaMichigan at 1 27J: No 2 White Michigan at 113;extra delphia; schs A Richardson,
Pray, Richmond, Va;
White Michigan held atl38i;37c
offered; Amber 13th, Nellie J Dinsmore. Parker, Havana,
Michigan at 1 24; for seller February 1241; seller
Ar at Cardenas 16th inst. scbs Fannv FlinT, WarMarch at 1 27; seller April at 130; No 2 Red Winren, Demarara; Ralph Carlton, Harkness, Charlester at 1 241; No 3 Red at 1 02 @ 1 05.
Corn is dull
ton.
aud a shade lower; high Mixed on spot and seller for
Cld at St John, NB, 19th inst, brigs Premier. Rogat
seller
March
at
January
45]c;
474c; seller May at
ers, Cardenas; Ellen H, Sullivan, do; schs Charles
50c; low Mixed 45c; no grade 42Jc; damaged at 40c.
Lawrene, Luke, do; Clara E Rogers. Rogers, MatanOats are nominal; No 2 at 362c;White at 40c; Michzas; Lucy, Colwell, Eastport.
igan at 36c. Clover Seed at 8 00. Dressed Hogi at
Ar 20tb, brig Deborah S
Soule, Soule, Bucksport,
to load for Cuba.
Receipts—0,00 bbls flour ;10,000 bush VWbeat, 12,000
bush Corn, 2000 bush Oats.
SPOKEN.
Shipments—200 bbls flour, 3,000 bush Wheat. 56.Oct 28. lat 10 S, Ion 150 E. barque Thos A Goddard,
000 bush Corn, 0,000 bush Oats.
from Yokohama for New York.
Milwaukee, January 21.—Flour is neglected.
Jan 7, oft the Start, barque Wettcrhorn. Wyman,
Wheat is firm; No 1 Milwaukee
Spring at 1 07; hard from Hull for New Orleans.
do at 1 20; No 2 Milwaukee 1 OOJc; seller for Februadan 15, North of Cape Florida 20 miles,
barque
ry at 1 01 i; seller for March at l 02J; No 3 MilwauScotland, from Mobile for Boston.
kee 83|c. Com is nominal; No 2at 43c. Oats
Jan 18, oft Absecom, sch Abbott
quiet
Devereux, from
and steady; No 2 at 32Jc.
is
No
2
Barley
weak;
Sierra Leone lor Boston.
Spring at 94g @ 95c; No 3 do 56c. Rye is in fair de-

Portland Wholesale Market.

Friday, January 21.—The grain market is firm
with no changes to note. Molasses is dull and prices
are unchanged.
Apples are steady with no changes
note. Flour is steady at the following prices; Superfine 4 50 @ 5 75; extra spring575@ 625; doubleextra spring 6 50 @ 7 00; patent spring wheats 8 00 @
Michigan Winter best 7 75 @ 8 00; Lo.v grade Michigan 7 00 @ 7 25; St. Louis Winter, fair 7 00 @ 7 50.
Winte, good, 8 00 @ 8 25; 4b best 8 50 @ 9 50.

HALIFAX.

were

Railroad securities:

uats sreauy; jno 1 Mixea 37c.
Receipts—1300 bbls flour, 3,800 bush
busli com, 1280 bush oats.

Boston, Jan. 21.—Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
writes to the Boston Journal correcting some
misapprehensions in regard to the mutual
council called by Plymouth Church. He pronounces the newspaper statements
generally
imperfect and incorrect. He says MrSv-Moultob
withdrew her request for a mutual council
against the wishes aud urgent influences of
Plymouth Church, and the latter is still willing
to call it.
It is not true that Mrs. Moulton was
obliged to withdraw because Plymouth Church
would not agree to the churches which she desired. On the contrary, the committee of the
church accented every name suggested in her
behalf by Judge Yau Cott. Mrs. Moulton
broke the conference on the sole ground that
the committee of Plymouth Chuich had pointed
out and asked her to consider the impropriety
of asking two churches of kuown autagonism
to Plymouth Church. The committeo did not
refuse to call these churches, hut declared its
willingness to do so if Mrs. Moulton desired it.
He closed by saying, “No perversion of truth
can be greater than to allege that Plymouth
Church prevented the mutual council. It is
believed that the protest of Plymouth church
committee opened the eyes of Mrs. Moulton’s
advisers to the glaring impropriety of calling
the church of the Pilgrims and Clmton Avenue
church, and that Mrs. Moulton did not care to
have a mutual council if they were uot to be
in it.”

mou.

HETEOBOLOGIGAIi.

Explains

St.

St. Paul

at uou.

Fell 'Through.

passed

The Brewers’ Contribution to the Cen*
tenuinl.
New York, Jan. 21.—The American Brewers’ Association met at Philadelphia last night
and voted to erect a star shaped structure near
the Agricultural
Hall ou the Centennial
grounds, to exhibit the rise and progress of the
brewing business in this country. H. H. Reuter
of Boston is chairman of the executive committee. They are authorized to expend $100,000.
In one section will be illustrated the brewery
of fifty years ago, when beer making was done
by hand. Another section will show the improved brewery of the jpreseut day. All the
accessories to the business will be represented,
from barley in the sheaf and growing hopvines to the beer iu the keg.

Beecher

Lake Shore. 674
Illinois Central,ex-iiv. 97}
Chicago & Northwestern. 41}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 69}
New Jersey Central.105
Rock Island.107J

Barrett,
STREET.
su3m

JOB WORK of crcry description neat.
at thi. office.

Ijr executed

ami family sewing,
dress-making, copying, embroidering and fancy-work in wools, &e., #c.
uc20tf

Wholesale aud Retail cheaper
SIjEIUIIM.—At
than
be bought at any other factory in
can

Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
WHITMAN LF.SL1E.
Depot.

Maine.
if they

MOV3Utt

#iO Per Day
made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42^ Exchange Street, between
d and 1(1 A. M., or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions.
#c., to Box 1032, Portland, Maino.
Jan20deodtf

CAN

be

Supreme Judicial Court.

PEESS.

THE

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.

Friday.—This term closed a short session of eight
days, Wednesday last. Two verdicts were rendered;
divorces were decreed as follows:
Catherine B. Jordan, lib’t, vs. Haskell Jordan.
Laonna B. Cook, lib’t, vs. James C. Cook.
Annie B. Winslow, lib’t, vs. William A. Winslow.
Lizzie M. Doyle, lib’t, vs. Edward M, Doyle.
Cynthia E. Springer, lib’t, vs. George H. Springer.
Charles R. Davis, lib’t, vs. Caroline S. Davis.
Ada H. Emerson, lib’t, vs. John G. Emerson.
Emma A. Hamblen,lib’t, vs. Algenon H. Hamblen.

SATURDAY HORNING, JAN. 22, 1870
Till?

PBENN

May l»e obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fesgemleu Bros..
Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.

•

Blddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.

At
At
At
At
At

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

Vocal Concert of Music—Allen Missiou.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Special Notice—Portland Marine Society.
Maine Poultry Association—Special Meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eleventh Grand Annual Sale—Davis & Co.
W. F. Studley—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

in Music Hall will take placo at Congress Hall. The pieces are “Hamlet,” (burlesque) “Too Late for tho Train,” and “Paddy
Miles, or the Limerick Boy.” Admission tj
all parts of the house 25 cents.

nesday

Hamburgs—W. F. Studley.
Bargains-W. F. Studley.
Special
Hair Combings—J. P. Smith.

Tho lecture announced lor the
course next Monday evening n as

1876. Centeunial—P. M. Frost.
Wanted—Mrs. Col. Hamilton.
Rent—Tenement.
Daucliy’s Advertisements—1.
AUCTION COLUMN.
By Servant & Ray—Auctioneers.

jeweller

POSTMASTER.

Assistant-Postmaster

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1873.
Arrival and Departure ©< mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and

m.
m.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Axrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p in.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester. N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
3.30 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p m. Close at 7.45
а. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at
б. 50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 am. Close at 9 pm.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every

Saturday at 3 p m.
Foreign Mans, via

New York, day previous to sailing of steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.

Meetings.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednessecond Wednesday; Atlantic, third

day: Portland,

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
A.

C., third Monday.

at

Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Commanderies op K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon-

day:
Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
St.

as

evening.

Mary Stuart.
Miss Miles was greeted by a very large house,
as she deserved to be, at her benefit last evening. The play selected was “Mary Stuart,” or
“Marie Stuart”

managers, far reasons best
known themselves, choose to style it. The title-role was of course takeu by the beneficiary.
Her charactization of the hapless Scottish
Qneen was, speaking with all due moderation,
a noble and well-sustained effort.
She dressed
the part admirably, and in face and presence
furnished a not unworthy picture of that
charming woman who turned the heads of all
the men who knew her except the stern Scotch
Lords of the congregation and the surly and

F.

A Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., oi

R., second and fourth Saturdav.

Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in

the

month.

Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
Benefit

OF HONOR.
At Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in ouch
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
TEMPLARS

evening.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and

for a moment the thought that it could be overlooked or disputed. No great show of outward
The queenly nature
authority is required.
shows in every word and gesture and without

effort.

Barring this,(little exception could be
taken to the representation of royal Stuart in

the first act. In the third act and thence onward Miss Miles, as is her wont, worked up to
the climax artistically, and wrought the audi.
ence, at first somewhat irresponsive, up to the
point of intense interest and appreciation. In
the undeniable, foree of her ne.t-.imr. her man.
nerisms were forgotteD, and the spirit wlr ick
she threw into her rendition, provoked the
warmest demonstrations of approval.
The
battle-royal of the Queens in the prison-room
at Fortheringay
where the Stuart, at first
bringing her proud spirit down to asking clemency of her haughty rival and jailor, is at last
roused by cruel taunts to that grand outburst of
wounded dignity and outraged womanhood,

given with wonderful vividness.

As a
whole the impersonation calls for warm and
hearty praise. Faults of elocution in the rendering of the lines can ;be eisily overlooked in
the indisputable force of the characterization.
Even the pettishness in the first act was not

expect much,
lapses from the high standard we know they
are capable of maintaining.
The “Queen Elizabeth” of Miss Waldron
was at first a disappointment,
but itsteidfiy
*mproved during the progress of the play. In

the second act she had more the appearance of
an ordinary gentlewoman than of
the imperious daughter of Henry VIII, and her characterization lacked color.
But in the third act,
where she confronts Mary, she rose to the
height of the situation, and gave a striking

picture of the haughty and jealous Tudor
Queen. The support calls for little mention
except in the case of Mr. Arnold’s “Leicester”
and Mr. Ulmer’s “Talbot,” both of which were
finely done. The play will be repeated this
evening only, and will be followed by that favorite farce “The Toodles.”
Bospilal Entertainment.
The following epistle was picked up yesterday somewhere between Bramhall and Mudjoy.

evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
7£ o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75.—

Second Saturdav in each month.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.
Y'oung Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Army

and

Navy

Union- Corner

Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Q Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
o 5 and 7 o 9.
Payson

Literary

Society.—Meetings

every

Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street.

Monday evening,
Everv eveniner.

We hope we
especially as
It ran

as

pardoned for printing it,
price) the names.

may be
we

repress (no

follows:

Dear—Don’t come to Portland just nowWait till the first week in February, and why?
Because of the treat which is to be given us on
the afternoons of the 3d and 4th.
Some of
Portland’s best amateur actors (as our Tom
would say a “first-class picked nine”) are to
give four charming plays at the Museum. Mr.
Grimmer and his full orchestra—remember
that piccolo solo?—are to furnish the musicsome of our very best specimens of young manhood are to be ushers—Mr. Short, talk of Germans aDd Barmecides! Blessj you, my dear!
these theatricals are to be the entertainments
of the season? Bring your best bib and tucker
and we’ll go and sit an reserved seats.
Yours always,
-.
P. S.—I ought to have said that the plays are
l-wi

ftcligiou*

Church—Services 10J

a.

m., 3

Univeraalist church, Congress Square, last evening. T. C. Hersey, Esq., presided. The annual report was read by L. G. Jordan, Esq.,

m.

which showed that the Fraternity is in an excellent condition.
Remarks were made by
Rev. Mr, Gibbs, Hon. Geo. T. Davis, E. H.
Elwell, esq., Rev. Mr. Dalton, Rev. Mr. Dole,
Nathan Webb, esq., Oliver Gerrish,
Hon.
BeDj. Kingsbury, Ohas. E. Jose and Rev. Dr.
Hill. Excejlent music was furnished by the
church choir, and at the close of the meeting a
collection of over $40 was taken up ic aid of
this most praise-worthy institution.

sea

First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot
cust street.—Services on Sunday

Congress and Lo10J a. in. and 3p.

m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, ConMeeting,
gress street, corner Casco.—Religious
Wednesday and Saturday at 7$ o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10J a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.

wil1

Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until furAll
ther notice every Sabbath at 10£ o’clock a. m.
are cordially invited.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m„ and 3 p.m. Sunday
School at 1J p. m. Prayer meeting 7$ p. m.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching 10J a. m., and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at
close ot morning service.
Prayermeetings—Sunday
evening 7 o’clock. Tuesday evenng 7£.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. R7 Free
Street. Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
by Elder E, A. Stockman, pastor.
Prayer meeting
at 1} and 7 p. m. Seats free.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a*
m.
Preaching at 3 p. m., by Rev. J. F. Morgan.
Evening Services 7 p. m.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.
Morning service at 10J o'clock.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. in. Evening lecture at 7
Rev. William W. Nutting of Bath will
o’clock.
preach to-morrow morning and evening.
Stevens’ Plains Universalist CnuRCH.—
Services to-morrow afternoon at 2£ o’clock. Rev.
W. W. Nutting of Bath will preach.

at 3

n. m.

Seats free.

All

are

Public Library.—Mr. Geo. W. Deeriug
has very

kindly
twenty-one large

donated to this institution
folio books treating on differ,
ent subjects, aud published with embossed
letters for the use of the blind. These are a
valuable accession to the library, and much

appreciated, being

d.

m.

Temperance meeting at

m.

Personal.
Mr. JoseplxDowns, one of Waterhoro’s most
respected citizens, died Thursday night about
12 o’clock at his residence at South Waterboro’.
The Zeta Chapter of the Psi Upsilon Society
of Dartmouth College have passed resolutions
upon the late Clarence Marshal Piercs, who
died at Biddeford January 1st.
air.

o,

n.

nayes,

ior me

jjasi

uve

years miy

Bangor,
resigned the position to
accept the Secretaryship of the Central Rail"
way of San Francisco, and is now in the per-

Clerk of

formance of his

has

new

duties.

Allens’ Corner.—The operetta of Pepita,
which was performed a few days since at
Stroudwater, was repeated at Abbott’s Hall,
Allen’s Corner,on Wednesday evening. Though

Free to

all.
New Jerusalem Church.—.Rev. Mr. Havden
preaches to-morrow morning on Praying, working
and Trusting; Math, vii, 11. Evening lecture m the
church at 7, on the Mansions of the Heavenly World.
“In my Father’s House are many Mansions.”
Williston Church, corner Danforth and May
Streets.—Services at 10* a. m. and 3 p. in. Sunday
School 1* p. m. Social worship at 7 p. m. Rev. Horace H. Leavitt, soon to return a missionary to Japan,
will preach to-morrow afternoon.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Sabbath
Wilmot.—-Rev. W. H. Shailer Pastor.
School at 1* p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social
meeting at 7 p m. Seats free.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. James MeWliinnie Pastor. Preaching at 10* a. m. Piayer
meeting at 7 p. m. Sunday School at close of morning service.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Public
Prayer and Conference Meeting, at 3 p. in. Gospel
Temperance meeting evening at 7* o’clock. Sacred
Concert Monday evening by the white Family.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston
Pastor. Preaching at 10* a m. Sabbath School at
1* p. m. Pleaching at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7
p.

the kind

any time free on the premises.

invited.

7 p.

the first books of

received here. If there are any blind in our
vicinity who would like to consult these books,
they have only to ask for them at, the library,
where they can enjoy the perusal of them at

Arcana Hall.—Children's Lyceum will meet
at 1 o’clock p. m. All are invited.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
Preaching
streets.
Sunday school at 2 p. m.
at 3

the weather was extremely unfavorable a very
good number was present, whose hearty applause, which the actors well deserved, served

promote cheerfulness and make the occasion
most enjoyable, and one long to be rememberto

not least, is the recollectinn of
the good cup of coffee furnished by Mr. Abbott,
the kind proprietor of the hall.

ed.

Last but

Bethel Meeting.—The public are desired
to bear in mind that the very interesting meetings recently held Sunday mornings at 10J
o’clock at the Bethel on Fore street will bo continued at the same place and time. The fraternal union of the Christian workers of the
Bethel and the Reform Club in these meetings
is a feature of great promise aul illustrates a

freedom with which Christ makes free.

in.

Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. W.
and 3 p. m.
Bradlee, Pastor. Services at 10* a. m.anil
Goliath.
Subject of alternoon sermon —“David
at 7 p. in.
m.
Social
Meeting
School at 1* p.
Seats free. All are welcome.

Sunday

St. Church.—There will be preaching
Sunday alternoon and evening by Rev. J. M. White.
Newbury

—

&ECOXI)
Additional

WAV.

TRUMPETERS.

Speckled—David Plummer, Cape Elizebeth, 1st.
Black—H Colell, N York City, 1st; David Plummer, jr, Cape Elizabeth, 2d; PC Biegel, Now York
City, 3d.
White—C F Cram, Deering, 1st; H Colell, N York
City, 2d; P C Beigel, N York City. 3d.
Yellow—E Daua ir, Portland. 1st; H Colell, New
York City, 2d; J H Winslow, Portland, 3d.
Red—H Colell, New York City, 1st; E Dana, jr,

Premiums Awarded.

sharp and shrill, some dull and grufl;
Then joined the peacock harsh and rough.
And City Hall had song enough
To set ail Portland going.

Some

Portland, 2d.

Blue—H Colell, New York City, 1st; J S Winslow,
Portland, 2d.
Red Mottled—H Colell, N York City, 1st.
Yellow Mottled—H Colell, N York City, 1st; JN
Winslow, Portland, 2d and 3d.
Blue Splashed—W A Stillings, Portland, 2d.

The second day of the cxliibtion of the Maine
State Poultry Association was very successful.
There was a good number in attendance in the
morning, and the fowl greeted them in their
The birds on exhibiusual cordial manner.
There are a
tion have the very best of care.

SWALLOWS.

Black—Chas A Eaton, Portland, 1st; W P Ayer
do, 2d; W F Bacon, do, 3d.
Black “White Bars”—H Colell, New York City.

1st.

Black “White Bars” and black head—H Colell, N
York Cityjlst.
Black “White Bars” and black snip—H Colell, N
York City, 1st.
Blue-Chas A Eaton, Portland, 1st; H Colell, New
York City. 2d; Chas A Eaton, Portland, 3d.
Blue “White Bars”—H Colell, New York City, 1st.
Red—Chas A Eaton, Portland, 1st.
Red “White Bars”—H Colell, N York City, 1st
Yellow—H Colell, New York City, 1st; Chas A
Eaton, Portland, 2d.
Blue-checkered—David Plummer, Cape Elizabeth,

number of men employed constantly to feed,
water and keep the coops clean.
There are a
few of the poultry owners who sent men with
their birds to look alter their wants, as a horseman has a groom
to keep his trotter in good
condition.
There are

a

poultry fanciers
the exhibition. The majority

large

number of

in attendance on
of them hauo birds to sell, and when trade is
dull they collect in the Secretary’s office and
male loud talk about the “points” of their favorite “fowls.” This may be very entertainting
to themeelves, but it is anything else to the
Secretary and reporters who are Copying premiums.
Among the curiosities in Reception Hall is a

1st.

PRIESTS.
Red—Chas A Eaton, Portland, 1st; H Colell, New
York City, 2d and 3d,
Black—E Dana, Jr, Portland, 1st; Albert Noyes,
Bangor, 2d.
Silver—Chas A Eaton, Portland, 1st.
Spangled—T Lobenstein, Portland, 1st.
Yellow—T Lobenstein, Portlana, 1st.
Yellow Spots, “Capped”—J H Winslow, Portland,
1st.
Red Swells—T Lobenstein, Portland, 1st.
Red Mahonrets—E Dana, Jr, Portland, 1st.
White Mahonrets—E Dana. Jr, Portland, 1st.
White Crested Duchess—David Plummer, Jr,

venerable
Osgood of

Cape Elizabeth,

land,

Ezekiel Osgood 3, b 1712 O S Andover.
Ezekiel Osgood 4, b, June ye 12,1747, d, 1816.
Isaac Osgood b Sept. 16.1775, did Nov. 30, 1853.
Clark Osgood, born August 18, 1803 in Bluebill,
Maine.

The
ums
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Improvement.—J. J. Frye have enlarged
their plow manufactory on Green street, by a
a building 30 by GO feet.
This enlargement is
necessary in view of the rapid increase in their
business of late.

following

awarded:

Weil

Fowl—F O Bailey, Portland, 1st, 3d, 5th
F M Knight, Portland, 4th
Chicks—F O Bailey, Portland, 1st, 3d, 5th

Knight, Portland, 2d,

Shurtlefi, So Paris, 4th
NB Dalton, Deering, 5th
Chicks—E F Tukey, Fairfield, 1st, 3d
John F Horn, Norway, 2d, 4th
**
Robert Winn, Salem, 5th
A E

il

a huge refrigerator against the
to be seen large and handsome specimens of the wild swan, of the black head, red
head, canvas-back, and Mallard ducks, Bremen and domestic geese, bronze turkeys, chick-

WHITE COCHINS.

J A Lord, Kennebunk, 2d,
N B Dalton, Deering, 4th

BLACK

D B Wallace 2d
Alexander Fraser

BLACK.

3500 tickets taken at the door.
We are authorized to state that all sohool

BROWN RED.

Fowl—D B Wallace, 1st
Chicks—C O B Kimball 1st
Alexander Drown, Gorham, 2d

form price of fifteen cents. It would be well
for them to attend iu the morning if possible
to avoid the rash in the afternoon.
The directors extend a cordial invitation to
the members of the State Legislature to attend
the exhibition either today or next week.
The following is a complete list of the prem-

GINGER RED.

Fowl—D B Wallace 1st
C E Hayes, Kittery, 3d
Chicks—D B Wallace 1st
Fowl—C 0 B Kimball 1st
YELLOW DUCKWIXG.

Pigeons.

Chicks—C 6 B Kimball 1st
*•

Yellow Pied Pouters—Andrew Scheld,Brooklyn ,lBt
prera, F O Conant 3d.
Ked Pied Pouters—Andrew Scheld, Brooklyn, 1st
and 2d: F O Conant, Portland, 3d.
Black Pied Pouters—A Scheld, Brooklyn, 1st; F O
Conant 2d and 3d.
Blue Pied Pouters—A Scheld, Brooklyn, 1st; E
Dana, Jr.. 2d.
White Pouters—F 0 Conant, Portland, 1st.
Mea'ey Pouters, A Scheld 1st
White Crested Calcutta Fantails—Geo F Seavey
1st, David Plummer 2d. Albert Noyes, Bangor, 3d.
White Smooth Head Fantails—David Plummer,
Jr„ 1st and 3d; George F Seavey 2d.
Black Fantails-George F Seavey 1st, T Lobensteln
2d, Albert Noyes. Bangor, 3d.
Ked Fantails—E Dana, Jr., 1st, George F Seavey
9,1

Chas E

Hayes, Kittery, 2d
WHITE GEORGIA.

RED PILE.

Fowl—D B Wallace 1st

IRISH GREY.

Fowl—E W Plummer, Peering 1st

Yellow Fantaiis—George F Seavey 1st, E Dana,
Jr., 2d.
Blue Fantaiis—George F Seavey lBt, Albert Noyes

Fowl—P B Wallace.lst

White Crested Mottled Fantaiis—George F Seavey

Fowl—P B Wallace 1st

EARL

T LobeDstein 3d.

Black Crested Fantaiis—George F Seavey 1st, D
Plummer, Jr., 2d.
Silver Crested Fantaiis—D Plummer, Jr., 2d.
Red Mottled Fantaiis—D Plummer, Jr., 1st, Geo
F Seavey 2d.
Black Carriers—J O Thurston, N Y, 1st and 2d: H
Colell, N Y, 3d.

HEATH WOOD

Fowl—P B Wallace 1st
Chicks—C 0 B Kimball 1st
P B Wallace 2d
O E Hayes, Kittery,

KP

WHITE LEGHORNS, SPANISH.

Chicks—(i L Barrows, Portland, 1st
A Noyes, Bangor, 2d, 3d

CL Tracey, Peering, 4th
BLACK LEGHORNS, SPANISH.
Chicks—A Prown, Gorham, 2d

BROWN LEGHORNS, SPAEI8H.
Fowl- E N Perry, Cape Elizabeth, 1st, 2d

I

Berlin Buttonhead—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, jRt.
Yellow Berlin Buttonhead—E Dana, Jr, Portland,
1st.

Black Insido—3oo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st;
W H Milliken, Jr, 2d.
Ermine Shortfaced—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
Tortoise Shell Shortfaced—Geo F Soavey, Cam1st.

Fowl—same 1st
Chicks—same 1st, 2d

Mottled Shortfaced—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
White Inside—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
Red intide—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
Yellow Inside—Geo F Seavey, Cambridge port, 1st,
Dun Inside—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
Jacobins.
;
White—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st; David
Plummer, Jr, Cape Elizabeth, 2d; E Dana, Jr,
Portland, 3d.
Black—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st.
Blue—W P Ayer, Portland, 1st; Geo F Seavey.

Cambridgeport, 2d.
Blue Chequered—Geo
1st.

F

Seavey, Cambridgeport,

Red—Geo F Seavey. Cambridgeport, 1st; David,
Plummer, Jr, Capo Elizabeth, 2d.
Yellow—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, lst;T.
Lobenstein, Portland, 2d.
Dun—Geo if Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st; Albert
Noyes, Bangor, 2d.
Solid Black—H Colell, New York City, 1st.
TURBITS.

Red Wing—Chas A Eaton, Portland. 1st; Geo Seavey, Cammbridgeport. 2d; H Colell, New York, 3d.
Yellow Wing—Geo F
Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st j
1 Lobenstein,
Portland, 2d; C A Eaton 3d.
F Seavey,
k'^rYVmg-—Ueo
Noyes. Bangor. 2d.

a
Albert

Cambridgeport,
&

1st

F Seavey, Cambrid geport, 1st;
do
T Lobenstein, Portlau
d, 2d; do do,
Vyutebros
New York city, 2d.
H Colell,
Black Wing—Sumner C Rand, Portland, 1st; Gee
F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 2d.

SILVER DUCK WING.

was

saying that Elder Band’s rooster

crowed when the Old Jerusalem bell
rang. The old building was again moved up
Federal and Congress streets, to Green street,
where it wa3 used for a soap and candle factory, until within a few years, when it was taken
down. At the last moving Charles Merrill
was the contractor.
He had team enough to
walk off with it, tho same as with an ordinary

music besides

Doubtless the only reason why he did no!
enter the bird for a premium was the difficulty
of obtaining a female of the same species tc
match up with him, the rule of the association
requiring such entries to bo in pairs. W. G.
Windham, Jan. 21.

Hamilton
Solo.Miss Milliker
auuiiu

Instrumental Duet.Missrs. O’Brion and Small

Reading.
Quartette.... Misses

Poole

and Noyes, Messrs Richards and Spline

the sleighs.
Mr. Robinson says that he
possesses proof of tho truth of the above de
movo

*

BROWN RED.

Fowl-Gen W S Tilton, Togas—1st
W F Bacon, Lexington, Mass, 2d, 3d
Chicks—Gen W S Tilton, Togus, 1st,. 2d
W F Bacon, Lexington, 3d
The following are Bantams other than game:
GOLDEN LA.CED SEABRIGHTS.
Fowl -G F Seavey, Gambridgeport, Mass,1st,
J F Ahern, Portland, 3d
Chicks—G F Seavey, Gambridgeport, 1st. 2d
*'
W C Rich, Portland, 3d
'*
F O Conant, Portland, 4th

Religious Intelligence.
a graduate from
the University of Heidelberg, Germany, in
1872, and from Bangor Theological Seminary in
1875,_ has accepted an invitation to supply the
puipit of the Congregational church in St.
The Rev. C. B. Woodcock,

John until next May.
Rev. E. Bean of Camden has accepted a call
as pastor of the Fort Fairfield
Congregational
church, and commenced his labors January
Kith.
A very extensive revival is in progress in the
1st and 2d churches under the auspices of the
Young Men’s Christian Association.
The Rev. Henry Crocker, pastor of the Bap-

school numbered but 35 members, and there
was no library. The school now numbers
sixtytwo members.
Rev. H. M. Eaton, well known in Hancock

SILVER LACED SEABRIGHTS.
Fowl—G F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st
Cbicks—same 1st
WHITE ROSECOMB.
Fowl—W G Gamon, Manchester, N. II., 1st
Chicks—same 1st
WHITE CHINA.
Chicks—F 4. Smith, Portland, 1st
BLACK AFRICAN.

Fowl—C W Cushing, Portland, 2d
DOGS.

Bull Terriers—*J E Angell, Portland, 1st; John
Goodwin, jr., Portland, 2d.
Newfoundland—Miss Goddard, Portland, 1st.
Setter—G H Cloyes, Portland, 1st.
Fox Hound—H B Bennett, Portland, 1st.

pleasiug
tions delighted

prs. 81.
One lot extra quality hose, fleeced and extra
size at fifty cents per pair.
These goods cost
more to import than we ask for them and are a
decided bargain. Former price on these

goods

75, 87, 81 per pair.
200 pairs fleeced lined gloves at
twenty-five
cents; 1, 2 and 3 buttons.
Ladies’ merino vests; 1 lot 42 cents, former
price 62 cents; 1 lot75 cents, former price 90
and 81; llot at 81, former price 81.25 and
81.37; 1 lot childrens’ (small sizes) 42 cts.
Childrens’ fancy hose marked way down—1
lot French merino marked down to 50
cts.,
worth from 75 to 81.25 per pair.
Our stock has been marked so very low that
was

all it will be for their interest to visit
store and see the many things we offer at
very low prices.
& Co.
we assnre

our

____Davis

Periodicals—The Atlantic
for
February has been received, and is for sale at
Wentworth s, No. 553 Congress
street, corner of
Oak st., at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, and
Augustus Robinson’s, under the Faimouth Hotel. Also at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical
depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, aDd
at the book, periodical and newspaper estabinents ot C. R. Chisholm & Bro., in the Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.
Don't fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s soothing syrup for children teething. It has been
used for thirty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children.
It
corrects acidity of the stomach, relieves wind
colic, regulates the bowels, and gives rest,
health and comfort to mother and child.

The canvass for the towns of Naples, Bridgton and So. Bridgton, under the auspices of
the Y. M. C. A., will be as follows:—Naples,
Jan. 29th, 31, Feb. 1; Bridgton, Feb. 2, 3, and
4; So. Bridgton. 5, 6 and 7. All interested
will please notice the change of days. The
canvass will begin at
Naples.
A great improvement is being made in the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

house in West Bethel by a
few of the Society and friends, under the
energetic management of their pastor, Rev.
S. J. G.

without._

There are three

preachers

in regular churches

Special

Mr. Merrill, Tuesday, the 15th inst.
The
Methodist District Association meets at Waterville at the same time. It is proposed to have
a union meeting of the two associations, commencing Monday and continuing three days,
inviting the Baptist clergymen within the
limits of the association to be present.
A series of religious meetings will be held at
at the Congregational church, Limington, by
their pastor, assisted by a delegation from the

with wonderful success in their chosen work.
Meetings have been held daily, and with increasing interest, until the outpouring of the
spirit can be likened to nothing but a Pentecostal day. All tie places of business are
closed before the hour arrives for the evening
meeting to commence, and all betake themselves to the church, which is crowded at each
meeting. Union services have been held, and
these are not confined to one place. At the
present writing there are very few persons in
the village who have not experienced a desire
for salvation, and scores have found relief from
their sins. Here are seen men who have been
acknowledged leaders in iniquity, bowing before the the altar, while others are using their
influence to induee others to come and receive
the blessing extended to all, “Whoever will let
him come and drink of the waters freely.” The
influence of these meetings is not confined to
this town, but large numbers attend from
neighboring towns.

TURKEY

W. F.

one, and the excellent sslec
those who had the opportunity
The Hospital fund sustains £

to hear them.
substantial increase because of the enterprise

Ferry Village.
The lecture at the Methodist church Thnrs
day evening was delivered by the Rev. Geo
W. Bicknell, under the auspices of the Citizens
and was a complete success. Thi
subject was *‘To Be, or Not To Bo.** Thi 1
church choir, composed of Mrs. Hubbard
soprano, Mrs. Richardsou, alto, C. A. Tilton

Committee,

tenor, and F. B. Knight, basso, witli Mis.
Julia Boultenhouse at the organ, furnished ex
cellent music. A bountiful supper was servei 1

RED

Bridgton News says the citizens of the
village have started a public reading
room by subscription, to be open every weekday evening. It was opened for the first time
at

KNOX COUNTY.

The Rockland Gazette says Friday, Jan. 14,
tho wife of Mr. Otis Colson, who lives on Gay
street, in Rocklaud, fell down stairs and was
severely injured, breaking several ribs.

1876.

A Centennial Grip

on

DRY GOODS.
would respectfully call the attention of e.erybody that expects to buy any Dry <*oodn for the
six months to the
I

next

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES.
order to reduce stock. I will sell

in

Black Silks for

$100, worth $1.37

..
“

“
“

“

1.25,

“

1.75
2.50

1.871-2“

Brilliantines

“
1.25
75,
“
“
Mohair for
75
50,
and good Black Alpacca 25 cts.

All my Dress Goods marked down to of 5, 37 and
50 cents per yard, former prices 37, 50
and 75 cents.

Silk Poplins worth $1.25 for 50
and 75 cents,
splendid line of

A

BLACK CASHMERES
75, 87

91.00,

and

A

OXl’OBD COUNTY.

H. P. Dill of Phillips is making a survey of
the large lakes in Franklin and Oxford counties for a pocket map to accompany a travelers’

A

Great

a

Redaction.

The only son of Dr. V. M. Abbott of Mexico
fell from the “great beams” of T. Call’s barn
of East Rumford, injuring himself so badly that
very little if any hope is entertained of his recovery.

AUCTIONEERS.
48 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.
Stackpole House, No. 15 Brattle Square, on
Thursday, January 27, at 12 o’clock M., will bo

THE

sold at

public sale, without reserve. Stock, 5 Years*
Lease, and Fixtures, consisting ot Household Furniture, Black Walnut and Painted Chamber Sets, Bed,
Bedding, Crockery Ware, Stoves, Carpets, etc., also
Bar Fixtures, which are all imported goods and of
the most elaborate kind; Marble Top Tables, Mirrors, Black Walnut Chairs, Oil Cloth Carpets, Large
Refrigerator of the most improved pattern, and all
other goods and chattels pertaining to the business.
The house is well established and doing a paying
business. The cause of selling, death in tne family.
This is a fine opportunity for any one to embark in
an established,
paying business. The above will be
■old In one parcel to the highest bidder. Terms of
sale Cash. Further particulars of
SERVANT & RAY, Auctioneers.
ja22S a W

FURNITURE.

FURNITURE.
W c liave made up our minds not
to be

UNDERSOLD IN PARLOR SUITS,

A

81*ghtly

large lot

Imperfect,

Very

7

cts., worth 10
numerous

*7 S

reduced

buy

Any party in want of Office Desks
of any style we are now prepared to
furnish them at manufacturer’s wholesale prices. We will sell a splendid
Roll Top Desk with the entire system
of drawers opened and closed by one
on
the combination principle.
Price $90.00
Retail price $130 00.
About the first of Feb, we shall be
prepared to furnish all styles of Show
Cases at manufacturer’s prices; 25 per
cent, lower than they hare ever been
offered in this city.

mention at

The Grangers are buying a good deal at
wholesale. Au immense amount of feed from
tbe West has been brought into the state under
the cooperative principle the past few mouths.
If you wish to find nice styles iu Turkey 3red
damask, and low prices, please to examine my
stock before purchasing elsewhere.
W. F. Studley,
Under Falmouth Hotel.
At 10 o’clock this day F. O. Bailey & Co.
sell at basement salesroom, 35 and 37 Exchange

general assortment of groceries, also
aud second-hand furniture, carpets, etc.
a

See auction column.

Black Cashmeres aud Alpacas a specialty,
Price as low as in Boston.
W. F. Studley,
Under Falmouth Hotel.

G. A. Whitney & Co.,
46

FROST’S,

Exchange St.,

BELOW

MIDDLE

0C16

ST.
dtf

Jan22dlw

“HAMBURGS,”
lUMBURGS!_HAMBURGS!!

I

RICH’S
CHEAP

hare iunt receired from the Imnorters.
a large amt well Selected Stock of

—

AND

—

INSERTINGS,
In New and Choice
Designs.

The

above

Bargains

lot of Good* are the
offered in thin city.

best

ever

PLEASE CALLliTO EXAMIffi

W. F.

Studley,

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

UNDER
jan22

dtf

HAIR COMBINGS !
Combings Picked Ont and Woven, 50c.
per oz.
KEAL IIAIK SWITCHES
VERY
C H E .A. 3?

ALSO

J. X*. SMITH,

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

WeBs’ Carbolic

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUB BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
For pale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO„ Boston, Mae.
dlwf
jan22

Wanted.
GOOD colored cook. One with references will
get good wages. Apply to
MBS. COL. HAMILTON,
Fort Preble.
jan22d3t*

A

AFTER

For Rent.
January 31st, a Dice tenement of

Our prices speak lor themselves. Nothing but the
very best quality of goods. Read the following prices
few of the leading articles. All other goods at

of a

proportionate low prices.

ME %T«—Best Coroed Beef 12c, Rib Roast 15 to
18c, Sirloin Steak 28c, Rump 30c, Round 20c, Lamb
10 to 15c, TriDe 12c, Pork and Sausage 16c.
TEArt—Gunpowder 90c, Very Best Japan 80c,
Superior Japan 65 to 40c, Best Formosa;80 to 65c, Oolong 75 to 50c, English Breakfast 80 to 60c. All of
our Teas are high grades and Warranted superior to
any others for tne prices named.
PURIf COFFEE A—Green Java 37c, Green
Rio, 28c, Pore Roasted Rio 32c, Pure Roasted Java,
42c, Pure Roasted Mocha, 50c.
CAN GOODS—Green Corn, 2 lbs., 23c; Blueberries, 2 lbs., 20c: Strawberries, 2 lbs., 25c; Lob
sters, 2 lbs., 20c; reaches, 3 lbs, 25c; Tomatoes,

SOAPS—French Laundry, 9c; Queen, 9c; Irish,
9c; Leathe & Gore's, 9c; Babbitt’s best, 8c; Nixon’s,
8c; Imperial, 5c; Cut Castile, 4c, 8c, 12c, 15c.

PARE SPICES—Pepper, per quarter, 10e;
Pimento, 8c; Ginger, 0c; Cassia, 12c, 15c; Cloves,
12c, 15c; Royal Baking Powder, 15c; Marjoram, 10c;
10c; Sage, 10c; Cream Tartar,
Savory, 10c; Thyme,
12c; Saleratus, 8c, 9c.
PI BE EXTRACTS—Jamaica Ginger, 4 ox.,
28c; Vanilla, 2 oz., 25c: Lemon, 18c; Peppermint,
17c; Checkerberry, 17c; Almond, 20c; Castor Oi),
12c; Paregoric 12c.
MISCELLANEOUS-Portland Kerosene Oil,
per gal., 18c; Nuts, all kinds, per lb., 20c; Porto
Rico Molasses, per gal.. 50c, 65c, 75c; Pure Cider
Vinegar, per gal, 38c; White Wine Vinegar, per gal.,
35c; Cider Vinegar, per gal., 30c; Raisins, per lb., 15
to 20c; Beans, per quart, 8 to 10c; Split Peas, 10c;
Smoked Halibut, 15c; Ketchup, qts., 30c, pts., 22c;
Pepper Sauce, 15c; Halford and Epicurean Sances.
30c; English Onions, 40c; English Cauliflower, 40c;
Queen Olives, 60c; Sardines, 50c; Pickles, per quart,
15c; Rice, 9c, 10c; Popping Corn, 6c; Broma, 25c;
Blueing, 5c; Tapioca, 12c; Sago, 12c; Prunes, 15c;
Jelly, per tumbler, 12c; Dried Currants, 10c; Satin
Gloss Starch, 12c, 14c; Corn Starch, 14c; Gelatine,
25c; Pearl Barley, 10c; BuckwNfeat, 5c; Scotch Oat
Meal. 10c; Graham Flour, 5c; Corn Meal, 24c; Rye
Meal, 4c; Stove Polish, all kinds. 8c; Boot Blacking,
5c, 8c; Boot Broshes, 25c, 40c; Brush Brooms, 20c,
30c; Scrub Brooms, 20c; Best Brooms, 37c; Box Salt,
10c, 16c, 25c; Clothes Lines, per yard, 3c; Clothes
Pins, per doz, 2c, 3c.
BEST
FAMILY
FLOUR AT CARLOAD PRICES.

We think our inducements are sufficient to call
trade from all parts of the city, and we will deliver
goods FREE OF CHARGE.

seven

F.

G.

undersigned have opened an office in Fluent
Block, wnere they "are prepared to receive

THE

orders for the copying of Specifications, Deeds,Bonds
and all kinds of papers, which will be done in a
prompt and satisfactory manner. Merchants and
others wishing their Books written up or posted,
(either single or double entry,) are invited to call
and learn our terms, (which will be very moderate.)
Collections will be made on commission. Reierences
given if required.

CLARK,
1,

COR. CONGRESS AND EXCHANGE STS.
Chas. W. Davis.
Janl7

Cheapest

Geo. M. Clark.
dlw

Book Store in the World

119 EXCHANGE STREET,

(00,000 Book* without regard to coat.
Good Clock*, Walchr. and Jewelry cheap.
Bcpairing and Cleaning well done and
Warranted.
ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
E5tl

Publisher* and Bookseller..

(o Loan.
suit parties on Keal Estate
Ac Ac,
G. R. UAVI».
Beal Estate and Mortgage Broker.
nov2eod8mls

Money

IK

.urn.

to

A

Apply at N
my24dlsU

FOR SALE BY

—

SMITH

&

—

PHILBROOK,

No. 13 Market Street..,
oocl3dtf
THE LOWEST EVER OFFERED.
market at

privileges
per
low rates will pay large profits the next 30 days,
STOCK
Stocks, Cotton and
small amounts.
cent from the

one

on

large or

Tobacco

Gold,

bought and sold

on

Satisfactory advances made
lists and circulars free.

CHARLES

the most
on

liberal terms.

consignments; price

SJIEDLEY Ac CO.,

BANKEBM & BROKER*
40 Brand Nireel, Near Wald & Mtack Ex
change, New York.
F. O. Box 3774.
janUM&w3m4

New Orleans Molasses.
20 Bbls. of Superior

Quality,

For sale by

HARRIS

To l*eto

Butter, &c.

500 Bblt. Prime Michigan Apple*.
<<
“
400
K astern Baldwins.
AO Tuba Choice Batter.
4000 Lbs. Cheese from best iftaine Fac«
tsries.
4000 Lbs. New Prunes.

__

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfoitli Street.

RICH,

Brick Store Between Park aad State
Sts., 039 Congress St., Portland.
dlmis
janll

mGHl BOOK-KEEPING! Apples,

Room 3STo.

!

ail

rooms in second story of Brick Bouse next east
of Universalist Church, No. 41 India St.
Apply to
P. FENEY, 201 Federal St.
jan22dlw

DAVIS &

CASH

Grocery Store

Hamburg Edges

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

COUNTY

not

price*.

222 Middle Street, Under Falmouth Hotel.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Tbe Union anil Journal says a movement is
on foot in
Saco to build a half mile trotting
park on the line of the IS. & M. Kailroad. Tbe
place selected is just below where the railroad
crosses Goose Fair.
The carpenter shop iu the Saco shipyard was
broken into Friday nirht, Jan. 14 aud robbed
of all the workmen’s tools—8300 worth.
On Saturday evening a Keforra Club was
started at Kittery, and about GO persons signed
the pledge, including a number whom the
Good Templars could not reach, although some
390 persons belong to that order.

or

lock,

Call and Ernie Goods aid Prices

P. M.

Very Nice.

,
We will make a discount of 30
per cent, on Hair Cloth Suits, and
30 per cent, on Terry or Plush,
from these prices, It parties want
such suits as are being sold by
Boston dealers in this city.
In
Walnut Chamber Sets we are selling at prices that defy competition. We have 33 marble Top Ash
Chamber Sets that we bought for
Cash from a Baukrupt Stock, the
same Sets we sold for 9133,00 six
months ago. We will sell this lot
now for 973.00 each set.
marble
Top and Cloth Top Tables of the
same stock we will also sell at reduced prices. We will sell marble
Top Tables, 34x31 inches, for 90.
Cloth Top Tables, 24x33 inches,
for 910.
Parties about buying
Furniture will surely save money
by calling oil us before purchasing.
Please give us a call and we will
show you our very extensive stock
with pleasure, whether you wish

Cheap.

_

The Progressive Age says there arrived in
Belfast last week, on the same train, the remains of Capt. Albert McKeen, who died on a
four
voyage from Philadelphia to Genoa
months ago, and Nathan H. Coombs of Islesboro, who on the same day, was drowned iu
the harbor of Gibraltar. It is a remarkable
circumstance that these two men died the
same day, at a great distance apart, and
after
four months time the remains of both arrived
home by the same train.

,

9

cts.
to

Terry,

9

of

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

WALDO COUNTY.

or

4 5

yds. best quality Prints only

Other goods too

prices, A

$42,

BliANHJEiTS

The Commeicial says Mr. B. M. Libby, formerly of the firm of Williams. Getcfaell &
Libby'of Bangor, committed suicide, recently,
in Boston.
The Somerset Reporter tells of the cruelty of
a wretch in South Solon to his horse; after the
poor animal had died from abuse, it was found
that the ribs on one side had been completely
broken from the spinal column by the beating
it had received, and other parts of the body
were mutilated,
The Reporter does not publish the name of the inhuman wretch, who
should receive the fullest punishment the law
allows.

our

Full Parlor Suit,

SACRIFICE.

Cor. Coagreaa Sc Oak Sla., Up Staira.
tUw*
jan22

new

BY SERVANT & ItAY,

to

desirable line of

GREAT

guide.

street,

O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

F

Jan2Q_d*».

Shawls
AT

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The News says that Jan. 15 Boyd Keohn of
Waldoboro was operated upon at the Massachusetts General Hospital for stone in the
bladder. A stone the size of a hen’s egg and
weighing two and a half ounces was removed.
The patient was in a fair way of recovery at
last accounts.

YORK

&c.

STEDLEY’S.

iTiipicn,

Jan. 1st, between the Harvest nine club, Capt.
Hadlock, and a pickedjnine, Capt. Barton, iresuiting in the victory ot the Harvest nine, by a
score of 15 to 14.

Exchange

Soayp,

Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Kitchen Utensils, &c.,

<

CENTENNIAL I!

Jan. 19.

piajcu

ON "£°J“8a

In | Table Damask, Quilt*, Towel*, Are.
Bleached and Brown Cottons, 7. 8, 9
and lO cts. per yard, very cheap.

The
lower

auction.

SATURDAY, Jan. 22d, at 10 o’clock, at our
antl 37
Street, we
.1
snail sell 50 Boxes
(different kinds,) 100 Boxes
Clothes Pins, (Black Walnuts,) and a general assortment of Shelf Goods; also new and second hand

BARGAINS

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

tt as

by

7 Pieces, Hair Clolb

DAMASKS

1876.

5000

uau

Groceries, Furniture, &c.,

and will state some ol

jan22atr

ANDBOSCOGGIN COUNTY.

uaao

General Merchandise every
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt
and

marked Down from 20 to 25 per cent to
Close Out, at

hands, besides many outside workers.

The Lewiston Journal
is authorized by
Messrs. I. C. Lombard & Co., Auburn, to say
that they will provide boots and shoes to all
one-legged soldiers in Androscoggin county,
without charge.
Lewiston and Auburn have saved 4000 tons of
coal the past two months over and above what
the consumption would have been had the
weather been as cold as last winter.
That is a
saving of about $38,000.
During 1875, 294 males and 36 females were
committed to the Androscoggin jail.
Of the
380 commitments 254 have been from the Lewiston Municipal Court, 21 from Auburn, and 33
from other counties. Most of the prisoners are
from 18 to 30 years of age.
Fifteen thousand
Dine hundred and forty-eight dollars worth of
shoes and inner soles have been made and sold
since the county began to conduct "the shop
last February.

0, w. ALUCT.

Furniture

Dross Goods

Pond to Tolman & Co’s mill.
Morse’s clothing manufactory in Harrison is
running with plenty of work and about forty

NEWS.

of

be Hold at Low Prices.

to

In Harrison teams are doing a brisk business
hard wood timber across Anomymous

ui

Regular sale

Also some very choice Patterns

hauling

f;auio

Mnlr.room, 33 and 37 Exchange Rl.
». O. BAILEY.

1 Lot Slightly Damaged 35 cents.
1 “ at 65 cents, worth $1.00.

Maine Business Notes.

STATE

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

Ladies Undervests!

State of Maine Y. M. C. A., commencing on
Tuesday, Jan. 25, at 10 o’clock a. m., continuing day and evening, an 1 closing Friday even-

ing following.
The Lynn Praying Band, which arrived at
New Sharon Saturday, 8th inst., are meeting

Bargains
IN

—

Baptist Society,

at the Ridge .West Lubee; and
the Rev. A. J. Lockhart of the Methodist
church, whose charge includes Lubee, South
Lubec and West Lubec.
The Rev. E G.
Bloomfield of South Lubec holds services
occasionally in different localities.
The Kennebec and Somerset Association of
ministers will meet at Waterville with Kev.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

innel9Sly

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

Baptist meeting

in Lubec. Rev. Mr, Morton, the minister of
the Christian Society; Rev. Mr. Bigley of the

AUCTION SALES

Pyle’s Dietetic Saleratus.—Universally
best in use.
Each pound
bears the name of James Pyle. None genuine

acknowledged the

as

IN GENERAL.

Parlor Concert.—A charming parlor eon
cert in aid of the Maine General Hospital cami
off at 4G Park street last evening, at which £
select audience was present. The prograinnn
was a

Eleventh Gband Annual Sale of our
stock. Our customers aud the public are familiar with our sales in the past, at this season
of the year. Wo shall
try and offer inducements this year
surpassing all others. Visit
our store and see the
bargains we offer.
One lot of fleeced hose at 20 cents, or six

pastor of Broad street
Christian chnrch of Westerly, R. I., aDd
accepted a call to the pastorate of Colwell
street Christian church of Providence, R. I.

county, has resigned

nial.

2d

resig-

Crosby, Superintendent; David Pearson, Librarian; Andrew Crosby, Treasurer;
M. B. Bates, Secretary. At this time the

Capt

Thursday, and further denies that there was
any understanding that Mr. Towle might re

Fowl—same 1st
2d

The late

Denial.—Mr. C. G. Robinson denies that
Amos W. Towle had paid one half of the bill
for the sleighs mentioned in the Press ol

DUCKWING.

Fowl—same 1st
Chicks—same 1st

Chicks—1st,

know#

few yearsago aged nearly
me the process of the
carvThe artist, an Englishman,
to Mr. Badford, who from his
a

Vocal Solo.Miss Lillie Slnnv
Paper.
Class Song.

RED PILE.

]

Octo-

Declamation.Miss Oorry

Fowl—same 1st
Chicks—same 1st

YELLOW

in

lAcciuuiuu...aniBS

GINGER RED,

|

well

Vocal

spangled.

Bed

raised

Declamation.

Fowl—Rogers & Haywood, Worcester, Mass, 4th
Chicks—same 1st
Fowl—same 1st

nan now stands—it was

High School this morning:
Vocal Trio.Messrs. O’Brion, Sliaw and Webstei

WHITE.

Buttonhead—Geo F Seavey, Oam-

v/ny

General Exercises.—The following is the
programme for the genera! exercises at the

Albert Noyes, Bangor, 3d
Chicks—E N Perry, Cape Elizabeth, 1st
*•
E N Perry, Cape Elizabeth, 1st
G A Parker, Reading, Mass, 2d
W H Howard, Portland, 3d
Loring Martin, Lowell, 4th

York,

Seavey, Cam-

paid

owner, who appreciates other
the crowing of cocks.

SPANGLED LEGHORNS, SPANISH.
Chicks—T L Hallwortli, Chelsea, Mass., 2d, 3d, 4th
DOMINIQUE LEGHORNS, SPANISH.
Fowl—C F Blaisdell, York, 1st
Chicks—C F Blaisdell, York, 1st, 3d
E P herguson, Bangor, 2d, 4th

Cambridgeport, 2d.

Samuel Freeman was paid 9 lbs. for the use of
his great chamber for the court. In 1780 Mrs.
Greely, who kept a one-story tavern on the
east corner of Congress and Hampshire streets,

load, after placing two rows of gresn slab3 to
These
keep the “shoes” off the ground.
smoked for several minutes after being passed
oter, as if they were on fire. The rooster kept
his place, nodding to the crowd as he moved
along. Soon after being taken down, the rooster came into the possession of the present

Fowl—C E Sawyer, Watertown, Mass, 1st, 3d
J H Nichols, Lowell, Mass, 2d
C E Jordan, Portland, 4th

Yellow Berlin Buttonhead—H Colell, New York

bridgeport,

Ireland, Kittery, 1st

Chicks—James It Lunt, Portland, 1st

Yellow Buttonbead—Geo Purves, New York City,
2d.
Red Buttonhead—Geo. Purves, New York City,
2d.
|
Yellow Mottled Buttonhead—Geo Purves, New
York City, 2d.
Red Mottled Buttonhead—Geo Purves, New York
City, 1st.
Red—David Plummer, jr. Cape Elizabeth, 1st; !
Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 2d.
Black—David Plummer, Cape Elizabeth, 1st; E.
Dana, jr, Portland, 2d; Geo F Seavey, Cambridge- !;
port, 3d.
Kite—H Colell, New York City, 1st; Geo F Scav-

White Berlin Buttonhead—Geo F

C

CREEPERS.

Booted—Walter B Buck, Portland, 2d.
Throat—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st;
Walter B Buck, Portland, 2d.
Silver-wing Baldheads—W H Milliken, jr, Portland, 1st.
Yellow Baldheads —W H Milliken, jr, Portland,
1st; H Colell, New York City, 2d.
Blue Baldheads—'W H Milliken, jr, Portland, 1st.
Red Baldheads—W H Milliken, jr, Portland, 1st.
Jllack Baldheads—E Dana, jr, Portland, 1st.
Black Mottled Inside—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 1st; W H Milliken. Portland. 2d.

1st: Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 2d.
Black Berlin Buttonhead—H Colell, New
1st; Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport, 2d.

2d

DOMINIQUES.

flack

City,

Ferguson

W C Sawyer, Portland, 3d.

Chicks—George

of 1775 of a court house ou the west corner of
Middle and India streets, which had been built
only the year before, and which was the first
built in the county of Cumberland, established
in 1760. For several years after the burning of
the court house the courts were held at taverns,
and sometimes at private houses. In 1787

always

Fowl—A S Sawyer, Cape Elizabeth, 1st, 21, 4th
E P Ferguson, Bangor, 3d
Chicks—A S Sawyer 1st. 4tn

Almond Buttonhead-Geo Purves.New York City,
2d; Geo F. Seavey. Cambridgeport, 3d.
Agate Shortfaced—Geo F Seavey, Cambridgeport,
1st; Wk Stillings, Portland, 2d.
Blue Beard—T Lobensteiu, Portland, 2d.
Red Beard—W H Milliken, jr, Portland, 2d.

the great and admitted provocation of the playing of the band, he will not, like the ill-bred
fowl, open his throat as soon as the band stops.
The reason for the building of the new court
house was the destruction in the conflagration

a common

PLYMOTH ROCK.

1st and

1

3d

Chicks—C O B Kimball 1st

1st.

position,

he was the first to greet the sun in his
coming,
yet unlike the modern improved breeds, he
never disturbed the neighborhood by his boistrous and untimely crowiDg,he has not yet forgot
his good breeding,—you will notice that under

wide gallery. After its alleused as a house of worship by
the Freewill Baptist Society, until they built
the Casco street church in about 1S27
It was

YELLOW DUCKWING.

English Highflyers—F O Conant, Portland. 1st,
Agate Buttonhead—Geo Purves, New York City,

a

moved, leaving a

Chicks—W H Snell. Peering, 1st
C E Hayes 2d

TUMBLERS.

tail.
The bird was the admiration of the town. He'
was often coveted by the
thrifty citizen, who
had his garden, and raised his own beets and
onions, as well as poultry, for the reason that
any one could see from his peculiar formation,
that he would not bo inclined to “scratch”—
could he cheaply kept, and wag always
early ou
his roost. Although from his elevated

vatiou, it

SILVER DUCKWING.
!

thereby hangs

to keep his place with becoming gravity. The
old building found a new resting place in a bog
on the side of Exchange, above Federal street,
The center of the second story floor was re-

CLAIRBOURNE GAME.

Lobensteiu, Portland, lst;‘Geo F
Seavey, Cambridgeport, 2d,
Dun Carriers—J O Thurston, 1st and 3d; George F

Blue Berliu

GAME.

Fowl—C O B Kimball 1st
PB Wallace 2d
Chicks—C O B Kimball 1st

Blue Carriers—T

bridgeport, 1st.

GAME.

DERBY

SALMON PILE GAME.

1st.

hrirl ownnrf.

PILE.

Fowl—C O B Kimball 1st
D B Wallace 2d
Chicks—same 1st

A

Seavey, 2d,
Yellow Carriers—George F Seavey, 1st.
Red Carriers—Geo F Seavey, 1st; David Plummer,
Jr, Cape Elizabeth. 2d.
White Carriers—George F Seavey, 1st.
Bagadois—T Lobenstein, 1st.

WHITE,

WHITE

and

continued until the building moved,—the
sawing of the long line of goad sticks, amid a
jargon of ox talk. Then the order “Put up the
off string” when all the goads on that side
were brought to the thrust, aud tho patient oxen were “bradded” in the flank, accompanied
with awful threats and some oaths.
Next
came the word “Wh o-o-o!” long drawn out,
and the hasty and earnest enquiry, in the
same key, "Where’s the committee?” I have
probably enjoyed my full share of this description, as the principal actor fn the hauling was
my ancestor. Daring all the moving the rooster, perched aloft, was shaking tike a reed in
the wind, and turning partly round as if trying

Fowl—C E Hayes 3d
Clucks-same 2, 3d
ENGLISH

chosen,

tone

Fowl—D B Wallace 1st
Chas E Hayes, Kittery, 2d

pastor,

Woodbury.__

Rev. J. M.
A.

of Win.

well

was

with the voice of a Stentor. There were two
long strings of oxen, reaching nearly to Middle street, with a teamster to each pair. First
came the order “Carters to your oxen;” then,
“Are you all ready?” “Strain up;” with the

SPANGLED.

rent of

blem

Thomas Warren who
could well illustrate a ludicrous scene, and enjoyed one, never tired in describing the “hauling of the old court house,” the master carter,
standing in the front door, with a hand on each
post, his prominent stomach covered by a long
waistcoat, with large pocket flaps. He never
had such an audience, and he gave his orders

Fowl—D B Wallace 1st

the

the

gested to the county fathers the propriety of
surmounting the then now temple of justice
with a specimen of that historic bird, as a caution to the witness, when he entered the portal,
not to deny tho truth, whatever might be his
provocation from contending council. Probably those who accused Peter in the porch of the
palace, were ycuug lawyers, male and female,
who were seeking to entrap him. If this could
be established it would gieatly mitigate his offence. Whatever caused the decision, the em-

hauling.

BRASS BACKS.

children will be admitted to-day for the uni-

ey,

3d

Chick—C 0 B Kimball, Portland, 1st

were

2d,

RED.

Wallace, Linfieid, Mass., 1st
Alexander Troser, Jr., Quebec Cfiy, 1th
Chicks-C O B Kimball, Portland, 1st

Fowl—D B

paying

A Quarterly meeting of the York and Cumberland First Free Baptist churches will be
held Jau. 29th and 30th, at South Limlngton.
Union meetings have been held every evening
in Winterport during the past two weeks,
conducted by Rev. G. W. Jones, Rev. T. B.
Tapper and Rev. E. H. Small. Several persons
have been converted, ond a promising revival is
in progress.
The Adams street Baptist Society in Biddefutd has voted to go back to the rental plan*
They have tried the free sitting plan for about
two years, and find that all things considered
the reutal of pews is full as desirablo, for
people almost invariably sought their old seats
fioin Sunday to Sunday, although thev had the
privilege of sitting wtere they pleased.
The Freewill Baptist Sabbath school of Pittsfield was organized July 4th, 1875, by choice

house, always keeping an eye to the windward, lias been placed in tho poultry show,
nearly on tho spot where be formerly kept
watdTi and ward. Tho story of human frailty
setting forth St. Peter’s false testimony,and the
crowing of the cock, which caused him to “weep
bitterly” for his sin and folly, undoubtedly sug-

treadle, which raised the rooster and
made him lively. How well he succeeded in
his job any one can see who visits the show.
The building was used as a Court house until
1816, when it was decided to build a more convenient one. The old building was sold to
John Powell and five others, for §500, and was
removed. This was the largest “hauliDg’
that had ever taken piace in town. The building was large and very heavily timbered. Many
came from the back towns with their teams of
oxen and the towns people attended in a
body.
The managing man and “master carter” was
James Gowen of Westbrook. There are a
few citizens remaining who witnessed the

Maxwell, Portland, 1st

proceeds of the enter- I
$75, which goes toward

court

of the

TASSEL.

after the lecture. The
tainmcnt amounted to

tist church at Hamariscotta, tendered his
nation on Sunday, Jan. 2.

tened a living bird, and when be wanted to
draw from him he put his foot on the near end

Fowl—John Cooper, Portland, 1st
J Henry Symouds, Boston, 2d
Geo Milliken, Portland, 3d
Chicks—J Henry Symonds, 1st, 2d
Geo Milliken, 3d, 4th

the gallery to watch the surging mass of humanity. During the day and evening there

pigeons:

3d, 5lh

CREVEC02UR3.

Fowl—Fred

is Registered.

Mu. Editok:—I see by your paper that tlie
venerable county rooster, who for eighty years
and more, surmounted the .cupola of the old

was

Fowl—E C Aldrich. Hyde Park, 1st, 2d, 4th
C H Milliken, Portland, 3d
Chicks—E C Aldrieh 1st, 2d, 3d

BLACK

He

trade, a cabinet maker, took an interest in
carving, and watched the mau’s ingenuity in
forming a lifelike figure. Ou the end of a long
treadle which was hung by the middle he fas-

BLACK HOUDANS.

for dressed fowl Mr. Winslow took nine: four
first premiums and five specials.
Above his
collection are many handsome stuffed birds
from the establishment of Mr. Lincoln C. Daniels taxidermist.
In the evening the balls were a perfect jam.
The baud played finely and many took seats in

Him;

at

Badford who died
90 described to
ing of the rooster.

Fowl—N B Dalton, Deering, 1st
J A Lord, Kennebunk, 2d
A E Shurtlefi, So Paris, 3d
Albert Noyes, Bangor, 4th
J A Lord, Kennebunk, 5th
Chicks—Albert Noyes, Bangor, 1st

ens, English snipe, pigeons, grouse pin tails,
These|are
quail, partridge, and wild turkeys.
decked out with garden stuff, and make a vory
Some of the specimens are
handsome show.
monstrous in size. A brace of bronze turkeys
weigh forty-two pounds, a collection of eleven
other turkeys weighs one hundred and eighty
pounds, and a pair of Breinen geese weigh
twenty-five pouuds. Of ten premiums offered

Ilia Nose

ment shall order.”
During that summer, no doubt, the weathercock was put in place ou the spire. Benjamin

Fowl—N W Harris, Portland, 1st, 2d, 3d

are

iums on

4th

PARTRIDGE COCHINS.

corridor, and in

Up

peace (which
composed of all the justices
of the peace in the county) hohleu in
May,
1788, the court ordered “that the county treasurer, Joseph Mcliellan, be a committee to provide materials for finishing the chamber of the
court house, and cupola, and to see the work
done in such a manner as tho court at adjourn-

BUFF COCHINS.

display of dressed fowl andgrme by S.
Winslow & Co., 18 Market Square, is the finest
On the long counters,
ever made in this state.
and in show cases which stretch along the

Hi, Pedigree, Age, and tiie Peculiarities
of the Species.—I.et no '•IIrecdcr,, Turn

was

C W Chamberlain, Arhngton, 5th

The

THE ANCIENT BOOSTEB.

ber. It was 48 by 34 feet in size, with 24 posts.
The court ordered “that the roof be so framed
that a belfry may be built on it at some future
time.” At a court of general sessions of the

DARK BRAHMAS.

F M

J A

Dressed Ducks—S. Winslow & Co., Portland, 1st.
Fowl—S. Winslow & Co., Portland, 1st.
Exhibition Coop—A S Sawyer, Portland, 1st
Heaviest Cock—F O Bailey, Portland, 1st.
**
**
**
Cockerel— '*
Hen—Nii Dalton, Deering, 1st.
1st.
Pullet—J A Lord,
Native Fowl—N B Dalton, Deering, 1st.
Crowing Cock—J K Lunt, Portland, 1st.

mo

A E Shurtlefi, So Paris, 4th
F O Conant, Portland, 5th
Chicks—Rodney N Hall, So Paris, 1st
C W Chamberlain. Arlington, 2d
A E Shurtlefi. So Paris, 3d
FO Conant, Portland. 4th

smoothly under their personal supervision. A
splendid ostrich robe is exhibited in the rear of
this hall. It is owned by Mr. Eli B. Wing of
Brownfield, aDd attracts much attention.

Haven, Portland, let.
Stuffed Birds—Jj C Daniels, Portland, 1st;
Willey, Portland, 2d.
H.

“24 shillings out of the county treasury, for the use of her house, anl.lier trouble
for this and a former session.”
In 1785 a court house was commenced where

Fowl—C VV Chamberlain, Arlington, 1st, 2d, 31

the charge of Mr. B. O. Conant, who has exhibited his usual good zeal iu this matter. He
has been ably assisted by Messrs. Harris,
Adams and others.
Everything passes off

Eggs—George

was

uiuxu

done is very evident.
He has taken much
pains and spent a goad deal of time at this
task.
The arrangement of the main ball was under

wall

additional general premi-

are

Fowl—N B Dalton, Deering, 1st.
F O Bailey, Portland, 2d, 3d, 4th,
James A Lord, Kennebunkport, 5th.
Chicks—F O Bailey, Portland, 1st
Haskell Poultry Co. 2d
J A CiUey, Fairfield, 3d
WF Bacon, Lexington, 4th
F O Bailey, Portland. 5th

The fine arrangement of the coops and cages
in this hall is very noticeable.
Mr. Fred Fox,
Esq., had the sole charge of the arrangement in
IUUIU,

1st.

Blue Cookers “Black Bars”—E Dana, Jr, Portland. 1st.
Wild—Samuel Chadwick, Portland, 1st.

lows:

LUIS

1st.

White Duchess—Albert Noyes, Bangor. 1st.
Archangels-T Lobenstein, Portlana, 1st and 3d;
David Plummer, Jr, Cape Elizabeth, 2d.
Red Moorheads—T Lobenstein, Portland, 1st.
Silver Cookers “White Bars”—E Dana, Jr, Port-

rown

First Second Advent Church, 567J Congress
Elder E. H. Pinkham of Dover, N. H.,
Street.
will preach Sunday at 10* a. m., and 3 p. m. Prayer
Meetings at 9 a. in., and 7 p. in. Young people’s
meeting at 6 p. m. Sabbath school at 12 m. Seats
free.
Spiritual Fraternity, Arcana Hall.—Conference

11_:.„1

Portland Fraternity.—A very large number attended the Fraternity meeting at the

and 7 p.m.

meetings on Thursday evenings at 7£ p.
Prayer
All from
and land are invited. Seats free.

!VT„:--1

Perhaps you1 being a Bostonian, would be interested in that, but our people, to indulge in a
metaphor, consider a certain brick building as
the very apple of their eye.

Notices.

Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p.m.; Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Knightville at 10J a. m. Sabbath School at 11| at
m.
Social meeting 7J p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel

THE STATE HEN SHOW

as

foreign to the nature of Mary Stuart.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
And
here
is
an
say
opportunity to
Portland School of Masonic Instruction— i
that the remarkable merit of Miss Miles’s actSecond and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ing brings blemishes into greater prominence
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.
than they assume in actors of less power. Her
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Friday.
ability calls out the compliment of criticism,
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J
cond FriActors who never reach above mediocrity only
day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
call forth extended comment when they act unFriday.
usually bad. But in actors of decided merit
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
we
and visit with criticism all

Portland

BARBS.

Yellow—HColell, New York City, 1st; E Dana, Jr,
Porland, 2d and 3d.
Red—H Colell, Now York City, st; E Dana, Jf»
Portland, 2d; Albert. Noyes, Bangor, 3d.
White—H Colell, New York City, 1st and 2d.
Dun—H Colell, New York City, 1st.

powder horn belonging to Mr. Clark
faithful English bull-dogs who kept watch
Cape Elizabeth, and covered all over
about the throne of Elizabeth. In her first act
with inscriptions. It appears that “Old Buck”
there was perhaps too much evident assump.
the original proprietor,parted with this branchtion of the queenly dignity. In the royal la iy,
ing horu in 1601. “Christopher Osgood of Orborn in the purple, one expects to see tho sense | rell, England, came to America Feb. ye 14,
of high position manifested easily and natural- i 1634 O. S.,” and brought Old Back’s horn with
him. The remaining inscription run3 as folly as though its possessor never entertained

was

Monday.

I. O. O.

White—H Colell, New York City. 1st.
Yellow—E Dana, Jr, Portland, 1st.

George T. Spriuger,
Saccarappa, was broken Thursday

coln Hall last

m.

Great Southern and Western. Arrive at.1.20 p.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and*9.00 p.

Vernon, R.

Blue English—J H Winslow, Portland, 1st; W A
Stillings. Portland, 2d.
Blue African—H. Colell, New York City, 1st; T Lobeustein, Portland, 2d.

of

Mr. Pullman and the Maine Central people
cannot come to terms. Iu that case the Eastern will perhaps ran a steamboat line between
Boston and St John and “way ports” by train
to Portland and boat to St. John.
A very pleasant assembly was given at Lia-

m.

Stated

Mechanics’
been post-

Boston and Bangor will he discontinued,

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
and 2.30 p

OWLS.

two revolvers and some jeweller’s
tools stolen.
It is probable that the night train between

Office Hour*.

a m

3d.
Red—T Lobenstein, Portland, 1st.

night, and

From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.

8.20

Blue “Capped”—Chas A Eaton. Portland, 1st; E
Dana, Jr, Portland, 3d.
Black—David Plummer, Jr. Cape Elizabeth, 1st;
WT Bacon, Cambridge, 2d; E Daua, Jr, Portland,

—

The shop window

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

9.00 p.

MAGPIES.

poned.

For

C. W. GODDARD
W. YORK

Black—E Dana, Jr, Portland. 1st; H MCook,Portland, 2d and 3d.
Yellow—E Dana, Jr, Portland, 1st; H Colell, New
York City, 2d.
Red—H Colell, New York City, 1st.

The first assembly of Mr. H. J. Holmes’
dancing school will he given Monday evening.
Rev. B. II. Leavitt, recently from JapaD,
and about to return, will speak in State street
church to-morrow evening at 7 o’clock.
Tho entertainment announced for next Wed-

AdvmiHemcntn To-Day.

SUNDRIES.

1st;

NUNS.

Jotting*.
The Reform Club will hold a public meetiDg
to morrow evening in Sons of Temperance
Hall.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

J.

j

CambridgepoTt, 1st.

Seavey, Cambrideport,

Sumner C Rand, Portland, 2a.
Blue “White Tail”—Albert Noyes, Bangor, 1st.
Solid Black—E Dana, Portland, 1st.

Brief

CITY AND VICINITY
niew

Dnn Wing—Geo F Seavey,
Solid Whi;e—Geo F.

OUR PROUD BIRD.

jan24

&

LITTLEFIELD,

143 Commercial Street.

<liw

land mvself,’ as Artemus Ward used to say,
and I still look down on the Dutch.”
“Well, we must skip the Puritan landing;
that I know ad nauseam. I feel like the
Fourth of July orator, who, having attempted
to write an oration, and having sickened of
the whole subject said: ‘Ladies and gentlemen. I wish the Mayflower on her first voyage had gone down in mid-ocean!’ and then
sat down. You see that the subject has been
done to death by inferior pens. It is cold,
harsh and forbidding; it is at the same time
enormously romantic, heroic and grand.
Miles Standish bringing in the head of an
Indian chiet on a long pole to Plymouth,
while Rose Standish, his wife, with red lips

POETRY.
Constancy.

A Poet’s

by john g. saxe.

a madrigal:

Ob, praise is ever sweet to bear;
In simple candor I confess it;
And then, I own, 'tis doubly dear,
When loving lips—like yours-express it.
And yet, when calmly I reflect
How mnch is due to Cupid’s blindness,
Forgive me, dear, if I suspect
Your praises only prove your kindness.

waiting
greet him, is a picture out of
the dark ages. Yet I know of no one who
has done it justice. All that Indian warfare,

Whatever virtues I may boast,
(And slight indeed is my profession)
The one you praise and prize the moBt
May be the least in my possession.

that early religious tyranny—how painful it
all is 1 I do not love the Puritans.”
“No, unworthy daughter of a noble stock, I
know you do not! I suppose you like better
that pretty, romantic story of Lord Balit-

You tell me, sweet! you love—revere
A mind so steady and unswerviug;
But never poet yet, I fear,
Oi such applause was quite deserving.

and his agreeing to pay the king a yearrent of two arrows aud one fifth of whatever gold and silver he should find; that
pleases you, because it is feudal and fine!
You women are all aristocrats and love baubles and titles and such gauds; that is the
reason you do not like American history.”
moro

The poet's constancy, at best,
Is like the bee’s—voluptuous rover;
Still constant to her honey-quest,
Though found in lily, rose or clover.

ly

And do I thus my faith impeach
As one untrue to love’s vocation?
A moment's patience—I beseech—
And you shall hear the explanation:

Suppose the bee—so prone to stray,
As Fancy bids, irom bower to bower,
Should chance to find, some lucky day,
A wondrous honey-bearing flower.
sipped, and came again
As often as the day was sunny—
Quite unexhausted should remain,
An ever-flowing font of honey.
Which—though

she

Such praise as she might fitly claim,
If ne’er again she proved a rover,
So much (the cases are the same)
Is due your fond and faithful lover.
—Scribner for January.

A Numerical Accident.

“I grant you there is a great deal in that.
I want my two roses, my York aud Lancaster; I want my Eleanor and fair Rosamond;
I want my Henry of Navarre and
his
white plume, I know my weakness. I desire, with all a woman’s love of color and
luxury, the Field of the Cloth of Gold. Life
is too hard, too self sacrificing, too full of
tears and self-renunciation, to be be always
reading of such a story as that of the Puritans. I believe in the iron clad virtues, but I
do ask for a velvet mantle to throw over the
bard points; it is human nature. Yet see
what a magician can do! I can read of William of Orange, as hard, and silent and cold
a creature as ever breathed, if Motley tells the
story. I cau read of hunger, cold, starvation,

Macaulay holds the pen. It is
the historian that is wanting, I think.”
if
it is, what are you going to do
“Well,
about it? Are you going to invoke a Carlyle,
a Macaulay, a Motley?”
“Yes, I think I shall; I wish Mr. Bancroft
had begun just where he is leaving off! What
and

BY M. E. W. S.

“What is a Centennial but a numerical
accident?” said Orestes.
“It is a nation’s birthday; I always keep
my birthdays, and expect bouquets and presents, don’t you, Orestes?”
“No; I only have one every four years
now.
They are getting to be very unpleasant reminders—they art: marked by crow’s
feet, gray hairs; women give me the go-by; I
have less pleasure in evening entertainments;
the gas is getting to be of a poor quality, and
my glasses are not so clear as they once were.
I notice a marked degeneracy in print; odco
the smallest was so clear I could read it at
any distance; now the printers are getting
very careless. I cannot read it now with my
best glasses, and all because of birthdays! If
anybody wishes to send me a bouquet I will
thank him to send me instead a good hook
(large print); and it anybody wishes to make
me a present, I will thank him to pay the
coal bill.”

“Oh, shocking, Orestes I If anyone makes
me a present, I wish it to be something
perfectly useless—a fan, a bit of china, a picture,
and best of all, dear, perishable, fading, fragrant flowers; that is the very aroma of
friendship, something which is ridiculously
unuseful.
‘Love gives itself, and is not
uuugui,

a uauuciiuu

piuoacu

Wala it LIU
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sent in a letter a thousand miles is not a valuable object in itself, but I have known it to
give more pleasure than a diamond necklace;
so with gifts—they must speak ithe
(giver's
love, not nis wealth.”
“Oh, what fools you women are, and
always have been, and always will be! and

yet—” (and here Orestes drew an old minature from his pocket and adjusting his glasses
looked at it with some difficulty, for they—
the glasses—were dimmed with adjacent dew)

“and yet I don’t know but what you serve
the purpose for which you were created better than if you were not fools; you can and
you do make fools of us, which is not always
desirable. Who said that women were born
‘to praise, to love, and to pardon?’
“I don’t know who, but I knpw he said a
good thing. I believe Lamartine said it of
that charming beauty, wit and genius, Madame Emile de Girardin.
We praise and we
love because we are women; we pardon because you men need it so emphatically.”

“I

talking about the Centennial,” said
Orestes, with gloomy majesty (he intends
always to do the severe himself). “Why do
was

you go off about dandelions?”
“I don’t know. I was thinking of thedandelions of a hundred years ago, and the rosebuds, and the beauties in flowered brocades,
who, with stiff corsage defining their delightful little waists, and delicate lacejruffles shading their lovely busts, and soft brown curls
hanging low on the forehead, look at us from
Copley’s pictures! O Orestes Ithe beauties
of a hundred years ago. where are thev
J
now?”

“Dust,”

said

Orestes, “dust,” and, as he
pressed his hand over his pocket

said so he
which held the miniature.

“Do you rememsaid he in a softer tone than I have
heard him use, “do you remember
Story’s exquisite poem, ‘Praxiteles to
Phryne?’ If you do repeat to me the last

ber,”
ever

three verses—where he addresses Phryne and
claims art’s immortality for her.
“Phryne, thy human lips shall pale,
Thy rounded limbs decay—
Nor love nor prayers can aught avail.
To bid thy beauty stay.
fiat there thy smile lor centuries
On marble lips shall live—
For art can grant what love denies,
And fix the fugitive!
And strangers when we sleep in peace,
Shall say, not quite unmoved,
‘So smiled upon Praxiteles
The Phryne whom he loved.’

“Delicious human touch!” said Orestes;
“the sculptor, with the instinct of an artist,
looks down the centuries for the spectator
who is to sympathize with his work,”
“No,” said I, indignantly, “the lover seeks
to charm the ages with the smile of
Phryne ?”
“More dandelions ?” said the fell Orestes.
“But I do not intend to walk primrose-paths
this morning, I intend to talk sense; I wi3h
to know why you feel so little interested in
--.7~'~
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than that, why I feel so little interested in
‘the Centennial.’ ”
“I think, in my own case, that it results
from a lamentable ignorance of the history ot
my own country; I know little of its military
and social history, still less ot its
political history, and what is worse, it is impossible for
me to read
anything with interest about it.
I might be ashamed to own this if I had not
so many companions in
my ignorance. Why
is it? Is it because our story is so modern?”

“Yes—partly. ‘History must wait,’ as
somebody said well in the morning paper, but
partly because no one has handled it well. It
might be made picturesque, I should think.”
“Yes; Hawthorne has contrived to write a
gloomy, absorbing, morbid story, from the
cold, Puritan soil, in ■‘The Scarlet Letter, but

then we should be sorry to pay for such an
interest with such a tragedy often.
Besides
unfortunately, that particular tragedy does
not belong exclusively to any age of the
world. I wish somebody would arise who
could tell me the story of our early struggle,

and our political conformation and growth,
so that it wohM stand out a3 does the
story
of Magna Charta, for instance.”
“Yes; you want some one to stand up before an immense blackboard, and chalk out
for you the outlines.”
“Exactly. I want to have the prominent
facts put before me in the Motley manner. I
never can lay down ‘The Dutch
Republic’
any more than I could have thrown aside the
most entrancing novel.”
“Well, no one has arisen yet who has taken
that trouble for you, and I do not believe anybody will. You have got to study, and study
hard, to know the history of your own country. Truth to tell,’^continned Orestes, “there
are very few picturesque incidents 1”
“Oh!don’t you think so?
I think there
are many incidents which are picturesque,and
which, if deftly woven in, would make the
warp and woof most brilliant. Now, look at
this, far back, in 1619: ‘Hitherto there had
been but few women in the colony; but Sir
Edward Sandys, convinced that pleasant

cruelty,

if

story he could have made if he had written
all his history in the tone with which he describes the battle of Lexington, which Emerson says he never can read without tears!”
“Bancroft has written an erudite history
for scholars and thinkers; all American history has been done in tlyit style. There are
some
admirable small compendiums, no
doubt; but they are dry. And that reminds
me—you have been engaged in teaching the
young idea how to shoot lately—how much
history is taught in the common schools; how
much in the colleges ?”
“American history? None at all! The pupils of the puhlic schools are compelled to
learn a little, but they hate it; while at the
private schools there is no necessary course
of American history.
At Harvard college
and at Yale the subject Is not approached at
all until the junior year, when the young student is taught the principles of the Constitution of the United States. He may graduate with the highest honors from either in-

a

stitution,

nothing of that struggle,
or of those well-fought battle-fields to whose
baptism of blood he owes his very birthright.”
“All wrong, all wrong,” said Orestes. “Yet
and know

I do not know how vou are to make the bill
of rights interesting.
Our political history
important, grand, and peculiar as it is, is very
dull reading to the young, no doubt.”
“How would it do to take up the story of
the governors, beginning with that violent
old Berkeley of Virginia, who in 1676 fined,
confiscated and hanged all the poor rebel
Virginians? ‘That old fool,’ said the king,
when Berkeley returned home, ‘has taken
away more lives in that naked country tnan
I for the murder of my father!’ Royal and
dissolute Charles! he had not a hard heart, if

he did lead a rather unkingly and unchristian life. I always admire Berkeley’s old
Virginian hospitality to Drummond, a republican. ‘You are welcome,’ said the old ty-

rant;‘I

am more glad to see you than any
Virginia;
you shall be hanged in half
”

man in
an hour!’

“Yes, that was epigrammatic, certainly,
and it put the poor fellow out of any danger
of catching cold, or suffering from dyspepsia.
Then you could have your beloved, longhaired Cavalier Governors of Maryland, and
your crop-eared Puritans in New England,’’
said Orestes. “I see what your idea is; you
want to administer a pill of history in a large
marmalade of story; that is a natural suggestion from the nursery; but I do not approve. I would have the people made to
learn history as they do the multiplicationtable, or the French verbs. I would make
the same rules as these which prevail in
English schools. Imagine a young English
boy or girl growing up without his ‘Mangnall’s Questions!’ The young Englishman

who goes up to a competitive examination is
examined in English history and nothing
else, that is to say, no other history. If he
knows the history of England, he can do

England’s woik.”
“Yes, but the history of England includes
the history of the world for a thousand
years.”
“And our own—so it does measurably, but
not from the standpoint of the American student. That long story of the Indian wars,
admirably told by Parkman, that should be
studied, and the young American, whose
grandfather was perhaps carried away, an

infant in his mother’s arms, from India horrors, should know the story of King William’s
War. The dreadful incident of Mrs. Dustin
is in the picture books, to be sure, but what
American boy of seventeen can tell that prodigious history of the years from 1695 to 1700
—that period which includes Sir Edmund
Andros, and the romantic episode of the
Charter Oak, and the middle-age legends of
Sir William Phipps, a sort of titled Captain
Kidd, who raised plate, and jewels, and treasures, from the wrecks in the southern seas ?
Then as if Heaven were angry with the poor
colonists, as if a pagan rather than a Christian divinity reigned, came, in 1692, the story
of the Salem witchcraft, cold, and hunger,
and absence of all national amusements. The
short, dark davs of a New England winter
had sent in upon itself that introspective and
active New England mind.
I wonder always that such people in such a position
are not mad.
I should have been a witch

prosecutor myself.”
“Yes, Orestes, you would have been

a

good

Colton Mather, except that you would have
never written‘The Wonders of the-Invisible
World.’ You would have hanged and buined
the witches, and have defended yourself to
the end.”
“Thank you, you are singularly complimentary and just. Why so aggressive? I

thought

I had been

“So you had.

enjoy

the

agreeing

with

you.”

I only thought you would

comparison,”

“I do. I only wish to remark that if Cotton Mather had not hanged me, I should
have shot him; it would have been but a
matter of opportunity. But to return to our
history. We could light it up, possibly, with
Captain Kidd, a man who has found a defender in a learned judge of the present day,
one who issued a brilliant pamphlet a few
years ago in defense of two outlaws, Bobin
Hood and Captain Kidd, proving that they
were but scapegoats for greater aDd less
honest men. The earl of Bellamont, for instance, was the real pirate, Kidd the fictitious
one.
It is a curious fact, this book—the
judicial ermine defending two heroes of outlawry, and making a good case of it, too.”
“Yes, such brilliant .monographs would
light up the dull pages of our national story
very much; not however, stories of George
Washington and Benjamin Franklin—they
have been done to death; we must seek new
and unusual heroes.”
“Sir William Johnson and Molly Brandt

the settlement, induced ninety young women
the ocean, at the expense of the company, and they were soon disposed of as
wives to the settlers, at the rate of one hundred pounds of tobacco (worth about seventyfive dollars) each. The next year sixty more
were sent over, and tbe price of a wife rose to
one hundred and fifty pounds of tobacco.
From 1619 to 1622, thirty-five hundred per-

his wife, might help along a little, adhering
to your idea of the pill injthe marmalade,
but I go back to the multiplication table.”
“Do allow me,” said I, “a few eloquent
words for Wolfe and Montcalm, those two
northern lights shining over the fortifications
of Quebec. That episode, not purely American, always helps me to remember the
French and Indian war and its dates.”
“Yes, I see you like sugared dates, candied
dates, jellied dates, but that will not do for
the student of history. You must read up,
understandingly, before the ^Centennial, the
political history of your country. You must
not be looking out for the picturesque. Now,
there is nothing picturesque about the stamp
act, and yet we must know that it passed in
1765. 1 often thought of those scenes of that
disturbed period, when, during our latest war
New York saw her streets dark, confused,

sons

anu in

homes were necessary to

give permanence

to

to cross

found their wav to Virginia.
A written
constitution was obtained, and trial by jury
and a representative covernment became

acknowledged rights.’ Now, there you get
important political events tied on to a very
romantic story; for the idea of buyinc a wife,
and a pretty one, for seventy-five dollars, is
interesting. Poor girls! I wouder if they sent
back pressed dandelions in their letters to
England when colonial husbands proved unkind ?

What a romance is hidden under the
political adventure of Sir Edward Sandys!”

“Yes, seventy-five

high price to
pay for a wife. Why Pocahontas was bought
by Captain Argali from a tribe where she was
visiting for a copper kettle. Her father refused to ransom her and prepared for war.
You

see a

article.”

dollars is a

copper kettle is

a

very useful

“Ah, dear, gentle, beautiful Pocahontas 1
How glad I am that John Kolf came and
married her lor love 1 X hope he was handsome, affectionate, and true. I have always
been afraid that after he got her over to
England he became desillusionni of his
aboriginal
gem, and broke her heart by some inconstancy. She died, you know, at twenty-two.”
“From transplactation, no doubt,” said
Orestes; “these wild plants do not bear the

tne nanas oi a-jtnoo.
History reThe vigilance committee in San
Francisco was thought a new thing, but it
was not, it was ta mere copy of an old indignation. Then you must begin,” continued
Orestes, “to struggle with the constitution;
you must follow the learned and astute mind
of Mr. Calhoun, and the profound and eloquent words of Webster. You must read
some of the thousand and one books on that
important paper, the Declaratfon of Independence, which Choate said was full of
‘glittering generalities,’ and which somebody
else said began with a falsehood, if it did not
end in something worse. Men are not born
‘free and equal.’ We are more or less hampered by the conditions of our birth. There
is no doubt that some people are born under
much more favorable circumstances than others, and for equality, there is no such thing.
Then as to the great question of state rights

peats itself

confederacy

general government—although
it is now a dead issue, see to what confusion,
it led; the hasty adoption of the constitution, and before that the agitation in which
the Declaration of Independence was signed,
or

and we became the thirteen United States of
America.”
“No wonder there was confusion.”
enriched soil of civilization.”
“You must then fight [through the Revolu“And then you know we might make much -tionary war; you must know all about the
of the Dutch discoveries, and of Hendrick battle of Long Island, Cornwallis and Howe;
Hudson and his Half-Moon.”
you mnst fight the battle of White Plains;
“No, I do not find the Dutch at aJX pictur- you must see Fort Washington captured;
esque,” said Orestes. “I am from New Eng- you must occupy Trenton with Hessians,

the Delaware on the ice; you must
New Jersey, and you must hail the
arrival of Lafayette; you must adopt your
national flag iu 1777; then you must go
and

cross

1

WANTS.

recover

through Burgoyne’s campaign and surrender,
and see Schuyler and St. Clair wronged; then
you must fight the battle of Bennington with
Stark, and read of our soldiers’ patient fortitude and splendid patriotism; then be defeated

on the Brandywine, and lose Philadelphia; read the great story of the Quaker
woman Darrah, who did such noble service
to Washington at White Marsh; then track
those bleeding feet over the snow at
Valley
Forge; go through the dreadful winter of
see
Baron
Steuben
1777-1778;
arrive; then

with Monmouth, Newport, Savannah,
Wyoming; read how Wayne surprised Stony
Point, and Cornwallis still master of Charleston ; skip about in your geography—master
the confusing details.”
go on

“O Orestes! cannot you let me up a little?
How dreadful all this is!”
“Yes, but it is the history of your country, aud you must know it. Bear with me a

moment longer. See Congress hampered by
want of money; imagine, describe, dwell
upon that depreciation of continental mon-

ey.”

“That is not so difficult to do now, judgrecent events.”
“Then get to Arnold’s treachery.”
“I never could believe in the hanging of
Andre; he was young, he was handsome, he
was brave.”
“And so he must escape. Never! It was

ing from

military necessity.”
“Then why not shoot him?”
“That would have been contrary to the
aws of war. Washington did right.”
“I know he always did; that is the reason
one cannot always sympathize with him!
I
like a little human infirmity.”

a

“You would not have been here if he had
had any human infirmity.”
“Perhaps not; but who knows but I might
have been in a better place ?”
“Ignorance! A remark unworthy of an
American citizen approaching a first centennial! Ignorance!—”
“Ignorance leads to want of patriotism,
you were about to say, Orestes?”
“Yes, indeed it does. The commencement
of the year 1781 found our affairs more hopeless than ever. You will need all your courage to read through this period; but imagine what courage it required to live itl Suffering in the field, disaffected men, mutiny;
aid solicited from France!—Kobert Morris 1
I declare to you, when I read his history, and
remember the ingratitude of our government,
I think we deserve,'not success but failure.
However, let us skip that until we reach the
siege of Yorktown and the surrender of Cornwallis; that you can read, can’t you?”
“If I have Dot lost my eyesight by the
time I get there.”
“But now we reach what we were talking
of before, and that is, ‘the defects of the articles sof confederation.’ Remember, the contest between the state government and the
general government had led to Shay’s rebellion in Massachusetts, and that other troubles
beset the unhappy people everywhere. It was
in January, 1786 that the initial movement
of reform was proposed in the legislature of
Virginia, and congress was recommended to
call a general convention. George Washington was elected president. This body remained
with closed
doors over three
months, and produced the constitution.”
“It was severely ciiticised,this constitution,
wa3 it not? I seem vaguely to have heard
crt

Florida to the sea, in the study of Marion
and his men, in the pages of Cooper, and in

such sporadic novels as ‘Horseshoe Robinson’
—not to speak of our own Irving, whose
‘Knickerbocker’s History’ is unique.”
“Yes, as a work of humor, but I do not
pretend, when I ask the young student, or
the woman, to read American history, that
there is much that is roseate about it. It is
singularly difficult to make it interesting to
the young.”
“Therefore, we have no poetry of pariotism. I find nobody cares much for the Centennial, your ‘numerical accident’ ”.
“Well, IJthink a great mistake has been
made in adding on a great exposition, for
which this country is not ripe, to the political celebration, which should be held first at
Philadelphia, then all over the land. We
should speechify, I think; our gieat national
disease ought to have an airing; we should
fire guns, have processions, and celebrate
the day. More than all, we should ponder in
our hearts tbe price which these men paid
for our national existence, one hundred years
ago. There should be a thousand dollars offered for an essay on the decay of patriotism.”
“You are inventing only a more noisy
ruuuu ui

it
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WANTED TO EXCHANGE FOR LUMBER.
of $1000 at 7 per cent., on
dwelling house in Arlington. First mortgage
$4000, property worth $6000 to build. One of $1200
at 8 per cent, on dwelling house in Boston.
First
mortgage $3500, property worth $6000. One flist
mortgage of $1700 on a farm at Norway. Address,
W. H. BICKNELL,
Boston.
jan21dlw
GOOD mortgages,

3

one

Wanted,
WANTED. A small tenement
suitable tor gentleman and wife, no children.
Must be convenient and pleasantly situated within
about five minutes walk of Liucoln Park.
Address
A, Press Office.
jan21d3t*

TENEMENT

EMPLOYMENT

House for Rent.

Wanted,
by a respectable

FOR

is an
spacious
dwelling; has Sebago water and good drainage, and
is situated in a pleasant
location, opposite the City
Park. The lot contains about 4000 square feet.
^
Inquire of
JOSEPH A. LOCKE,
janl5d2w
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

man;

MAN to sell Native Wines, by sample in winter
aud team in summer. I want more recomendation than the blowing of his own trumpet. Will
a
pay
good salary to the right man. Apply at
3S Plain Street, Portland. Maine. W. 0.

A

MAINS.

Single man preferred.janl7d&wlw
Wanted.

lull

No. 227 Cumberland Street, a girl to do general housework.
Reference required.
Pay
liberal.
jan22dtf

AT

SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
Ainformation
from bitn at
THIS OFFICE.
dtf

janl7

street^8

ANU

To Let.
two-story wooden house, No. 386 Cumberland
St., containing seven rooms. Apply to
EDWIN DOW.
31 Brown St.

6 1-3 Dow Street.

Inquire

the premises.
HOUSE
deci5
on

dtf

Room in the Second Story oi the
Printers’ Exchange, with power il
required. Arply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON At CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

LEASE.

NEW

THE

Patterson’s

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

AUG. P. FULLER,

SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case; may be

octl

AVOID

HOUSE No.

quire

jne!6dtf

on

same

building.

Apply

to

FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
corner of Exchange St.,

Middle,

172

or

nov2dtf

HENRY
39

DEERING,

Stable to Let.
Boston & Maine Depot.
Argos and Advertiser Copy.jan5tf

SUFFERERS
most

UK,

KlNISON,
Continues

to visit

Portland at

Coughs, Colds. Broils
chitis, More Throat,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, Liver
Complaint, Pains or

cheaper.

a

William kydkr,

Trice, Twenty-nve Cents.

Newspaper
Advertising.
NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulat ion in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising In various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in ad-

Containing

vertising

would like to know.

Address

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,

se7

41 Park Row, New York.
dl34m

MOB WORK of every description neat*
nt this office.

If executed

HEW

TO

—

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,August a and Bangor less than regular fare
BOSTON BOAT TICKET*.

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,

N°. 99 Exchange street, Portlnnd.

I?3_

Embracing the leading Hotels tn the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.
AUBURN
Elm Honse, Court. St. W. s. Jk A. Vouug,

Augusta House, State Mt. Harrison Hah
er, Proprietor.
Cony Honse. G. A. A- H. Uony. Proprie
tor*.
BANGOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow St.,
JMcI.augb
tin &

Darin, Proprietors.
BATH.

Bath

Hotel,

t. iff.

Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
*t. Janie* Hotel—J. R. Crocker,
Proprietor.

Treuioai

Gurney

d*

Honse, Tremont
Go. Proprietors.

Nf.-CImpio,

bottle: large bottles much the

OF

—

fcTOHIHGTOH

%

FOR NEW
AHEAD

Board Wanted.

LISE

YORK,

OP ALL

BRUNSWICK. ME.
Dining Rooms, W. R. Field.
Proprietor.

Ocean
etor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P.Chamberlain.PropriCALAIS.
W.

notel,

D.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

A

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in Now York
always in advance at' all other linen. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 ExCi
TTT 1\
T I..1
g^

dlw*

a. ct_

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Kasion, Pro
prietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWitt House,H. B. Wiug,

•_

An.

n

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
NAPLES'
Elia House, Nathan Church A Sons, Pro-

prietors.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danlorth House, D. Danforlh.
Propricto
NORTH STRATFORD N. II.
Willard House, C 8. Bailey A Ca. P
prtclors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

Portland Daily Press

LINE TO

MAIL

A

tor#.

tipw

IrAtt atnamoliiTi

“BERMUDA,”Capt.Cleaver, will
AP'-niTlX l?Sve <jran(1 Trunk Railway
Wharf,

every SATURDAY at
ii *^4.00
Mini M
p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
makiwg connections with the Intercolonial Railway,

to'

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

MAINE,

Windsor, Trnro,

Glasgow

New

and

Pictou,

and

steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breion, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns.
N. F.
tE^“RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam
Proprietor.

1*

^Proprietor 7 Federal St. J.
American Haste, India St. E.

OFFIC E.

Posters,

Hand

Hills, Bill Heads,

NOTICE,

Wolcott, Proprietor.

As

a

Political Journal

Tn^ruer

SKOIVHEGAN.
House, W. G. Ileseltou, Proprl-

Press will be devoted as in the past toa descrimminating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important campaign, the Tress will
give special attention to the publication of political
the

notice.

news.
As

an

among

advertising medium, the Press stands first

$1.00.

Passengers by this line secure a comfortable night’s rest aud arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Act.
dec27-75

UNDEE CONTRACT

Reduction

of

Price.

CONTRACTORS

!

Persons Interested.
it known, That the Jail Workshop is completed and ready lor the machinery required to opAnd all

BE

erate the

same.

Wishing

to

commence

1

JOB PRINTING
this Office.

neatly executed

al

Liverpool,

$1.75 for three months.
jgp* During the session of tie Legislature the
Daily will be furnished for $2.00 in advance.

The

rates.

ERS’
10S

Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, January 22d, 1870,

Immediately after the arrival ol the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the
Steamship Sannatian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to 880
Intermediate passage... 40
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Dratts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
nov24dtf

has been enlarged and greatly improved the past
and is now one of the largest, ullest and best
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.

year,

50

Leave each port every TVed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

cents.

No

jgp* Special

rates to

jgip** A local agent is wanted in every town.
(^"Specimen copies sent free.

Address,

PORTLAND PUBLISH CO.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p.m.
From Fine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

campaign clubs,

__

'sailing vessels.
West by the Penn. R, R„ and South

Freight for the
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Jn23-ly

B. MAmPNON. A gem,
TO Long W’hnrf, Hoston.

&

PRINT-

UUIt

nt4..‘i3 P.

Florida

and

tlie

South

-YIA-

Atlantic Coast Lino of Bail ways.
Now York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, elc.: 8.40
mid 9.30 A. M. (Limited
Expressivia Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as above; and 3.00 p. M.
Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at
night over
the entire line.
Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Agent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office
Connecting Lines.
POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.
■

dec31d3m_A,

RAILROAD^

EASTERN

On and after Monday, Oct. 11th, 1875,
UNTIL FL'HTUER NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
Boston 2.00 (except
Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 0.15 a. in., 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect with New Yorkand Western
trains,
L.ynn, Nnlem, Nrwbaryport and Fortstnontn at 2.00

Dover at 9

Rockport

m., 3.10 p.

a.

m„ 3.10 V
p. m
m., 3.10 p. m.
Rochester and Great Falls at

a.

m., 3.10 p.

a.

(except Mondays),9.00

and

at 9

a.

m.

B"rlch’
at 9 a. m.,
3.10 p. m.

Biddeford,

Waco, West Scarborough, NesrCnPe K'iZa*",h at 9 “•

3broT2?5.m"d
fRAINS

FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
“• m.,
12.30,8.00 p. m., arriving in
1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except .Mondays

BD*‘.?n
,at 8 30
Portland at
Lynn at 8.59 a.

m., 12.58. 8.27 p. m.
a. m., 1,10, 8.40 p. m.
I ortsmouth at 11 a.
m„ 2.57,10.14 p.
v m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Great Fall, at 10.22 a. m.. 4.19
p. m.
Kennebank at 12.10,4.03.11.20 p. m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38 p.
*
Haco at 8.05 a. m., 12
36,4.25,11.42 p. m.

Malem at 9.12

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS

SleamboaisS'ffi
Fallman Parlor aad
Slreping Cars are
through trains. Stops for reireshmen
made at the usual placoe.
oelldtf

*J{

BACHELDER, Supt.

_GEO,

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
alteration in trains.
WINTER

ARR A N GEMENT

Express
a

train 7.00

follows:

1875

for Auburn and Lewiston.
anii Remediate stations a

a. m.

f°r Uorham

m

‘ram atUOp'

m

for Auburn and Lew-

p^n

bvpress train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and
Intermediate stations
o«ou a.
p

m.

p

fr®"> Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a.
?,xpr®s8
U &°m
Montreal

O'*®1*®®.

m

and the

West at

hi

Passenger

at

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

AND

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!
To

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Nlilwnuhce, Cincinnati. HI. Com.. Omaha,
Hngtnnn stt. Paul, Hull l.ahc City,
Denver, Han Francisco,

WAREHOUSE,

a.

mesa in **

AmEuI (j V

121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly faurnished.
HORACE DODD.
_

BATES

&

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
J. H. Bates, late ot
J). R. Locke, o Locked;
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

and

all points in the
and (Southwest.

Northwest. West

J. C. FURNIVAL. Aet.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In
splendid
!• we“ snipped With flrst-class rolling
making the best connections and
®*t time of any route from Portland
to the Weal
ROOM
'he ,raiu8
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom

quick*

^“‘5’an'118

aITsLRKPING n^ACE

Ci|portffit<iAS?SprSattaChedt0

HSuSTSSSsteS?

al) unless notice is gwenand
paid ior at the

one

passenjgr
fo,"KJL«MO
W
f

Portiand.

AK

tSK

CHANGE

°

General Manager.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG

C. 3. WHEELER,

RB.

OF TIME.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GEORGE P. ROWELL at CO.,
SEW CONNECTIONS.

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING

rfieTr
Office No. 41

NEWSPAPERS.

Guardian's Safe of Real Estate.
to
?ccn8e from the Honorable Judge
Probate within

and for tho county of Cumoerland, I shall sell at public sale on the premises in
\Vesbrook, in said county, on Wednesday, the sixteenth day of
February, A. D. 1876, at two o’clock in
the following described real estate
Jbo afternoon,
belonging to Charles A. Haskell and Annie M. Haskell, minor children and heirs of Dexter V. Haskell,
deceased, viz: Situated in said Westbrook and
bounded northerly by the county road leading from
Saccarappa viliage to Cumberland Mills village, and
land of Adeline H Haskell; easterly by said Adeline
H. Haskell’s land; somberly by land or Alonzo Libby, and westerly by land of one Guilford, of Mrs. M.
A.
of

Brigham,

of G. & L. P.

Warren,

and the estate

Charles Quinby; said premises being crossed by
the Portlond and Rochester Railroad.
FABIUS M. RAY, Guardiau of said minors.
January 11, 1876.janl2dlaw3wW

Vaults Cleaneil.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling
at or addressing
R. GIBSON,
888 Congress Street

ALL
jam

On aud nflrr IVFDIVEtlDAY, Tid, ia.i,
and until further notice.
THAI.YU

MlterialS °f

Park Row, New York.

BOSTON
AND

iiUHCll

M., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
!l^“Tickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the
Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Snpt.
dtf
my?_

AGENT.

DODD’S

Portland, Nov. 23. 1875._
—

points.
Express Train leaves Worcester

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

****

1UI

ivuauuu

ana

Express from Lewiston and Auburn

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ot
Fruiters Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper m the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Steamship

PRUSSIAN, Qnpt. Ritchie.

work at the

earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
or receive communications from, parties interested in a likinds of light manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot the prisoners in the County Jail.
EDWINC. TOWNSEND,)
County
WILLIAM SMALL,
[
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
) Commissioners.
County Commissioners’ Office, Portland, Me., Dec.
15th, 1875._declgd&wtf
with,

and

ssv

at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Albany Railroad for Springtield. Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.20 p. m. train for Gorhntn.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan

5.45 p.

T. C. EVANS.

Co.

-Return Ticlcets

Despite the fact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is offered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;

AGENCY

ADVERTISING AGENCY

CONVEYANCE OF TEE

granted at reduced

---

Boston,

train for Island Pond,
(stopping at all stations to ls.and Pond,)*
connecting with night mail
f°r Ouebcc, Montreal and the West
at 1.50

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Canadian and United States Mails.

derry

ONE

ATTENTION

Steamship

Passengers booked to London-

For Sale.
8-keyed German D FLUTE, silver keys and
trimmings, ivory blow joint, German silver
lined, patent tuning slide, Gunadill wood. Has been
but a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect
tune, together with Morocco case, five dollars’ worth

of instructions and music. All cost $50.00 at the
manufactory of Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
reasons for selling. I will send the instrument O. O.
D., with privilege of examining before being paid for
by paying express charges both wavs. If not as represented it can be returned. Price with case, books
of instruction, <&c., $30.00. Address
F. W. LAPHAM,
nol8dtf
Augusta. Maine.

FOE

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. M. for Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train tor Lowel
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.:
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Train for Fitchburg and Uoosnc Tunnel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
with trains South and West.
e. -M’ijonnecttag
Train connects at Rochester
trains for Dover, Boston, Sc.
4.°« P. OT. New tork Express
Drawing
Rroorn Car to Worcester and
Sleeping car from
%Vorrester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at tirnnd Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R* R* from Bangor,
Rockland, and ail inter-

Mail

S. NI. PEFTENGILL & CO.’S

Will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

FORTUNE

Trains, commencing

Nor. 8, 1875.

lstoJPreSa

AGENCIES*

ADVERTISING

Montreal Ocean

Arrangement of

710

Contracts for Advertisements in all
Newspapers ot
all cities and towns ot tho United
States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

ALLALIIMb.
TELLER.-Madame N. A.
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can he consulted at No. 3 Quin
cy St. Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at lault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in atiy part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1 00: Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noDdtf

_oc25dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R,

Proprietor

S. B. NILES,

the journa’s of Maine.

tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
tMiied.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, October 25, 1875.

On anil alter Monday, Nov.
gjWytiijSK'j,
I5th,
IF! "*2**trains will run as

1VILTON.
Wilton House, it IN. Green.

inces.

FARE

m.

Farmington 1.40 p. m.
The *12.35 a. m. train for
Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A.
Railway fot St. John and
Halifax.

HCKNCANE ISLAND.
Cnlderwood House.— E. A.
Cnlderwood,
Proprietor.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37
ParkRow, New York,
Estimates famished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY
at shot t

Fed*

Proprietors.

ADVERTISING

Until further notice

Cards, Tags, &e., printed

1.40 p.

fists

Commercial llouie-L, O. Sanborn 3c Co..
9

STEAMERS."

SPECIAL

Perry

P. 8. Hotel, J a notion of
Congress and
eral Hta. Timolby

10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
further information apply to J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts ot the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing Interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance ol Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its fast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
importance to every merchant and business man in
the Btate.

G

Gray, Pro-

For

BOSTON

Skowhegan

Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Brunswick
*7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland *7.00 a. m., 1.10 p. m.
Bath *7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston *7.00 a. m„ 1.35,5.15 p. m.

Gale, Proprie-

PHILLIPS.
Bnrden House, Samuel Farmer,
Proprietor.

DAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after
by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

October 25th, 1875.

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at tl2.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

PITTSFIELD.

M »«•<»« and
8‘<itf£orWard, Proprietor,

With connection, to Prince Edward laland, Cnpe II re ton and St Johns, IV. P.
The SnlPTldld

Monday,

Junction,
m*1*01*’ ?,0n»«h
,Berw,ck
well.
and Kennebank

Hubbard Hotel. II Hubbard,
Pr.prieur

Lancy Home-Fletcher

R~

MAINE CENTRAL R.

Proprietors.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

For several years the Portland Daily Press
has been the largest and fullest daily paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Hal.fax. Also connect witn Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station^ and Maine Central
‘rains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Pam on 3.10 P. M. tr-tfn from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Sup
S. H. S a’EVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
au5
dt

PARIS HILL.

Citv Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble Home, Congress St. Gibson
ACo.,*

’73

in.,

Gloucester

prietor.

ocll

Printing

Simpson,

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeffords. Proprietor.

» T H E K 8.

This is

will leave Portland for
Bomiou at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10
p. hi., arrivinu
MomIod at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning. leave Komon at 8.30 a.
12.30
3.30 p. iu., arriving at Portland at 1.15. 5.
8.15 p. m.
Por I owe II at 6.15, 9.00 a. m.f 3,10, p. m.
Por Mnnchewter and I'out ortl and l oper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. in.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For threat Palin at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.ui.
P®r Korhenter, Pnrmiugtou and Allou
Kay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Por Menrborougb Bench, Blue Poiul, Old
Orchard Beach. Maeo, Hiddeford and
Kenuebunk at 6.15, 9.00. a. m., 3.10,5.00 p. m.
Moruiug Train* will leave Kenuebunk
for Portlnud at 7.20 a. in.
at

Boston &

speedily and permanently

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. My and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable .route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
E3T*Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

Passenger Train*

Proprietors.

Proprietor.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing October 11,1875.

DIRECTORYT

HOTEL

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.

GENTLEMAN is desirous of obtaining board
in a private family for himself and boy, seven
(7) years of age. Central part of city preferred.
Address.
"S,” Post Office Box 779.

Job

dtl

HOTELS.

International

YORK.

RAILROAD.

New
nud

|or

SETA W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&woewl
ja25

20

Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
dec22d&wlw

—

Worcesler, *priugfield. Hartford,
Haven, New
York, Philadelphia,
YVaNhmgton at a reduction.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Mailway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

cured by the use ot Dr.
Wistar’s Balsam of
wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as in the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays ir
ritaticn, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

$ 1

via all the Kail and Steamboat Lines.

Portland & Rochester Tickets

CORNISH.
Cornish House, M. B. Davis, Proprietor

BOARD.

janl8

CO.

iMoreness in the Chest
Mide, Blending at
the Iiungs, and every
affection of the throat,
lunns and
chest, are

wrapper.
50 cts. and

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

SE Ml- WEEKLY LINE

THE

Prescription,

87

STEAMSHIP
TO

—

P. A K.

IViASNE

the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
^month.
Room in Boston, 37 Tremont
Street and 57 Temple Place. Located in Boston since

constitute

oc29

Portland.
\VM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen*l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
janll ly

Chiropodist,

To Let.
lower part of building corner Park and Commercial Sts. Apply to
S. H. STEVENS,
Boston & Maine Depot.
jan5tf
Cap'Argos and Advertiser Copy.

physician, whose diploma hangs

YEARS A SUFFERER.—CURED BY THE
GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCO VER Y.
Dr. R. V. Pierce:
Dear Sir—Twenty yeais ago I was shipwrecked on
the Atlantic Ocean, and the cold and exposure
caused a large abscess to form on each leg, which
kept continually discharging. I was attended by
doctors in Liverpool, Havre, New Orleaus, New
York, and at the hospital on Staten Island (where
the doctors wanted to tak one leg eft). Finally, after
spending hundreds of dollars, 1 was persuaded to
try your “Golden Medical Discoveryand now, in
less than three months after taking the first bottle, I
am thankful to say I am completely cured, and ior
the first time in ten years can put my left heel to the
ground. I am at home nearly every evening and
shall be glad to satisfy any person of the truth of this
information. I am, sir, vours respectfully,

Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South ana Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire Si., Boston, or J. B. COYLE, Jr.,*

from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
surely would I save you from both early
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
have been. Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
no27
d3m
_

Steamers,

Running between Providence
nd Philadelphia every WED-

AND POISONX.

CAMPAIGN

Apply to
CORNER Park and York Streets.
S. H. STEVENS,

Iron Line of

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
communication to and from
^direct
Portland and all other points in

Exchange St.

must have absolute merit.

an agreeable and reliable physic; Favorite
a remedy for debilitated females; Extract of Smart-Weed, a magical remedy lor Pain,
Bowel Complaints, and an unequaled Liniment fcr
both human and horse-flesh; while his Dr. Sage’s
Catarrh Remedy is known the world over as the
greatest specific for Catarrh and “Cold in the Head”
ever given to the public.
They are sold by druggists.

Clyde's

RATES

TO

AUGUSTA.

—

PHILADELPHIA.

d2w»

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine uuless signed “I. BUTTS on tbe

55
the easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Alio
front and
offices in
rear

A3ra>

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

!

J-ET

PORTLAND
Chiropodists,

QUACKS

A

No.

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave HarpHwell Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. in., touching at Chebeagae, Little L'bebeague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf7 at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dti
my8_

21G FEDERAL STBEET,
Corner of Temple, Portland, Me.
Dr. Welch’s
Bunion Ointment by mail 50 cents and stamp.

To Let

74 Danfortli Street,
all the modern improvements. InThecontaining
at No. 10 Central Wharf.

REDUCED

HARPSWELL,

FOR

treated.

MR. & MRS. DR. WELCH,

seen

To Let.

!

SAMPSON, Agent,

E.

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtt__ Providence, R.

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
mar24dtf

1810.sep20dtf

DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.dec3tf

Through bills of lading given by tho above named
Agents.
Passage *45.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or passage to
Norlolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

o’clock, p.m.

and nil Difficulties at the Feet skillfully

_dlwteodtf

TO

Estate

CORNS

Spring Street. Address
MRS. CHAS. HARLOW,
554 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,

BRICK

FOX,

au28tt

To Let at 9 Dollars per Quarter
at 271

Beal

and Pearl streets.

Grand Trunk

ju24deodtfPortland, Me.

WEEK

Thursday.
Until further notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Dighy, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
U5?“Freight received on days of sailing until 4

ON

THE

Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address

PER

Boston & Maine

—

Boston.

every Monday at 6.00 p. in., for
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

TO LOAN
first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, etc., on
commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. P ATTERSON .dealer in Real Estate. Office 3794
Congressrtreet, Williams* Block, between Myrtle

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
sitaated opposite the passenger station ot the

A

&

Jail_

oc!2

TRIPS

AND

Boston.
To all points ofNorth and Sonth Carolina,
by Seaboard ami Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keitb, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to alt points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chlpley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

John, Oigby,

On anil niter Monday, December 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,

MONEY

LET !

HOTEL TO

TWO

BULLETIN.

A

Let.

Mt.

LINE

weelt.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240
Washington St..

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Adams

MEDICAL

PLEASANT, convenient house, centrally located, within five minutes walk of Post Office.
House heated by furnace. Sebago water, and good
garden connected. For terms, etc., address “RENT,”
this office.
dec22dtr

TO

3

<-'or- Canton and Martyr
iots- Will take mortgage
,3?od
,buii?in?
back for lull
value
if built upon.
Hou.SE LOTS on Eastern Promenade. Will
if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the
country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage of city real estate.

To Let.

at

the year guaran-

TENEMENT, No.

nnd

a

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence ever, WEDNESDAY
and NATURDAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

—

F. G,

TWO

To

SMALL

MATTOCKS

To Let.
rooms on the comer of Congress and Brown
Sts., newly fitted up; very pleasant; gas and
ELBRIDGE GERRY,
Sebago. Apply to
59 High Street.
janl8tf

janlltf

supply of water throughout
Large and well-finished.

nov24d3ro_183 Middle £t.

TO LET.

THE

teed.

Cnlnix

Washington

First Class Nle»Binhip
JOHNS HOPKTNS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
F'rorn Boston direct every TUE(4DA¥
and »ATl’l!»A¥.

Windsor anil Halifax.

sflo^.EE^T PF

Lost Dog.
any

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaxtport,

Fop Sale.

FOUNd7~

Dr. B. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., occupies our
entire eighth page to-day with his various articles.
We admit it. because we know the Doctor, and know
of his articles. We know him to be a regulariy edu-

agencies—good reliable articles—articles which, once
introduced, work easily their own way—and splendid
business management.
They have succeeded because they ought to have succeeded.”
If you would patronize Medicines, scientifically
prepared by a skilled Physician and Chemist, use Dr.
Pierce’s Family Medicines. Golden Medical Discovery is nutritious, tonic, alterative, and blood-cleansing, and an unequalled Cough Remedy; Pleasant
Purgative Pellets,scarcely larger than mustard seeds,

For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Sears port, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning at 5 OO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Scareport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dt tGe 1 Agent.

opp°siw to™
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
J HULL HOUSES on Carroll and
Pino streets,

countrywomen!” —Appleton’s Journal.

on the wall of
his office, and we know that he has associated with
him several of the most eminent practitioners in the
country. We know that parties consult him, by mail
in person, from all the States in the Union every
day, and that they are fairly and honestly dealt with.
This grand result has been accomplished by two

o’clock.

H0USE'Iu Deering'

houseI(lHTON

PER WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
I bunolav evening, commencing Dec. 2d, at lu

^ 7 acres of land

Ca^ E»?ab^thLINT *°USE

Four times

—

The

_No. 7 Exchange Street.
For Sale or to Let,
BROWN HOUSE, barn and out-buildings,
lai,d» at Saccarappa.

man! and you do know a fact in American
history! Why, I begin to have hopes of my

cated

ONE TRIP

soft water; all in perfect order;
ready lor
occupancy; will be sold at a great bargain; terms
easy; for particulars inquire of
UPHAM & GARDINER,

in

—

MACH1AS.

Three Story Brick House,
A SUBSTANTIAL
No. 41 Winter Street; 10 finished rooms, gas,
hard and

OTIS

TDK

&

STEAMSHIP

MT. DESERT AND

on

Janl-dlm*

LOST AND

FOR

—

of the late Moses B. NickerTHE Residence
situated
Congress Street, No. 341, in PENOBSCOT,
of
Portland.
city
This
elegant and
son.

Norfolk, Baltimore

TIE FURTHER NOTICE,

_$ALE.

RAILROADS.

I

WINTER ARRANGEMENT UN-

FOR MALE.

capable
of taking charge of a set of Books.
Provision
store preferred. Good references. Address
janl9dlw*
“WILLING,” Press Office.

Philadelphia, proverbially the warmest city
on the continent, on the Fourth of July I”
“Tes,” said Orestes, gloomily, “and dreadfully crowded.”
“But we must remember,” said I, with a
glow ot patriotic memory, “that at the battle
of Monmouth more perished with the heat
than with the sword, and yet they gallantly
fought it through.”
“What!” said Orestes, “an American wo-

rapidly,

STEAMEHS.

STEAMBOAT.

BRICK bouse in a desirable neighborhood, containing ten rooms, Sebago water, gas and furnace.
Rent reasonable. Apply to \VM. H. JERRIS.
Real Estate
Agent.jan8d3w*

A

tne

at

Dr. Pierce.
From the Toledo Blade.
“Success is never achieved without merit. A man
may make a poor article and sell it once, and there
being 40,000,000 people in the United States, the sale
to each one would be enough to make a decent forfeme. But an article that holds the field year after
year, and the sales of which increase regularly and

STEAMERS.
■—1

**

“Oh yes! Alexander Hamilton made a
speech of three hours’ length before New
York would listen to it. Madison and Jay
answered objections from other quarters.
North Carolina and Rhode Island accepted it
only after some delay.”
“Little Rhody was recalcitrant?”
“Yes. She had a will of her own always.”
“But it was not until April 14, 1789, that
Washington received an official announcement that he was elected president under the
new constitution, was it ?”
“No: and in this fact of his being president of the convention before, has arisen
much confusion. All American history is
confused. It was a period of confusion. You
need a good head, a clear head, and a great
determination to master it.”
“I have got none ofjthese things, but I remember what Webster said of Hamilton,
‘He smote the rock of national resources, and
abundant streams of revenue burst forth.’ ”
“Ah, yes, you can remember a bit of eloquence. and you can remember about Hamilton, because he was young, and handsome,
and eloquent and a genius. I want you to
remember about the plain, unheroic people
—the silent heroes, the warp and woof of a
linsey-woolsey history? No brocade, no
cloth of gold, no roseate tints of romance;
but a fabric that was woven to last forever,
to cover tbe freezing, to protect tbe lowly, to
be a safeguard to the millions 1
That is the
sort of stuff our Washington essayed to
If there were some defects iu it, conweave.
sider what an experiment it was 1”
“The roseate tints of romance do come in
occasionally, as in De Soto’s march from
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REAL ESTATE.

Will BUY AS FOLLOWS:

GOING

WEST.

8.13 A. M—Passenger train from Portland tor all
stations, running through without change to St
dobnsbury Danvillei. Hardwick. MonisvTlle. Hydo
Park uid Johnson. \ ermont. Connects
with B.
K-Aor Lancaster, Whitefleld. Littleton
w mM».
We.U River, MontpeBer,
St.

Burlington,

Albans)

ii.4° I*. M.—Passenger train from
Portland fhr
f
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.

GOING

'Six

EA.8T.

1ss jbsnc

arnv mg

m Portland at
5.45 p. m.
»TAGK (O^NtniONN

At White Rock for North Windham.
aI Baldwin for for Staudlsh Corner.
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Fieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
At

d^Freight trains leave Portland dally

m.

at 9 20

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, Dec* 21, 1575.
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